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Introduction

Another Man's Genius

"This will always be our response to international boycotts and
threats against us," said President P.W. Botha as he unveiled the Cheemh,
South Africa's advanced combat aircraft, The South Africans said that the
plane was a secret project of the government's Armaments Corporation.l

Claiming the new aircraft was more than a match for neighboring
Angola's MiG-23s, Gen. Magnus Malan, the white government's defense

minister, told the assembled industrialists and foreign press corps that the
Cheetah "signaled a new era of self sufficiency and enhanced operational
capability for the South African Air Force." It was proof of the
technological leadership of the South African arms industry, asserted

President Botha.2
The Cheetah was also the one major item an international arms

embargo had managed to deny South Africa. The South Africans, who in

July 1986 were anxiously following the progress of sanctions legislation in
the U.S., lost no time in driving that point home.

In its nightly broadcast to North America, Radio South Africa said the

"futility" of the UN's 1977 arms embargo

was recognized l8 months ago by the UN General Assembly,
which called on member countries to stop importing arms from
South Africa. After all, they were supposed to be applying an
arms boycott against the country...The arms embargo has

achieved the opposite of what it was intended to achieve. In the
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2 ISRAELI FOREIGN POI-ICY

last two decades the country has built up the tenth largest arms
industry in the world and this achievement was the direct
response of the misguided attempt to isolate South Africa and
make it more vulnerable to outside pressures.3

In all their f ubilation, the South Africans omitted one key detail: Israel

Aircraft Industries (lAI) had played a major role in creating the Cheetah

out of the carcass of an aging Mirage III-C. The Cheetah was the latest of a

number of projects on which the state-owned IAI and other Israeli
weapons manufacturers had collaborated with the South Africans.

Vanunu and Hasenfus

On October 5, 1986 the London Sunday Times carried a front page

account of Israel's nuclear capability. The information had been provided
by dissaffected Israeli technician Mordechai Vanunu, who had worked at

Israel's secret plutonium plant in an underground facility in the Negev
Desert. The account astonished leading nuclear scientists-some of whom
had been called in to challenge Vanunu, and to verify the photographs he

had smuggled out of Israel-who were forced to revise their estimates

upward and declare Israel to be the world's sixth largest nuclear power.4

Over the years bits and pieces of Israel's nuclear weapons development
had emerged: a series of tests on weapons and delivery systems with the
French in Algeria;s Francis Perrin, for many years head of the French
atomic agency, recently admitted that France built Israel the nuclear reactor
at Dimona in the Negev, and also that between 1957 and 1959 the two
governments had been working together on an atomic bomb;6 the

discovery in 1965, f ust after the Dimona plant came on line, that as much as

130 pounds of enriched uranium was missing from the NUMEC enrich-
ment plant (which the CIA believed was largely financed by Israel) in
Apollo, Pennsylvania;7 the preparation of nuclear-tipped Jericho missiles

for use in the early days of Israel's 1973 war;8 a joint program with lran
under the Shah to build and test long-range, nuclear-capable missiles;e the

test with South Africa of. a nuclear missile in the South Atlantic in
September 1979; and reports in 1985 that Israel had deployed nuclear-
armed Jericho II missiles in the Negev Desert and perhaps also in the
occupied Golan Heights.

All this, coming as it did in fragmentary reports over a period of 30

years, did not add up to alarm. The October 5, 1986 story which for the
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first time portrayed all the megatonnage at Israel's disposal and described,
in the words of leading nuclear scientists, Israel's ability to produce
sophisticated thermonuclear warheads, did not rouse much reacion from
disarmament activists or from most Western governments. A report by a

small newsletter that South African scientists had habitually worked at the
secret plant in Dimona was put on the desk of every member of Congress. It
was ignored.

Had it not been for the continuing drama surrounding the fate of
Mordechai Vanunu, the matter might have been completely forgotten. On
September 30, 1986, Vanunu disappeared tn London. The following
November 9, the Israeli government announced it had him in custody and
would try him for treason and espionage. Vanunu later made it known to
journalists that he had been kidnapped in Rome. Although smeared by the
Israeli media as a traitor and a money-grubbing opportunist, through a

hunger strike and messages delivered through his lawyer, a friend, and his
brothers, Vanunu contended that he had acted out of principle. His travails
sparked Israel's first ever anti-nuclear effort. Support for him began to
grow in the U.S.ro

Also on October 5, 1986, a U.S. mercenary was captured when
Nicaraguan soldiers shot down the plane in which he had been ferrying
arms to the anti-Nicaragua contras. The admissions made by load master
Eugene Hasenfus to the press in Nicaragua sparked investigations that
revealed a network of high U.S. officials and former military and
intelligence officers put together to circumvent the will of Congress and aid
the counterrevolutionary bands assembled by the CIA in the early days of
the Reagan Administration. It soon emerged that financing for the supply
operation-it had been called, with a wink and a nod, "private aid"-had
been obtained by shaking down Egypt and Israel for kickbacks on rheir
U.S. aid. Even greater amounts of money had been squeezed out of Saudi
Arabia, as an expression of thanks for administration support of the
kingdom's purchase of AWACS aircraft against the wishes of the pro-
Israeli lobby in Congress in 1981.

The Hasenfus scandal was soon transcended by the discovery that
Israel had led a small group within rhe Reagan Administration into ,
complicated morass where Israel sold U.S. arms to Iran (persuading the
Iranians to ransom U.S. hostages held in Lebanon) and applied a part of the
profits from those arms deals to the purchase (from Israel and other sources)
of weapons for the contras. Known as rhe Iran-contra affair, this imbroglio
riveted the national attention to several areas ofpolicy which had long been
ignored.

*t
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However, in their understandable-if belated-lust to pin these crimes
on the President, the Congress and the media blithely ignored the

intellectual author of the intricate disaster-lsrael.ll

The Perfect Coup d'Etat

The coup came off like clockwork. Since 1981, the young officers had

been meticulously planning their move. On March 2 3 , 1982, soldiers of the

Mariscal Zavala Brigade ran through the streets of Guatemala City to take

up positions around the Presidential Palace. So secret had been the

preparations-by one account even the CIA and the U.S. embassy were
taken by surprise-that in order to identify one another the participants
had, at a coded signal, rolled up the right sleeves of their combat fatigues.

While helicopters flew above the palace, other participants took over
radio and television stations and closed the national airport. Outside
Guatemala City, garrison by garrison, the military declared its allegiance to
the young officers' revolt. At four in the afternoon, head of state Gen.
Romeo Lucas Garcia quietly surrendered.

The man chosen by the young officers to succeed him, Gen. Efrain
Rios Montt,l2 told ABC News that he attributed the success of the coupto
the training of "many of our soldiers" by Israelis.13 As they had assisted

Lucas Garcia, Israeli advisers would help Rios Montt's scorched earth fight
against the insurgency that was sweeping the rural highlands. They would
help with the implementation and design of a forced resettlement program
in that largely Mayan Indian area.

Rios Montt was a Protestant Evangelical affiliated with a U.S.
fundamentalist sect-the first non-Catholic head of state in Guatemala's

history. During his tenure, right-wing fundamentalists from the U.S.
flooded into the Indian highlands and began to take an active part in the

"pacification" activities underway there,
In August 1983, Rios Montt was overthrown by officers offended by

"the aggressive and fanatic religious groups" which had access to the

highest levels of his government (and by his promotion of young
officers).la He was then spirited away to Miami by an Israeli adviser.15 Both
Israelis and right-wing U.S. Christians continue to work in the resettle-

ment program, where Indians must often eat food donated by right-wing
religious organizations while they are forced to grow crops for export.

Introduction
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In each of these instances Israel acted autonomously, directing its own
foreign policy for the sake of its own objectives. Yet in all of these

instances-and they are not selective, but rather illustrative of the many
occasions on which Israel has intervened in the course of another nation's
history-the United States was party to Israel's action.

Israel's presence in Guatemala cannot be divorced from the historical
process begun when the CIA overthrew that country's elected government
in 1954, Regarding South Africa, the Carter Administration gave Israel a

green light to continue its relationship with apartheid, asking only that the

Israeli Kfir aircraft and the Merkava tank, developed with substantial U.S.
funding, not be suplied to the white governmentl6 and, as shall be seen,

turned a blind eye when Israel and South Africa tested a nuclear weapon in
1979. lt can be safely assumed that the Reagan White House was

wholeheartedly in support of the continuing growth of Israeli-South
African ties. But even some of the most ardent progressives within the U.S.
Congress went out of their way to avoid confronting Israel over its support
of South Africa at the same time they were fashioning sanctions against the

apartheid state.

Of the instances cited, and of those to be mentioned in the following
pages, there is not a single one that does not cry out for the attention of
those who oppose the course of post-war foreign policy from a progressive
perspective.

There is also a special responsibility for U.S. activists to make

themselves heard regarding Israel's ambitious involvement in repressive

situations. Throughout the world Israel is perceived as acting as a

representative of the U.S., whether or not, in any given set of circum-
stances, this is actually the case. When the victims of Israeli weapons hear no
outcry from the opponents of U.S. policies, they are justified in wondering
by what set of criteria progressives operate.

In fact, it is the very reluctance of the progressive movement to turn its

critical focus on Israel that has led to the growth of Israel's role as an adiunct
to some of the most inexcusable undertakings of U.S. foreign policy.

Ratcheting this irony yet another turn is the indisputable correlation
between progressive foreign policy achievements and Israeli intervention:
the latter cancels the former out, almost every time. When Congress,
pressed by constituents, cut off aid to the anti-Nicaraguan contras, Israeli

aid to the contra mercenaries increased. When Congress warned that a

*1,,
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rightist coup in El Salvador would result in a cancellation of U.S. aid,
Salvadoran rightists propitiated Israel.

To cite a more current-and retrievable-example, when the South
Africans carry on about the bracing effect of sanctions they are bragging
mainly for domestic consumption, to reassure anxious whites. They are

also providing their supporters abroad a last-ditch argument: sanctions
don't work. However, sanctions do work and the South Africans are very
nervous about their actual and psychological effect. The U.S. anti-
apartheid measures are particularly frightening to the South Africans, but
they will only have their desired effect if their enforcement by the
administration and Congress is monitored vigilantly-and if Israel is

prevented from making a mockery of them.
The U.S. has had a reasonably functional arms embargo against South

Africa for a decade-during which time Israel, as shall be seen, helped
South Africa establish an indigenous arms industry.lT Months before the
1986 anti-apartheid legislation was passed, Israeli officials were urging
South African businessmen to ship their products to the U.S. via Israel to
take advantage of Israel's special duty-free trade agreement with Wash-
ington.

Thus, our hard won victories regularly turn to ashes. The congres-
sional intention built so laboriously by grassroots activism is cynically
subverted. The obvious corrective would be for Congress to accompany
each of its anti-intervention and anti-apartheid actions with a postscript
enjoining Israel to adhere to the spirit of the action. In a pointed (if
unintended) message to activists, a small step was taken in this direction
when an amendment requiring that South African dealings of U.S. allies be

scrutinized was tacked onto the anti-apartheid legislation of 1986 (see

Conclusion). Authored by retiring Republican Senator Charles McC.
Mathias, it raised the hackles of not a few Congresspeople.

It is clear, however, that no sustained initiative will come spon-
taneously from Congress, and that without vigorous pressure Congress
will go on as it has for so long considering Israel to be beyond reproach.

Indeed, Congress is the last body that might be expected to reassess its
no-questions-asked support of Israel. In the process of cultivating the U.S.
support so critical for its survival, Israel and its domestic support system
have, logically enough, made Congress, with its powers of appropriation,
the central focus of their efforts. (The executive branch of government and
the media have been a secondary, but by no means insignificant, focus.)

The enormous amount of U.S. aid that Congress regularly bestows
upon Israel-$3 billion for 1987-is a testament to the success of those
efforts. So large has Israel's aid package become, by any standard of

Introduction

comparison, that it is commonly considered to be indebted to the U.S.
Many, upon hearing that Israel has taken over the msk of propping up this
dictator or that despot, simply assume that Israel has taken over in
situations which Congress (or, as in the case of the Carter White House and

its human rights policies, the President) has declared out of bounds for the

U.S., as a quid pro quo for the aid it receives-that these are the invisible
strings attached to Israeli military and economic assistance. But this
perception is not entirely accurate, nor is it very useful in understanding the

dynamics of Israeli interventionism in the framework of U.S.-lsraeli
relations.

How the U.S.-Israeli Relationship Evolved

There are two important historical threads to follow-Israel's search

for an international backer and its quest for political independence. Out of
their ostensibly contradictory meanderings is woven the stark fabric of
Israel's reality.

Israel was established in part by a plan drafted by the United Nations

and in part by "facts on the ground," territory in Palestine occupied by

Jewish forces in fighting during the final days of the British Mandate and

immediately following the departure of the British from Palestine.

A United Nations plan passed in 1947 for the partition of Palestine

into Jewish, Arab, and international states conferred legitimacy on the

concept of a Jewish state. The partition plan was approved by the USSR,

the U.S., and France. In its early days Israel-which declared independence

in May 1948 while claiming sovereignty over a territory already well
outside its UN-drawn bordersl8-would turn to both of the latter for
EuPport.

France was the most immediately forthcoming, supplying the new

state with weapons and technical support. Then, in June 1967 , the Israelis

received the back of de Gaulle's hand.Just as Israel commenced its attack on

its neighbors, the French president blocked the delivery of all arms to Israel,

rn embargo which included an already-paid-for fleet of 50 Mirage aircraft
and a number of missile boats.le

It was at that point that Israel turned the full force of its attention to the

U.S. If the 1967 war had repelled de Gaulle, it had the opposite effect on

U,S, Jews, inspiring them into devoted support for Israel. The U'S. had

Soon replaced France as a reliable international backer for Israel.

.t
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*:,6the Ruins, an Israel LobbY

The history of American Jews and their interactions with the
/government in Washington is complex, as wereJetwish communal politics
' in the first half of this century. There were then, as now, progressiveJews,

many of whom came to the U.S. from Eastern Europe during the mass

migrations of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. There were

also the self-styled aristocrats, mostly GermanJews, who had arrived in the

U.S. throughout the course of the nineteenth century and who had

prospered. In a very general sense the progressiveJews participated in the

broad popular movements of the day, while the aristocrats-in their
orgagi zed manifestation represented by.BE-UglUt fi+gltl gtd.t, g1d. "-
the American Tewish Commimee. an exclusive organization constituted to ,-
tt*' imi erhnic advo-

tates, pra&itiii#liiret diplomacy with highly-placed officials to whom
they had access by virtue of their wealth and power.2o

With the rise of Hitler, the divisions in theJewish community becarne

apparent. The aristocrats counseled quiet approaches to those in power-
the U.S. was, until well after World War II, an unabashedly anti-Semitic

society and manyJews believed it was best not to have too high a profile-
while those Jews identified with popular causes participated in strenuous

efforts to warn of the dangers of German fascism. Preeminent among these

efforts was a boycott campaign against Hitler, spearheaded by Rabbi

Stephen Wise of the American Jewish Congress.2r The attempted 1933

boycott was undercut in its initial stages by the American Jewish
Committee and B'nai B'rith who feared a backlash against Jewish
assertion.22

The protest drive against Nazi Germany started with a March 27,

1933 rally in New York's Madison Square Garden that drew tens of
thousands and received international support.23 The ground was soon cut

out from under this early opposition to Hitler when several (cor,npeting)

Zionist factions began negotiating with the Third Reich to ransom theJews

of Germany.

Zionist leaders, during April 193 3, sought to cooPerate with the

Nazi Reich to arrange the orderly exit of Jewish people and

wealth from Germany. But during the very same weeks,Jewish
groups throughout the world were struggling to resist and

topple the Reich to keep Jews in Germany as citizens.za

Ultimately a "Transfer Agreement" was worked out, under which the

funds of wealthy GermanJews were shared between the Reich, theJewish
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Introduction

authorities in Palestine, and, on arrival there, by the emigradng Jews. It
was, as intended, a way of rapidly building Zionism during a period when
the movement for a Jewish national homeland had a small and divided
following.25

Relatively few organized ArnericanJews were Zionists until after the

shock of the Holocaust, Hitler's murderof 6 millionJews. News of Hitler's
genocide against the Jews was confirmed by the governments of the U.S.,
the UK, end the USSR in 1942.26 A shaken Jewish comrnunity came

together to issue a statement that included endorsement of aJewish state in
Palestine.2T However, the ascendancy of Zionisrn during the critical period
19+2-4+ had the overarching side-effect of blunting efforts to rescue

EuropeanJews. Bound up in political contention, very fewJewish leaders

responded forcefully to the plight of the Jews in Europe.

' An unavoidable conclusion is that during the Holocaust the
Ieadership of American Zionism concentrated its maior force on
the drive for a future Jewish state in Palestine. It consigned
rescue to a distinaly secondary position.z8

After the war Jews intensively lobbied the Trunran Administration,
first to back the UN partition plan, and then to recognize the newly
established state of Israel. Facing an uphill fight for reelection in 1948,

Harry Truman ignored the counsel of the State Departrnent, the Depart-
ment of the Navy, the War Department and theJoint Chiefs of StafFe and

responded instead to a flood ofletters and personal approaches, recognizing
Icrael in May 1984.30 There was bitterness in the State Department, where

it was remembered that the recently deceased President Roosevelt had

promised Arab leaders to consult with thern before taking such a step.3l

Suddenly moved by the Holocaust, both houses of Congress also

perponded to the political onslaught rn'ounted by Jewish activists with
, rccolutions supponing recognition of Israel.l2" Dwight D. Eisenhower was the only President to resist pressure from

I the pro-lsraeli lobby, as the incresingly well organized Jewish com-

$ munity was coming to be known. On three occasions Eisenhower withheld

ffi U,S, aid from Israel: to force it to stop diverting water from Jordan in 1953,

Ff to force it to cease its attack on Egypt (the Suez crisis of 1956) and to force it
$' to withdraw from Egyptian territory occupied during its 1956 war. In the

*.: frcc of militant opposition from a Congress already swayed by Israeli

S lobbying efforts and supportive of Israel's determination to hold the land it
$1 hra seized, Eisenhower maintained his hardnosed approach, asking,

{ - ttshould 
a nation which attacks and occupies foreign territory in the face of

tftnlh Unit.d Nations disapproval be allowed to imposeconditions on its own
withdrawal?"3r

l
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, ' Israel received more solicitious treatment from the next two presidents,

Kennedy and Johnson. u.s. arms sales began under the Ken_nedy

Administration.r* Th. Johnson Administration secretly helped Israel

prepare for its 1967 war, and when the French cut off Israel's arms supplies,

ih.lohnro., Administration kept Israel in equipment3s lon' enough for

Israel to increase the territory under its control by 200 percent'36 President

Johnson courted the Jewish community by calling attention to the aid his

ad.ninistration was giving Israel.37 Johnson also strongly urged Israel to

extend diplomatic recognition to the puppet government his administration

was brcking in South vietnam and to send a health team there. Israel

refused, agreeing only after months of requests to accept under conditions

of complete secrecy eight vietnamese agricultural trainees in Israel.38

Almositwo decades later, this scenario would be repeated, when Israel

refused to be the lead player with the contras.

Richard Nixon was a strong supporter of Israel and was generous with

aid during its 1973 war, although as watergate engulfed him he was

.. reportedly toying with the idea of suspending military aid to Israel as a way

of for.ing it to approach irs Arab neighbors for peace.3e Nonetheless, with

the excef,tio., of torn. elements of Reform Judaism, no maior- Jewish

organiratio.rs took a stand against Nixon, and when it became clear that

Nixo., might have ro surrender the presidency, some Jewish leaders

expressed i p.efer.nce for him over Vice President Gerald Ford.a0 Ford

aciually did suspend aid ro Israel, during a 197 5 "reassessment" of U.S.

Middl; East policy.al Reassessment was a euphemistic way of expressing

extreme displeasure with Israel's intransigent refusal to vacate several

positions in Egypt. In response to the Ford cutoff, pro-Israeli forces

worked the Congress until Ford relented.a2

Jimmy Carie, is remembered for knocking together the heads of

Men-achem Begin and Egyptian president Anwar Sadat to achieve the 1978

Camp David accords. But his administration was very susceptible to Israeli

pr.rrur., both directly and through the Con-gress: *httt.SI}!!(1$
American Israel Public Affairs Q11ry1,,t.LI1r:l'-'egiste.red-lgpbyrst, -%it. Cfrto nrea-h's UliF-baGa"iAndEfr-was malong lts pov
Young afte, Yo.tng met with the PLO representative _to the uN.
U.,*illirrg or unable to order Israel to stop its dealings with South Africa,

Carter presided over a cover-up "investigation" of a nuclear weaPons test

conducted by Israel and South Africa in 1979'

While ail of the adminisrrarions since Eisenhower were obliging to one

degree or anorher, the Reagan Administration seems to have made Israel

thJobject of cult worship. It is known that the President subscribes to the

,up..rii,io1 p.opoupded by right-wing Christian fundanrcntalists that

i:
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Israel will be the site of the battle of Armageddon which precedes the end of
times.a3 To help Israel prepare for more immediate battles, the Reagan
Administration has increased its military and economic aid to the highest
levels ever. It was also Ronald Reaganthat allowed his administration to be

directed by Israeli officials and Americans pardal to Israel in the sale of arms

to lran and funneling of funds to the war against Nicaragua. But even with
Reagan, a president with whom Israel enjoyed a "virtual honeymoon that
existed over most of...six yeers,"44 the pro-Israeli lobby often felt
compelled to intervene, through Congress and with other government
agencies, in the fashioning of Middle East policy and other matters it
considered to be within its realm of interest.

Several years into the Reagan Administration it was common
knowledge that the Israeli government had "friends" placed in every nook
of the vast bureaucracy of the executive branch of the federal government.

The [pro-lsraeli] lobby's intelligence network, having numer-
ous volunteer "friendlies" to tap, reaches all parts of the
executive branch where matters concerning Israel are handled.
Awareness of this seepage keeps officials-rvhatever rung of the
ladder they occupy-from making or even proposing decisions
that are in the U.S. interest.as

Whereas the State Department, with its history-conscious bureaucracy and

its seasoned professionals had once acted as a counterbalance to the political
suasions of the pro-Israeli forces, under Reagan it seems to have succumbed.
Even the Secretary of State, George Shultz-formerly with the large

Bechtel construction company and close to Arab governments-has
become a wholehearted supporter of Israel.

While relations with each administration had their high and low
points, Israeli influence with the Congress was plotted on an ever-

ascending curve. Besides cultivating the legislative branch as the source of
financial assistance, Israel mastered the craft of using Congress to overcome
political opposition from the executive branch. In legislation concerning

Israel, Congress has set numerous precedents: a Free Trade Agreement; a

resolution demanding the relocation of the U.S. embassy in lsrael from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem (having been advised by State Department officials that
such a move would ignite anti-U.S. protests in Muslim nations as far distant
as Indonesia, the President did not act on this); permission to spend military
aid on development of weapons in Israel.a6 Although it has empowered
itself to do so, Congress has never called Israel to account for its nuclear

weapons program. Members of Congress seem to compete to speak at
pro-Israel events (many of which include honoraria).

t^4
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The incredible success of Israel's lobby argues strongly that rather

than progressively obligating Israel, the astronomical rise in aid is a product

of Israeli influence on the Congress. That much of the influence is gained

by pressure, browbeating, and intimidation rather than the Presentation of
a convincing case-congress, for example, routinely appropriates billions

for Israel's "defense" rather than pressing it to conclude a iust peace with its

neighbors and with the Palestinian people-suggests that as it wins more

concessions from Congress, Israel is simultaneously entrenching its

position in a never-never land called "beyond reproach."47

The Development of Israel's Arms Industry

De Gaulle's halting of the arms flow at such a critical iuncture also

provided Israel with the impetus to embark on a crash program to develop

an arms industry.
In this endeavor, Israel was not starting from scratch. As early as 192 l,

Jewish settlers in Palestine had made hand grenades and explosives for use

against Arabs protesting their presence.4s The history of the Jewish state's

foundation is laden with tales of weapons obtained abroad by hook or by
crook, and of secret workshops in British-ruled Palesrine where primitive
small arms were constructed.ae

After the establishment of Israel in 1948 these munitions factories

were brought above ground and incorporated into a government-owned

military industry. As the great powers, for varying geopolitical reasons'

were slow to sell arms to the new state, the Israelis pressed ahead, producing

the Uzi submachine gun in I 952, and by I 965 had developed the rudiments

of aviation, munitions, and electronics industries' Israel's obiective was a

guaranteed source ofsupply, but as early as 1954 it also began marketing

weapons.50

ln 1967 ,shaken by de Gaulle's abrupt cancellation of major contracts

for aircraft and patrol boats, the Israelis embarked on a crash effort to lower

their future political vulnerability by striving toward self-sufficiency in

weapons production.5l They opted to invest funds that had previously

been earmarked for purchases overseas into the indigenous arms industry.52

In keeping with the decision immediately after the war to
proceed with an intensified effort to develop and enlarg;c Israel's

L-.t *"tpotts industry, cost-benefit calculations wcre set aside

in favor of producing essential items in Israel.53

Introduction l3

With some critical technological inputs from abroad-some arriving in

the form of foreign investment and purchase of foreign technology,54 some

pilfered, such as plans for the Mirage combat aircraft which were stolen by

Mossad, Israel's secret service, from the French Dassault company's Swiss

Iicensee ,55 making possible the task of designing and building the Mirage-

copy Kfir iet fighter-the arms industry expanded rapidly. Israeli deter-

mination was further spurred by displeasure with the amount of dme it
took the U.S. to resupply Israel during the 1973 war.56

By the end of the 1970s, the Israeli military industry was supplying 40

percent of Israel's military needs.s7 But production runs solely for the

domestic market resulted in high costs per item' The longer producdon

runs necessary to lower unit costs created an imperative to export.

The government began a concerted marketing campaign, through

diplomatic and military contacts, as well as news releases and exhibits at

fairs.58 In later years a sales force of retired military officers eager for
commissions fanned out over the globe.se While the secrecy of the Israeli

government makes it impossible to exactly calculate the volume of Israel's

weapons sales abroad, the general consensus ofanalysts ofthe international

arms trade indicates that between 1972 and 1980 Israel's arms exports

soared, particularly in the latter part of that span, rising from $50 million60

to top $1 billion,ot and, with the possible exception of 1983,62 have

remained over gl--blliqt-ennually. A ! ? 9{-s$:gelepus "n"qll 
gl-.s- gq

"mor€ than $ 1.25 billion."63 Since 1982 Israel has been ranked among the

@cets.6a
The importance to the overall economy of the arms manufacturing

sector also increased, with weapons exports estimated to have comprised 3l
percent of industrial exports in 1975, up from l4 percent in 196765 and

more recently 30 to 40 percent of Israel's industrial output.66 The arms

industry employs "anywhere from 58,000 to as many as 120,000 Israelis,"

or, taking the lower figure, 20 percent of the industrial labor force,67 with
the biggest unit, Israel Aircraft Industries, the nation's largest employer,

carrying 20,000 on its payroll.68

The export imperative, in turn, brought its own set of problems, these

centering on the overseas markets available to Israel and on its choice of
customers from that list. For varying reasons, Israel was largely shut out of
the Eastern Bloc, the Arab world and NATO countries. That left its poten-

tial clientele to be found on the peripheries: pariahs such as South Africa and

Guatemala, the strong-man regimes of Taiwan, Zaire, and Chile, and the

occasional government wary of strings-attached arms purchases from the

superpowers. Over the years Israel has sold weapons-and often along

with the weapons come Israeli advisers-to Costa Rica, Dominican
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Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua
(under Somoza), Panama, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Venezuela, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya,
Liberia, Morocco, Nigeria, Rhodesia, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Uganda, Zaire, Australia, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand,

Papua-New Guinea, Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand,
Iran, and a number of European countries and several non-governmental
factions.6e Sometimes even the least desirable customers have required some

softening up: "Greatly detailed stories abound of the huge bribes Israel has

used to suborn defense ministries, with the sole objective of nailing down
arms deals."io

As time went on an additional problem arose: arms sales became the
motor driving Israel's foreign policy. In times of economic crisis it became

the supreme exigency. In September 1986, the Israeli defense minister
explained to a press conference what was behind a raft of scandals involving
Israeli arms exports and technology thefts (these last, most frequently from
the U.S., have been an inevitable hallmark of a small country attempting to
sustain a full-scale armaments industry). "...We cut our orders in our
military industries..." he said, "and I told them quite frankly: 'Either you'll
fire people or find export markets."'7l

The export markets open to Israel are frequently among the world's
most unsavory; indeed, to be off limits to the superpowers they often are

located inside the very gates of hell. Already under international censure for
its oppression of the Palestinians in the territories it occupies, Israel's

dealings with the scum of the world's tyrants-including the white clique
in South Africa, Somoza of Nicaragua, Gen. Pinochet of Chile, Marcos of
the Philippines, Duvalier of Haiti, Mobutu of Zaire, the allegedly
cannlibalistic Bokassa of the Central African Republiczz-invariably result
in its further exclusion from more "respectable" circles. "A person who
sleeps with dogs shouldn't be surprised to find himself covered with fleas,"
comments the military correspondent for Israel's maior daily newspaper.T3

Israeli critics, who term the phenomenon "arms diplomacy," warn
that the export imperative has motivated a sequence of ad hoc, opportunistic
decisions that haveprecluded the development of a coherent foreign policy,
which, in turn, might over the long term mitigate Israel's isolated position
in the world. Yet these critics are far from sanguine about the ability of
Israel to set itself on a different course.

They point to the power of the "security establishment lobby,"
comprised of the upper echelon of Israel's political leadership (this has

remained remarkably constant since the founding of the state), the top
levels of the military, and the officials of the parastatal arms industries. As in

Introduction l5

the U.S., there is a "revolving door" in Israel, with many of the top figures

serving successively in two or all three of these sectors. It is these men who
find the clients and have insider access to the Ministerial Committee on

Weapons Transfers (MCD)-its members are the prime minister and the

ministers of defense, foreign affairs, and trade and industry-which will
make the final decision on every sale.Ta Such decisions are made secretly-
the Israeli parliament, the Knesset, excluded. The cabinet, too, is often

excluded. Critics of the hegemony of the arms export business say it has

relegated the foreign ministry to a subordinate role in Israeli foreign policy
making, and they see in its wake grave social and political consequences.

A sector has evolved in Israel, headed by an elite with identical
social characteristics and marked by a fairly high degree of
cohesiveness, whose decisions and actions have a significant
effect not only on the country's economy and its foreign and

defense policy but also on its social and value systems. No less

important, however, is the issue of whether a closed system has

been created whose activities and decisions undergo less public
supervision and scrutiny than any other area of life in the

country.T5

A Co-equal Type of Proxy

Israeli analysts often argue that Israeli arms sales are dependent on U.S.

approval;76 in a limited sense this is true. The U.S. has blocked-at the

behest of Britain-the delivery of A-4 Skyhawks to Argentina, and it has in
the past vetoed the export of the Kfir aircraft, leverage it is able to exert

because of the Kfir's U.S. engine. However, the Carter Administration was

unable to prevent Israeli nuclear cooperation with South Africa, and the

Reagan Administration was unsuccessful in persuading the Israelis to halt

their arms sales to Iran in the early 1980s (assuming it wanted to). The
Israeli success in persuading the Reagan Administration to incorporate
lsraeli arms sales to the Islamic Republic into a bizarre and controversial

series of contacts with Iranian leaders is probably more typical of the

operative U.S.-Israeli dynamic.
On the other hand, Israel has often obliged this or that sector of the

U.S. government, selling arms where it would be embarrassing or illegal

for the U.S. to do so: the contras, the Peoples Republic of China in the early
1980s,77 and the Derg government of EthiopiaT8 are examples . ln 197 5,
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Israel followed secretary of state Henry Kissinger's advice and helped
South Africa with its invasion of Angola.rr Even after the passage the
following year of the clark Amendment forbidding u.S. covirt invorve-
ment in Angola, Israel apparently considered Kissinger's nod a conrinuing
mandate.

Given the exporr imperative under which rhe Israeli governmenr
operates, this 198 I proposal from rhe chief economic coordinator in the
Israeli cabiner, Yacov Meridor, should be taken with grear seriousness:

We are going to say to the Americans, "Don'r compet€ with us
in South Africa, don't compete with us in the Caribbean or in
any other country where you can't operate in the open." Let us
do it. I even use the expression, "You sell the ammunition and
equipment by proxy. Israel 'will be your proxy," and this would
be worked out with a certain agr€emenr with the United States
where we will have certain markets...which will be lefr for us.80

Part I
Israel and South Africa



History

Israel and South Africa
Israel's ties with south Africa seem to be especially disturbing to many

who follow Israel's international activities. Perhaps it is natural that Israel

has been castigated more harshly for its arms sales to south Africa than for

its sales to othe, countries: first, because there has been for a decade an arms

embargo against South Africa; and second, because of the unsurpassed

crimin-alit/of the white regime and the uses to which it puts the Israeli-

supplied weapons.
It has also been said that those arms sales are understandable, given the

striking similarities between the two countries in their day-to-day abuse

and re-pression of their subiect populations, South African blacks and

Palestinians under Israeli rule; in their operadng philosophies of apartheid

and Zionism; and in their similar obfective situations: "the only two

western nations to have established themselves in a predominantly non-

white part of the world," as a South African Broadcasting Corporation

editorial put it.l That understanding, however' is somewhat superficial,

and the fo.r6 on similarities of politicalbehavior has somewhat obscured the

view of the breadth and depth of the totality of Israeli-south African

relations and their implications.
Israel's relations with South Africa are different than its interactions

with any of its other arms clients. That Israel gave south Africa its nuclear

weapons capability underscores the special nature of Tel Aviv's relations

with the wirite minority government and begins to describe it-a full-
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fledged, ifcovert, partnership based on the determination ofboth countries
to continue as unrepentant pariahs and to help each other avoid the

consequences of their behavior.
For South Africa's sake the partnership is designed to thwart

international efforts against apartheid. What South Africa is expected to do
for Israel is not as easily delineated; some Israeli critics, in fact, have argued

that nothing South Africa can do for Israel is worth the price Israel has paid
in international opprobrium.

Israel has become embroiled in an unequal relationship with
ambiguous returns. The scope of exchange, though diverse, is

meager. The benefit Israel derives from these interchanges is
unclear; in any event it is in no way commensurate to that reaped

by the other partner in the equation.2

Beyond the guessing game (due to the strict secrecy maintained by
Israel and to a lesser extent by South Africa) into which discussions of
Israeli-South African links frequently deteriorate, it is certain that some-

thing of value is being received in Israel. To Naomi Chazan, the Israeli
critic whose words appear above, that value received might be worthless,
even negative, as she is holding it up to a standard she describes as "the
nature and development of an Israeli ethos" out of what she views as Israel's

contradictions.3
Chazan's image of a liberal, beneficent state of Israel is also the

dominant one in the minds of many North Americans. However, during its

not quite 40 years, the liberal, or socially progressive state of Israel has

existed mostly in the blandishments of fundraisers and the flatterings of the
U.S. media, where it has existed at all.a The Israeli leadership, from the

start, were hardened people, who took a hard lesson from the Holocaust
and the centuries of Jewish travail that preceded it. The current leadership,

where it differs from the founders, almost all of whom have come through
the higher ranks of the Israeli military, have not softened,

Their understanding of modernJewishhistory , with its themes
of the Holocaust and powerlessness, reinforced by long profes-
sional military training, causes these elites to be impressed by
visible manifestations of power and strength at the same time as

they are inclined to be cynical toward false standards of
international conduct.s

Whatever the large and small incentives to be found in links with South
Africa, Israel's leaders have pursued them avidly.

Israel and South Africa 2l

An Early Zionist Outpost

,r; Fifty years before the Holocaust, utterly determined Zionists began; going to South Africa to enlist supporr for a Jewish national home in
Palestine. They found support in the flourishing Jewish community and

, access to leading figures in the British empire.
Small numbers ofJews had arrived in South Africa in the beginning of

. the nineteenth century-when non-Christians were first allowed to settle
in the Cape Colony.6 In the wake of pogroms in the late nineteenth and

, early twentieth centuries a great migration from Eastern Europe-mainly
' Lithuania-brought the major part of the present dayJewish community to

South Africa. A small numbeiof the new immigran; were socialists who
considered the idea of a Jewish national home in Palestine a backward
notion; the large majority of South AfricanJews were rapidly won over to
ZionismT decades before their co-religionists in the U.S. or Europe.

Early in this century South AfricanJews began to lobby leaders of the
South African government to "persuade them to intercede on behalf of
Zionism with the British Governmenr which controlled the fate of
Palestine." At the request of Theodore Herzl, considered the founder of
Zionism, the South Africans approached Cecil Rhodes, the Cape Colony
premier who took personal responsibility for extending Britain's grasp on
Africa, and other prominenr figures. A l916 approach to General Jan
Smuts, who would later lead the South African governmenr, bore
spectacular fruit. As a member of the British War Cabinet, Smuts supported
the drafting of the l9l7 Balfour Declaration, a starement of Britain's
commitment to aJewish homeland in Palestine. Through the years, though
British commitment to the declaration wavered, Smuts' supporr was
constant.

He consistently maintained that the strategic safety of Britain's
main line of imperial communication through the Suez Canal
would be best assured if there were a British-sponsored Jewish
homeland adjacent to it...[W]hen the Balfour Declaration was
being drafted, his immediate consideration was to find "a
formula to which the Great Powers would agree," for staking
Britain's claim "to the main role in the future of post-war

, Palestine in cooperation with the Jews."8

In London Smuts befriended Chaim Weizmann, who would become
Israel's first president. In 1943, Weizmann wrote a memo ro Smuts
outlining a plan to develop industry and agriculture in Africa and the
Middle East capable of competing with U.S. industry. The scheme was "of
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great importance," Weizmann stressed, "and it is doubtful whether there

exists any other scheme of equal importance for the future of the empire."e

Although the British Empire through which Weizmann and Smuts

foresaw the realization of their peoples' futures was about to collapse, their
contacts, and Smuts' continuing attachment to Zionism-as premier, the

South African leader would remain a stalwart supporter of the Zionist
movement, often acting as a fundraiser for Zionist organizations-
generated significant momentum for the drive for Jewish statehood.

Many other South African leaders were attracted to the Zionist cause'

ln 1962, the cabinet of the Union of South Africa passed a resolution

pledging suppon in international forums for "a National Home for theJewish

People in Palestine-an obiect which it regards as an important contribu-
tion to peace and civilization."l0

In 1934, South AfricanJews formed Africa-Israel Investments to buy
land in Palestine. Now owned by Israel's Bank Leumi, Africa-lsrael
Investments owns choice residential and industrial real estate. South

Africans remain as minority shareholders and company debentures are sold

in South Africa.rr Bank Leumi itself has about 1,000 South African

stockholders. At the height of the civil rurmoil in 1986, the Africa-Israel
Company was negotiating a $50 million contract with the white South

African government and a West German firm to build 1,700 units of
housing for blacks near Capetown "in order to calm hostilities there."l2

In the late 1940s, Prime Minister Smuts permitted South AfricanJews

to send money and supplies to the Jewish forces in Palestine, es well as

permitting a great number of enthusiastic South African volunteers to ioin
the fight to establish the state of Israel. South AfricanJews have long been

the highest contributors to Zionist causes and Israel on a per capita basis'13

In May 1948, Prime Minister Smuts extended de facto recognition to the

new state.14

The Founding of the State: Jews Should Go "Thither"

In 1948, the end of the British mandate-and the concurrent estab-

lishment of the state of Israel-coincided with the accession of a new set of
leaders in South Africa. These were the Afrikans-speaking Nationalists

who had supported the Nazis in the recent war and whose defeat of the

Smuts government was greatly worrying to South AfricanJews. However,
the Nationalist Premier, Daniel Malan, publicly assured Jews that there
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would be no discrimination against them.15 Malan allowed the money and
supplies sent by South AfricanJews to Israel to continue and even turned a
blind eye to the departure of Jewish volunteers.r6 He extended de jure
recognition to Israel in 1949, and in 1953 became the first foreign head of
state to visit Israel.lT

There was a cynical side to all this good will, which would haunt the
South African Jewish community in following years. The centerpiece of
the Afrikaner Nationalists' campaign platform was apartheid, and they
moved quickly to institutionalize the racial segregation that had always
been a feature of South African life. According to James Adams, Malan's
cordiality to the Jewish community was "a shrewd move." Not only did
the Nationalists realize that persecution of the Jews would have sparked
both international repercussions and a flight of capital from South Africa,
writes Adams, but their granting of concessions:

bought off the Jewish hierarchy who were now faced with a

very delicate issue of divided loyalty...theJews were well aware
that a vociferous campaign against apartheid might well result in
the Malan government or its successors abandoning previous
agreements...[and] possibly introducing discrimination in some
form against the Jewish population.ls

However, the Transvaal branch of the Nadonalist Party continued for
several years to bar Jews from membership.le And although (spurred by
their dislike for the British) Afrikaners had begun in the late 1940s to
identify with the establishment of a Jewish state, as the Afrikaner press

expressed it, their well-wishing was the kind of support so often given to
Zionists by anti-Semites. At a time when the displaced person camps in
Europe were flooded with homeless Jews, The Transaaaler editorialized that
it "grant[ed] theJew his ideals in Palestine but, at the same time, desire[d] an

increasing exodus of Jews thither and not their increase here."20

Gen. Yigal Allon, who would later be Israel's Foreign Minister, got a

warm reception from South Africa's Defense Minister F. C. Erasmus in
May 19.16. He warned the South Africans of the Egyptian leader Col.
Nasser and said, "it would not be many years before South Africa would
have to ask permission to cross the Red Sea."2l This did not grab the
Afrikaner imagination, as South Africa was developing trade des with
Arab nations and did not have a great deal of use for Israel in the I 950s.

South Africa did not reciprocate the Israeli establishment of a consulate (in
1949) until 197 1,22 tenyears after it was forced out of the Commonwealth
of Nations and eight years after the first serious round of UN sanctions
against it.
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Although Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Sharrett visited in 195123

and war hero (later Defense Minister) Moshe Dayan in 1957,2+ just as

South Africa was being internationally ostracized because of its apartheid
system, Israel's interest in closer ties had diminished as it began to
successfully court the emerging nations of Africa with creative develop-
ment assistance programs.

The approach to Africa reflected Israel's decision in the late 1950s to
leapfrog over its immediate-hostile-neighbors in its search for diplomatic
and economic contacts. Africa, where many nations were just receiving
independence, was a natural choice. A friendship cultivated by Israeli
Premier Ben Gurion with Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana's founding leader,

facilitated the approach. During the 1960s, Israel signed cooperation
agreements with 20 African nations.2s By 1970,2,483 Israeli experts had
completed assignments in Africa in fields ranging from rural development
to banking and constructio n; and 6,623 African trainees had come to Israel

for training.26
Israel and its assistance programs were well received in Africa.

Africans identified with Israel as a fellow graduate from Britishcolonialism,
and Israel's shirt-sleeve instructors were welcome for their egalitarianism,
The Israelis brought none of the political baggage that the former
colonizers inevitably carried. Then too, many African leaders admired the
rapid progress Israel had made in the social and technological integration of
new immigrants, as well as its agricultural achievements. Along with the
civilian expertise, military assistance was frequently given to friendly
African governments.

Ironically, one of the major fields of emphasis was trade unionism.
Israel's labor federation, Histadrut, played a leading role in training African
unionists and members of cooperatives.2T Evidence is now beginning to
mount which indicates that during its halcyon African days, Israel served as

a conduit for money from the CIA.28
During its Africa phase Israel dipped deep into South Africa's reserve

of goodwill, A joint communique criticizing apartheid was issued in 196 I
by Ben Gurion and the president of Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso).
That same year Israel voted to censure remarks made at the UN by South
Africa's foreign minister. It aligned itself against the West on a General
Assembly vote for sanctions that almost passed. These actions deeply
offended the white regime-and alarmed the South African Jewish
community which came under Afrikaner pressure to condemn the Israeli
actions. (The ensuing backlash to this pressure was of utmost significance,
as will be discussed below.) Even before Israel committed a still graver
provocation, siding with African states on a 1962 UN vote to impose
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senctions on South Africa-Israel, then led by Golda Meir, was hoping to
win African support for a UN resolution calling for direct Arab-Israeli
negotiations-the South African Treasury had refused to approve a routine
transfer of Jewish donations to Israel. When Jewish officials appealed the
denial, the minister of finance said the currency export privilege had been
withdrawn because Israel had "slapped South Africa in the face and ganged
up with her enemies."2e

Leaders of Israel's Labor government argued that reasons of state,
specifically the necessity of pleasing Israel's African allies, took precedence
over the exigencies of the South African Jewish community.30 In 1963,
Israel lowered the level of its diplomatic mission in South Africa, and in
1966 it voted at the UN to revoke South Africa's mandate over Namibia,
the colony formerly known as Southwest Africa.3r

Israel and South Africa Draw Together

Although Israel would continue to step on Pretoria's toes in its pursuit
of African governments-e l97l Israeli attempt to make a $2,000
contribution to the Organization of African Unity's (OAU) Liberation
Cornmittee triggered anorher South African cutoff of Jewish funds32-
Israel's 1967 war delivered a telling blow to its relationships wirh African
nations. Coming at a time of strengthened African-Arab links, the resulting
Israeli occupation of Arab and African territory (i.e. Egypt's Sinai)
brought about the beginning of a shift in African perceptions: Israel was no
longer viewed as an embattled underdog, but a powerful aggressor.l3

Israel's 1967 war had the opposite effect on South Africa, eliciting its
admiration. A team of South African military observers is reported to
have flown to Israel "to study tactics and the use of weapons. " Israel's war
(which resulted in the occupation of substantial areas ofJordan and Egypt)
would become one of two battles taught in South Africa's "maneuver
schools,"34 In October 1967, the Chief of Staff of the Israeli Air Force,
General Mordechai Hod, lectured the South African military on the
conduct of the war.35

The drawing away from Israel of independent African states provided
South Africa with a political opportunity. Almost totally bereft of friends
itself by the late 1960s, South Africa demonstrated its interest in closer ties
by coming quickly to Israel's aid. Currency-hoarding Pretoria permitted
South AfricanJews to transfer immediately an extra $20.5 million to Israel.
The white governmenr itself sent replacemenr weapons and aircraft.36 After
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the French embargoed arms shipments to Israel, South Africa, which had

also received a gte t part of its arsenal from France, "ran an emergency

service, supplying Israel with iust about all the components it wanted."37

These gestures generated a response in Israel. In I 968, Israeli politicos

formed the israel-South Africa Friendship League.38 Menachem Begin was

president of this organization when he became prime minister of Israel in

ig77.to Simcha Erlich headed the League during the time he served as

Israel's finance minister.a0 In 1969, former Prime Minister Ben Gurion paid

a high profile visit to south Africa and met there with Prime MinisterJohn

Voister.al Accompanying Ben Gurion was Chaim Herzog, currently the

president of Israel.a2 lnl972,South Africa opened a consulate General in

Israel.a3

After theJun e 1967 war-four years after the uN's first embargo on

arms sales to 
-So.rth 

Africa-Israel began to sell weapons to the white

minority government. Israel was said to have offered South Africa both its

A.ru" ,'hJrt-take-off-and-landing aircraftaa (used by other customers for

counterinsurgency warfare, see chapter on Guatemala) and plans for the

Mirage III aircrafi, stolen by Mossad in Switzerland.asJames Adams in Tle

Unnatural Alliance noted reports that the Arava had been tried in Namibia'46

Israel was also said to have offered the apartheid regime weaPons captured

during the 1 96 7 fighting.aT By 197 I , South Africa was manufacturing the

uzi submachine gun under a license arranged through Belgium.as In 1971,

it was reported that a Greek freighter had brought high explosives from

Eilat to Durban.ae
During this period Israel's relations with independent African,nations

continued io detiriorate. Finally, the October 1973 war hastened a mass

ruprure of diplomatic relations. Between september and November 1973,

2i African gou"rn-.nt, severed ties with Israel, leaving only 4 indepen-

dent African netions with diplomatic relations with Tel Aviv.50 (All four,

Swaziland, Lesotho, Malawi, and Mauritius, also have relations withsouth

Africa.5r)
During the 1973 wer,South Africa again cameto Israel's aid. Defense

Minister (later state President) P.W. Botha said that practical ways would

be found to manifest South Africa's moral support for Israel.52 It was

reported that the South Africans' symparhy extended to Mirage iet fighters

and that these were piloted by South Africans eager for combat experience.

The Egyptians claimed that they had shotdown a South African Mirage. 53

The war-also drew 1,500 Jewish volunteers from the white-run state.54

Also, the Pretoria governmenr permitted south African Jews to send over

$30 million to Israel.
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Israel responded with the appointment of an ambassador to Pretoria in
June 1974-a move reciprocated by South Africa the following year.55

Starting shortly before Israel went ro war in the fall of 1973,the
frequency of visits back and forth between Israel and South Africa
increased in status, as well as in number. Yitzhak Rabin, between srints as

Israel's ambassador to the U.S. and prime minister, arrived on a fund-
raising mission in 1973; and Moshe Dayan was hosted by the South Africa
Foundation in 1974.s6 Other Israeli visitors to South Africa in 1973 and
1974 included the former Israeli ambassador to Denmark, Israel's Deputy
Minister for communications, and Israel's Chief Rabbi Shlomo Goren,
who met PresidentJJ. Fouche, Defense Minister Botha and other military
brass. South Africans travelling to Israel included the head of BOSS (the
since disbanded Bureau of State Security), Hendrik van der Bergh, and the
Mayor of Johannesburg and a team of 15 housing officials led by the
director of the building branch of the South African Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research.5T

Far from being irrelevant, or, in another sense, comparable to counting
dogs frequenting a favorite fire hydrant, this matter of visits for "pariah"
countries is immensely important. Both the Israeli and the South African
state-run media go on at great length about foreign visitors-especially
ranking officials-or trips abroad by their own dignitaries, whose wel-
comes are recounted in great detail. This we-are-not-alone syndrome also
explains the frequent and almost always baseless predictions that this or that
African nation is about to renew diplomatic ties with Israel. That the Israeli
visits were more "diplomatic" is explained by the presence of rhe South
African Jewish community and the greater degree of South African
isolation. That the South African visits to Israel during this period appear
to have been more "business-oriented" is readily explained by Israel's
slightly stronger international standing and its concomitant lack of interest
in parading South African political figures before its populace.

Recalling Israel's sea change, South Africa's first ambassador to Israel
wrote:

The latent support for South Africa, which we knew existed but
which had been difficult to quantify came to the surface. Why, it
was asked, had Israel been supporting resolutions in the United
Nations which were hurtful to South Africa, when South Africa
now stood revealed as one ofthe few countries to stand up and
be counted when Israel was in peril?s8

A number of circumstances propelled the bonding process. The
lessons of Israel's recent war took on new significance for South Africa as

t
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Portugal was forced to give up its African colonies and South Africa
worried abouta military threat from the newly independent Mozambique and

Angola.se Moreover, the Nonaligned Movement, then coming into its own
as a force of the developing world, was bringing increasing pressure to bear
on South Africa.

Because of its intransigent refusal to negotiate a withdrawal from the
territories it had occupied since 1967 and the brutality of its occupation of
them, Israel was also the object of intense international criticism. In
November 1975, the United Nations General assembly passed Resolution
3379 declaring Zionism a form of "racism and racial discrimination." The
resolution also condemned "the unholy alliance between South African
racism and Zionism."60 Also in 1974 the UN began steps that would result
in the conferral of observer status on the Palestine Liberation Organizetion.

Inlate 197 4,Israel's resistance to the U.S. peacemaking efforts led the
Ford Administration to declare an aid moratorium to all countries in the
Middle East while Washington "reassessed" its policy in the region. The
anxiety this caused Tel Aviv was considerable. (A letter signed by 76

Senators that urged continued U.S. support for Israel "was a blunt
reminder to the President...[that] should cause [him] to think twice before
making any rash move on the Middle Eastern scene,"6l reflected the level of
Israel's consternation at the time.) A scandal breaking in 197 5 over CIA
"dirty tricks" in Angola led Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to suggest
to Israel that it help South Africa with its invasion of Angola.62 Israel

complied with Kissinger's request by sending counterinsurgency weapons
and instructors. In July 197 5, a former Israeli intelligence chief said that
senior Israeli military officers were giving South African troops counter-
insurgency training,63 The Economi.rt said Israel had stopped short of
sending the troops which Kissinger had wanted, but that the Israelis took
his suggestion as a green light for developing a closer relationship with
South Africa.6a

Conspiracy Opens Up a Whole New Phase of Relations

In June 1975, Connie Mulder-his star was then rising and, as heir
apparent to the prime minister, he had been made Information and Interior
Minister-and Information Secretary Eschel Rhoodie made a secret trip to
Israel. Their meetings with Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, Defense

Minister Shimon Peres, and six other members of the Israeli cabinet was

arranged by Qgflfugllr, a Jewish South African and an instrumental
figure in th" pi6?lEiiffiil beclme known as rhe "Muldergate" scandar.65
Les de Villiers, the South African Deputy InformatiffilffijiGr who also
attended that meeting, asked the Israelis to recommend a "robbyist.', The
name of New York public relationi man Sydney Baron was mentioned and
the south Africans retained him.66 Barffi*ho-ffiasr connections to
New York political boss Carmine desapio, would funnel g200,000 of
s_outh African money into the 1976 u.s. senatorial race of Repubrican S.I.
Hayakawa in a successful attempt to defeat south Africa's nemesis,
california senatorJohn Tunney, a Democrat. In 1978, Baron would repeat
the process with a $2.f0,000 south African donation to lowa Republican
RogerJepson in his successful challenge to Democratic Senator Dick clark
(the author of the clark Amendment, forbidding cIA involvement in
Angola).67

These deals were only a fraction of the influence-buying of the secret*informarion project" set up by the South Africans in the early 1970s.
Eschel Rhoodie and connie Mulder spenr ar reast $100 million in at least
half a dozen countries-buying newspapers, setting up fronr organizations,
running junkets for politicians or buying them outright-all in a fruitless
attempt to improve south Africa's image. The Mulder gang was ultimately
charged with flagrant "financial irregularities" and forced Lut of office in a

!978 power play that won P.w. Botha the right to succeed the retiring
Premier John Vorster.6s

In the 1975 meetings in Israel, the Labor government under yitzhak
Rabin agreed ro play a consulrative role in the Mulder-Rhoodie disinforma-
tion offensive.6e (They also apparently agreed to let the south Africans
operate Project David in Israel, which funded propaganda and brought
south African sporrs reams to Israel.70) They reciuitid Ar4o4 Milch4q, an
Israeli arms dealer-he would also be used to fu.t.t.l-iffiiffiuth
Africa-to launder the funds. Milchan has admitted that he agreed to play
this role and said that on one occasion he put 66,000 pounds sterling into a
swiss bank; the money was then withdrawn and used to purch-ase the
London-based magazine West Africa, later sold.Tl

In March 1976, then Defense Minister shimon Peres made a secret visit
to south Africa and invited the South African prime minister to visit Israel.
John Vorster arrived in Israel the following month, eager for his first
official visit to a democratic state.72

The visit by John Vorster was cerrain to be provocative, but the
isolated Israelis musr have felt they had very little ti lose, and, in south
Africa, with irs gold and minerals and its complement of transnational
corporarions, they musr have seen a possible subsdtute for the U.S.
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Arms fndustry

The 1976 Accords

Israel received Vorster warmly, with a red carpet running to the door
of his plane. At the other end Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin headed
the pack of dignitaries waiting ro greer him. Vorster met with Foreign
Minister Allon, with President Ephraim Karzir, and numerous other Israeli
leaders. Half the cabiner turned out to a farewell banquet for Vorster hosted
by Rabin,l this despite a formal communication from the Netherlands
warning that the visit would make it more difficult for "lsrael's friends
abroad to persuade the world that there is no connection between Zionism
and racism."2 Vorster, who had been jailed for 20 months during World
War II by the British for his pro-Nazi activities and had never repudiated
his Nazism,3 had last been made welcome in Paraguay.a

At the state banquet Prime Minister Rabin turned to his South African
counterpart and said,

We here follow with sympathy your own historic efforts to
achieve detente on your continent, to build bridges for a secure
and better future, ro create coexistence that will guarantee a

prosperous atmosphere of cooperation for all the African
peoples, without outside interference and threat.s

When the head of the apartheid regime was not being received or
visiting religious sites or climbing to the Masada forrress where Jewish
rebels made a last stand against the Romans in the first century, or,
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incongruously, laying a wreath at the Yad Vashem Holocaust memorial,
Vorster spent his four days in Israel touring military installations,
including the state-owned Israel Aircraft Industries (let;.0

These visits gave rise to reports that the South Africans were shopping
for Israeli arms. Both Israeli and South African officials denied that this was
the case.7 Yet obviously, at least from the Israeli standpoint, there was more
to receiving Vorster than a provocative and defiant political statement. It is
generally accepted that among the comprehensive set of bilareral agree-
ments ahnounced as having been concluded during Vorster's trip to
Israel-covering commercial, trade, fiscal, and "cooperative" arrange-
ments8-were secret pacts covering arms sales and nuclear cooperation.9
All of the agreements, the departing Vorster told reporters, would be
overseen by a joint cabinet-level committee which would meet annually to
review and promote Israeli-South African economic relations. Vorster also

spoke of a "steering group" to coordinate the exchange of information and
encourage the "development of trade, scientific and industrial cooperation
and joint projects using South African raw material and Israeli man-

Power."lo
What Israel and South Africa had accomplished was a strategic

meshing of strengths and weaknesses: South African capital and raw
materials to Israel, counterpoised against the transfer of Israeli weapons and
advanced technology to South Africa.ll The 1976 agreements have been
periodically renewed. As the years progressed the strength generated by
Israeli-South African cooperation would be turned outward to sanctions-
busting, allowing South Africa to fend off internal and external pressure for
reform.

Israel has also reaped benefits from the relationship-in the tangible
sense for the development of its arms industry, and in a not alrogether
ephemeral sense, politically: as long as South Africa remains the focal poinr
of international outrage, Israel escapes the brunt of that attention;
moreover, as long as it can be shown that sanctions are ineffective against
South Africa, there is less chance they will be imposed on Israel.

Nuclear Apprentice

There are few areas where the respective needs and advantages of
Israel and South Africa dovetailed so perfectly as in the field of nuclear
cooperation.

"The mosr powerful reason for Israeli wilringness to bear the
undesirable consequences of expanded and more open trade with south
Africa may be her desire to acquire material necessary to manufacture
nuclear weapons," wrote a military analyst in 1980.12 To that must be
added Israel's great desire to test the nuclear weapons it already had, and the
attractions of south Africa's vast territory and proximity to even vaster
uninhabited spaces-the Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

- 
Then at the point in its nuclear development where it was fashioning

sophisticated bombs (devices which use less nuclear material but have
infinitely grearer explosive force than the "primitive" bomb dropped by
the u.S- on Hiroshima), Israel would find it particularry helpful to obr.ru.
the performance, explosive force and falloui of a detonated weapon.l3

Since 1984, Israel had been operaring a plutonium extraction plant in a
secret underground bunker ar Dimona in the Negev Desert. Built by the
French in the late 1950s, the Dimona plant also included facilities for
manufacturing atomic bomb components.r4 At the time of the 1976
a9c-91ds' Israel was preparing to build an adjoining plant for the extraction
of lithium 6, tritium and deuterium, marerials required for sophisticated
thermonuclear weapons.t5
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, Israel's reasons for devoting what had to have been a significant
portion of its scant resources to such an ambitious nuclear *.rpom
program-nuclear experts have recently ranked it as the world's sixth
nuclear power, after the U.S., the USSR, Britain, France and China16_
have been variously offered as the desire to deverop a credible deterrenr to
attack by its neighbors and the desire to substitute that deterrent for at least
part of the costly conventional arsenal that Israel, with one of the world's
most powerful military forces, maintains, and also (with much less
frequency) as an "umbrella" over a partial withdrawar from the occupied
territories. lT

t: However, these are by way of superficial rationales. The decision to
' develop nuclear weapons was taken in the earliest days of the state and has
' been doggedly pursued for over a quarter of a century.ls Israel's determina-" tion suggesrs rhat it has always been directed,o*"ri establishing, perhaps

expanding, its borders by force and has always believed that its existence

" can only be guaranteed by maintaining the entire Middle Eastern region in ai' state of fearsome disequilibrium.
There is no consolation to be found in a search for an element of

responsibility in the Israeli nuclear program. The Middle East as tinderbox
has become 

1 9!ich9, while Israel's own rrack record of flagrant aggres_
sion-since l98l Israel has bombed Iraq's nuclea. ..r"1or, ini,aded

, Lebanon, bombed Tunisia, and tried to periuade India to conduct a joint
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raid on Pakistan's nuclear research facilityle-does not recommend Tel

Aviv as a mature guardian of the ultimate weapon. Moreover, it is quite

possible that Israel has accumulated an estimated 100-200 warheads for

political purposes. Dr. Francis Perrin, the head of the French nuclear

p.ogrr.nirorn l95l-1970, during which time France collaborated with

ir.r"l o.t building an atom bomb and built the Dimona reactorlplutonium

plant, recently explained:

We thought the Israeli bomb was aimed against the Americans,

not to launch it against America but to say "if you don't want to

help us in a critical situation we will require you to help us,

othirwise we will use our nuclear bombs."2o

south Africa is not thought to have been as highly motivated as Israel

to acquire nuclear weapons capability. Given its-reasonable-expectation
of a io-estic uprising perhaps aided from neighboring states, South

Africa's first prioiities were Israeli weapons and Israeli technological input

for its conventional weapons industry. Yet South Africa is magnificently

endowed with uranium and during the 1970s was striving to manufacture

enriched uranium for export. To the South Africans a nuclear bomb was

something of a bonus.2l
They are thought to have achieved the requisite techniques in 1980

and since then have incorporated nuclear weaponry into their bluster, and

perhaps into their military doctrine. lnl977 ,Information Minister connie

Mulder said, ,,If we are attacked, no rules apply at all if it comes to a

quesrion of our existence. we will use all means at our disposal whatever

,'h.y *ry be."22 In 1979, Prime Minister P.W' Botha said, "we have

milltary weapons they do not know about."23 In 1985, the South Africans

let it be known that they were capable of building two bombs a year'2a

south Africa's nuclear position roughly parallels Israel's. There is the

dererrent factor againsr a threat from the outside, which has become

somewhat more ciedible than Israel's with talk among members of the

oAU of establishing a pan-African force to aid the liberation struggle in

South Africa;25 this is a somewhat sad turn of events for an organization

which made its first demand that Africa be a nuclear weapons-free zone in

1963.26 There is the notion of regional dominance, to which Nigeria has

already begun to read by broaching for consideradon the idea that it, or

Africa, must develop a nuclear counterdeterrent.2T Ther€ is South Africa's

history of brazen atiacks on its neighbors. There is the possibility that "by
threatening use of.thebomb, Pretoria could effectively block international

efforts to impose sanctions on it for its racist Policies'"28
There ii also the distinct possibility rhat rhe white minority govern-

ment has developed detailed plans to use neurron-type bombs (low-yield
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devices that kill people without widespread devastation of property) on the
domestic black majority. A set of maps in the possession of the African
National Congress (ANC) appears to show population concentrations and
fallout radii.2e

In conjunction with its nuclear weapon "option," the Pretoria regime
is apparently aiming to enrich uranium for export at its Palindaba plant, due
to start operation in 1987. Although the South Africans have refused to put
the plant under international safeguards,30 it might well be that they cherish
hopes of establishing lines of communication with potential Western
customers through sales of uranium for nuclear power plants.3l

During the 1950s, when "peaceful" atomic energy was in vogue, Israel
L and South Africa had both participated in U.S. atomic energy programs.
ll South Africa has had help from Britain, West Germany rnd Frarr.., as well

es the U.S. Over the years, though, it has become more and more difficult
for both Pretoria and Tel Aviv to obtain nuclear technology because both
refuse to sign the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, and each has refused to
open all its nuclear facilities to inspection.

In I 965, after South Africa brought its Safari I safeguarded reactor on
line, Israeli scientists began advising South Africa on their Safari 2 research
reactor.32 In 1968, Prof. Ernst Bergmann, the "father" of Israel's nuclear
program, went to South Africa and spoke strongly in favor of bilateral
cooperation on the development of nuclear technolgy.33

According to the authors of a novelized treatment of Israel's nuclear
program-barred from publication by the Israeli censor-as early as 1966,
South Africa had invited Israel to use its land or ocean space for a nuclear
weapons test. Led at that time by Prime Minister Levi Eshkol, Israel
declined the invitation. However, according to the Israeli authors, whose
sources included Shimon Peres, an enthusiastic intimate of the Israeli
nuclear program, and Knesset Member Eliyah Speizer, during his April
1976 visit to Israel Premier Vorster again extended the invitation to Israel
to conduct a nuclear test.

It is commonly held that Israel wanted a test venue far from the Middle
East in order to uphold its longtime position that it would not be the first to
introduce nuclear weapons"into the region.3a This "position," hinging on
some arcane reading of the word "introduce," is as meaningless as the
endlessly heard term "peace process."

The followin g year, a Soviet satellite picked up unmistakable signs of
preparation for a nuclear test in the Kalahari Desert. Fearing that such a test
t'might trigger an ominous escalation of the nuclear arms race," the U.S.,
Britain, France and West Germany joined the USSR in pressuring South
Africa to abort the test.3s As to the bomb that was ro be tested, " 'I know
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some intelligence people who are convinced with damn near certainty that

it was an Israeli nuclear device,' said a high-ranking Washington official. "36

At three o'clock in the morning on September 22,1979, Israel and

South Africa conducted a nuclear weapons test where the South Atlantic
and Indian Oceans merge.37

A newly recalibrated U.S. Vela intelligence satellite38 recorded the

characteristic double flash of light. It was a small blast, designed to leave

very little evidence.3e The CIA told the National Security Council that a

two- or three-kiloton bomb had been exploded in "a ioint South African-
Israeli test."40 A Navy official revealed that U'S. spy planes over the test

area had been waved away by South African Navy ships and forced to land

secretly in Australia.at The CIA knew (and later told Congress) that South

African ships were conducting secret maneuvers at the exact site of the

test.a2 The South African military attache in Washington made the first ever

request to the U.S. National Technical Information Service for a computer

search on detection of nuclear explosions and orbits of the Vela satellite.a3

Almost immediately the Carter Administration convened a special

panel to conduct an investigation of the incident. The panel heard reports

from the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, the Defense Intelligence

Agency, and the CIA; and r€presentatives of the Los Alamos National

Laboratory, the Department of Energy and the State Department presented

evidence to the panel supporting the occurrence of a nuclear explosion.

Their findings were summarily dismissed by the Carter White House,

which after a delay of seven months declared:

Although we cannot rule out the possibility that this [Vela]
signal was of nuclear origin, the panel considers it more likely
that the signal was one of the zoo events [reception of signals of
unknown origin under anomalous circumstances], possibly a

consequence of the impact of a small meteroid on the satellite.44

Moreover, as new information became available, it was simply

ignored. In one critical instance, evidence of radiation observed in the

thyroid glands of Australian sheep was discounted. The initial lack of this

"smoking gun," traces of radiation, suggested to a Los Alamos scientist

that the low-yield weapon tested had been a neutron bomb. However, the

Carter panel had used the absence of radiation as a prime excuse in its
cover-up.45

Many who had been involved with the investigation were aghast and

wondered why the Carter White House was "equivocating'"46 Some

within the government said that the Carter Administration was hiding

behind rhe "zoo" theory to avoid dealing with the political headaches that
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would accompany acknowledgement of the test. An affirmative report
might have affected the ongoing negotiations over the creation of
Zimbabwe in which South African cooperation was needed and upset the
just negotiated Camp David accords between Israel and Egypt. Carter also

had reason to fear "complications in garnering Jewish votes during the

upcoming Democratic Party primary campaign against Sen. Edward
KennedY."aT

But beyond that, as a State Department official explained, coming
clean on the test "would be a major turning point in our relations with
South Africa and Israel if we determined conclusively that either had tested

a nuclear bomb. It makes me terribly nervous iust to think about it."a8 Of
course by deciding to ignore reality the Carter administration-and following
in its footsteps, the Reagan Administration, which went on record May 21,
1985 as upholding the Carter "verdict"4e-destroyed the already tattered
credibility of the nonproliferation posture of the U.S. There was no
challenge forthcoming from Congress. Quite the contrary: in l98l
Representatives Stephen Solarz and Jonathan Bingham withdrew legisla-

tion they had introduced calling for a cutoff of U.S. aid to nations
manufacturing nuclear weapons after they learned from the State Depart-
ment "that such a requirement might well trigger a finding by the

Administration that Israel has manufactured a bomb."50 The U.S. govern-

ment turned its back on the potential victims of Israeli and South African
nuclear aggression, and stuck its head in the sand like an ostrich.

Five years later, the Washington Office on Africa Educational Fund in
cooperation with Congressman John Conyers (D-MI), the Congressional
Black Caucus Foundation and the World Campaign Against Military and

Nuclear Collaboration with South Africa issued a report on the 1979
nuclear weapons test. Based on documents obtained from the government

under the Freedom of Information Act, the report detailed scientific
evidence not taken into account by the Carter panel. It demonstrated
conclusively that a cover-up had been perpetrated by the Carter Adminis-
tration. Written by Howard University Professor Ronald Walters, the

report warned that the cover-up, "coupled with the Reagan Administra-
tion's subsequent allowance of an increase in nuclear aid to South Africa has

serious implications for international peace and security."sl
The sponsors of the report urged that the investigation be reopened

under the auspices of the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineers, and also called for a Congressional investigation
and "the release to the public of all pertinent information."52

Although it came at a time of heightened anti-apartheid activity, the

report was largely ignored. Small, dutiful articles about a Conyers press
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conference appeared but generated none ofthe official (or activist) response
that might have kept the issue alive.

In July 1985, during debate on the 1986-87 Foreign Aid Authoriza-
tion bill, Rep. Conyers offered an amendment stipulating that "United
States foreign assistance may not be provided to any country having a

nuclear relationship with South Africa." Howard Wolpe, Chair of the
House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Africa persuaded Conyers to
withdraw the amendment, promising instead that upcoming hearings on
nuclear proliferation would consider the implications of South Africa's
nuclear capability.s3 As 1985 wore into 1986, and while Congress spenr
itself in a literal orgy of anti-apartheid legislation, the promised hearing was
never scheduled.

Congress may succeed in shelving the problem of the 1979 rest for
another few years, but despite the refusal of the U.S. political monkeys to
see, nuclear collaboration between Tel Aviv and Pretoria continues. A
second test in December 1980 was reported in the same area, with another
CIA sighting of South African ships nearby. A British authority on nuclear
weapons, Dr. David Baker, said that the weapon fired in this test was
probably a 155 mm nuclear shell fired from a special howitzer which the
Israelis had helped the South Africans acquire5a (see below),

In 1981, it was reported that South Africa had hired Israeli consultants
"to advise on the safety aspects of its first two commercial reactors." As
those reactors were being built by the French company Framatome, some
thought it odd that Israeli, rather than French, scientists would be hired.s5
The Israeli advice, which according to intelligence officials "could assist the
Government there to acquire the technological expertise to build nuclear
weapons," came in exchange for uranium.56 Although South Africa has its
Koeberg commercial reactor under international safeguards, these are lax,
"making diversion of materials for nuclear weapons possible if a govern-
ment so chooses."57

In 1986, Mordechai Vanunu, a technician who had worked nine years
at the Dimona installation, told reporters that South African scientists and
metallurgists had regularly worked at Dimona.s8

In 1985, the BBC reported that Israel and South Africa had tested an
Israeli-made Jericho II (nuclear-capable) missile in South Africa.5e

Late in 1986 South African scientists working on remote Marion
Island, halfway between Antarctica and the southern coast of South Africa,
disregarded Pretoria's orders to remain silent and reported that Israeli and
South African military officers had been visiting the island. Experts said
that the two nations were undoubtedly in the process of developing a

nuclear missile-testing range in conjunction with a $6 million mile-long

' 
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airstrip South Africa was planning to build on the island and that this
"important military asset" could also be used as a base for anti-submarine
warfare. The scientists said they had gone public out of fear that their
meteorological station would be used ro cover such activities. They
discounted South African excuses that the airstrip would be useful for
resupply, medical evacuarion and rescue activities. 'ihe scientists said there
was little shipping, fishing or aviation in the area.60

The environmental organization Greenpeace, at the time setting up a
research station ro monitor the large Antarctic wililife population, iri.r.a,
statement opposing the airstrip. A Greenpeace spokeswoman at the
organization's washington office said the organization was also opposed to
use of the island for military purposes by Israel and south Africa. (The
Greenpeace statemenr nores that Marion Island is near the site of ttreir igzg
nuclear test). If work was begun on the runway, she said, "ir wilr definitely
engender x response."6l

Collaboration on Weapons

Although the 1976 Vorster agreements marked the beginning of a
large and systematic commerce in arms, it by no means launched the
sanctions-busting commerce in weapons berween Tel Aviv and pretoria.
Israel had already sold south Africa an assortment of military gear, and, by
9lr:_ac^coulrt' had impor.ted chiefrain-type tanks from South Africa.62 By
I 971 , South Africa was building the uzi submachine gun under license.6r In
fact, shortly before the si-gning of those rg...*.nrr,-the Israelis, ,.ting in
concert with "retired" cIA agents and cooperative European .ornp"riar,
played an important role in an elaborate deception thai resulted in the
delivery of one of the most sophisticated weapons ever to reach south
Africa. This was the Space Research Corporation (SRC) 155 mm
howitzer, acknowledged at the time to be the most advanced'long-range
artillery piece in the world. originally developed by canadian-American
Gerald Bull to launch satellites, the sRC howitzer is also capable of firing
miniaturized nuclear shells.

After failing to secure production rights to Bull's invention for
themselves (and for resale to South Africa), lsrael served as the official ,,end

user" on u.S. papers accompanying conventional 155 mm sheils through
their producrion process in the u.s. and canada.6a According to Britain's
Independent Television, the Israeli Cabinet discussed the deal.oi
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In a welter of phony addressees and illicit shipments, the conspirators
also accomplished the transfer to South Africa of the SRC howitzer
blueprints and the machine tools necessary for its production. South Africa
now produces and markets the howitzer as the G5 and G6; it is this artillery
piece with its 2 50 mile range66 that was apparently used in the I 980 nuclear

test mentioned above.67

As in the SRC case, as Western nations came under pressure to abide

by the UN arms embargo of 1963-and the subsequent United Nations
Mandatory Arms Embargo of 1977-Israel began to act as a funnel for
shipments from other Western countries. One notorious case involved the

shipment of I I U.S.-made Bell helicopters from Haifa to South Africa (and

thence to Rhodesia) using Singapore as a phony destination.6s Another
concerned the shipment from Italy of Oto Melara naval cannon through
Israel to South Africa. South Africa installed the guns on Reshef patrol
boats, which by then it was making under Israeli iicense (see below).6e In
1983, authorities in Copenhagen stopped a shipment of 400 pistols for
South Africa. The pistols were then taken to Vienna-Austrian law
permits export to South Africa of "sports and civilian weapons"-and from
there were to "be dispatched to South Africa via Israel."7o

Although it is difficult to pinpoint precisely the date of sale of Israeli
weapons to South Africa, following the Vorster agreements lsraeli
military sales to South Africa increased dramatically. Israeli equipment
deployed in South Africa includes mortars,Tl electronic surveillance
equipment, radar stations, anti-guerrilla alarm systems and night vision
devices,T2 high technology equipment for a squadron of South African
helicopters,T3 "a large number of Soviet-made artillery pieces"Tl and eight
Reshef long-range missile boats, two of which were supplied with
helicopter decks and sophisticated electronic gear.Ts South African navy
personnel, about 50 by one account, were brought to Israel to train on the
boats.76

South Africa also bought six Dabur patrol boats (for $300,000 each)
and equipped them (and its own German-built corvettes) with Gabriel
surface-to-surface missiles for the Israeli craft.77 South Africa is also
thought to have bought Israeli Shafrir (heat-seeking) missiles some time
around 1978.78

It is equally difficult to try to pinpoint the amount of money involved
in these transactions. A 1976 assessment by the London International
Institute for Strategic Studies said that Israel and France were South
Africa's "primary suppliers. "7e 4 I 9 7 7 report said Israel had received $ 100
million worth of orders from South Africa that year.80 More recent reports
have varied between $50 million and $800 million annually.sr
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Nonetheless, wirh the official curtailment of British and French
weapons transfers to the white government, Israel became a lifeline for the
apartheid regime-and apartheid became a gold mine for Israel. In its l98l
Yearbook, the respected stockholm International Peace Research Institute
(SIPRI) lists South Africa as the major cusromer for Israeli arms, taking 3 5
percent of the total prior to 1980.82

After the well documented sales of the 1970s, and especially with the
imposition of the UN's 1977 mandatory arms embargo, secrecy on
arms shipments remained nearly absolute until 1986-87 when a great deal
became known (see below). Although the statistics suggest the sale of
numerous weapons systems in great quantity, very little is known about
what has actually changed hands. This is because of the overarching
secrecy observed by all facets ofthe Israeli arms industrys3 and the obvious
need of the South Africans to avoid revealing the source of their imported
arms-every so often they can't resist a gleeful reference to ,,friendly

countries"-and thus drying it up.
Despite this decade of secrecy, a few sales have become known. The

south Africans have been steady purchasers of Israeli electronic "security"
fencing. This is the early warning barrier Israel has srrung around its own
borders. Microwave devices and infra-red devices alert soldiers to those
intruders who are not snared by the anti-personnel mines which are part of
the package.sa The South Africans call the system a "ring of steel" and have
said that other border areas near Mozambique and Angola are "riddled
with anti-personnel mines manufactured in Israel."85

Although the Israelis have variously insisted that they scrupulously
respect the 1977 UN embargo, or thar their arms sales to South Africa do
not include weaponry that could be used for internal repression, a 1986
report on National Public Radio proves them wrong on both counts.
Listeners to "Morning Edition" onJanuary 13 heard a tape of Israeli
military industries salesmen making a sales pitch to two delegations of
South African "security men." Tear gas and smoke gas grenades were
being demonstrated. During its almost perpetual state of emergency, South
Africa has used a great deal of tear gas.86

During the broadcast an Israeli professor told "Morning Edition" that
none of South Africa's other trading partners "is quite as intimately
involved in security marrers, in the preservation of apartheid through
force," as Israel is.87

Israel has sold South Africa one or more "drones" (remotely piloted
spy planes). In 1983, one of these camera-laden aircraft shot down over
Maputo, Mozambique still bore its IAI factory markings.8s
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Indications of Magnitude

Two news leaks about arms shipments in 1986 (three, counting the

Cheetah-see Introduction and below) might well be indicative of what has

been passing between Israel and South Africa on a regular basis' One arms

shipment included 50 Gazelle helicopters, armored cars, cannons, mortars'

20,000 automatic rifles and 12,000 machine guns purchased from Egypt on

Israel's behalf by Adnan Khasogghi, the infamous international arms

dealer, after Egypt rebuffed a direct Israeli attempt to purchase them. They
were shipped to Israel and from there immediately sent to South Africa'
(Another ten helicopters f.romZaire were also included in this shipment'8e)

While the South Africans are probably eager for the helicopters it is likely
that the small arms will be passed along to one of the mercenary forces,

unita, or the ,,Mozambican National Resistance," attacking the Frontline

states.
Late in the year, converted Boeing 707 aitcraft appeared in South

Africa.e0 There were four to six in all, and Israel had outfitted them as dual

in-flight refueling platforms and flying electronic warfare stations.el Far

beyond anything available to any other African government' these aircraft
gave South Africa command of the entire continent'e2

There is no way of gauging the frequency and magnitude of similar

sales which escape detection. The transfer of ready-to-use weaponry'
however, is overshadowed by other aspects of Israeli military collaboration

with South Africa which have been instrumental in South Africa's
achieving a high degree of immunity from the effects of international

sanctions, in part through an extensive weapons industry of its own.e3

The South African publication Interconair stated, "thanks to the

friendship which binds us to Israel...we have succeeded in creating a

nucleus of modern ships based on fast-attack and missile craft derived from
the Israeli Reshef."ea This appreciation was not merely for Israeli

willingness to sell missile boats; nor was it simply to buy and sell weapons

outright that Israel and South Africa hammered out their 1976 agreements.

Instead, the agreements

centered on South Africa's willingness to finance some of
Israel's costlier military proiects. Israel was to reciprocate by
supplying weapon systems and training... Israel was asked to fill
[South Africa's] needs for naval, armored, electronic and

counterinsurgency equipment.e5

In the case of the Reshef patrol boats, after selling the first three

outright and training South African officers, the Israelis licensed the South
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Africans to produce nine.e6 The South Africans calr their Reshef the
Minister, or Minister of Defense (MoD). Israel arso licensed south Africa
to produce the 65-foot Dabur patrol boat.eT

In addition to the famous Uzi submachine gun, the apartheid
government produces the Israeli Galil assault rifle under license as the
R-4.e8

Both the Dabur and the Reshef carry Gabriel missiles, the Israeli-made
equivalent of the French Exocet. South Africa now produces these under
Iicense, calling them the scorpion.ee It was with a scorpion that the south
Africans sank a cuban food ship during aJune 1986 attack on the Angolan
port of Namibe.l00 These licensing agreements include the future trans-fer of

, any Israeli modifications of the systems.l0l
There have been persistent reports of other licensing arrangements

' between Tel Aviv and Pretoria, including submarines and a neri, Israeli
guided missile patrol boat, but none have been definitively confirmed.
Reports of collaboration on the missile boat go back to 1977, when it was
described as "a miniature aircraft car.'.r.rrt02Jam€s Adams calls this the e9
corvette.l0s A more recent reporr says south Africa is "considering buying
several new corvettes from Jsrael."l04

- A four-way deal to consrrucr submarines seems in the making. south
4lri* is planning to build submarines at its own yards in cooperatlon with
chile.l05 Meanwhile, Israel has been negotiating with washington over a
submarine to be built jointly by Israel and West Germanytoo while a West
German srate-owned shipyard has sold blueprints for submarines to South
Africa (resulting in a fairly severe scandal in Bonn, when it was determined
that Chancellor Kohl and other top officials discussed the sale). roi If there is
any substance to rhe reports of an Israeli-South African submarine project,
thenin all probability the ship will be a three-way project including Isiael,
south Africa and chile. (Israel is performing the same Mirage.rplrte fo,
Chile that resulted in the South African Cheerah.r08) Israells submarine
project is being financed by its u.S. military aid.r'e south Africa could be a
direct recipient of the benefits of U.s. military assistance to Israel. It is a
pattern that marks other purported licensing deals as well.
. There have been frequenr reports that south Africa is a silent parrner in

the next generation Israeli fighter, the Lavi. The Israelis embarked on this
ambitious project in 1977, hoping to advance their own technological base
a_giant step with copious helpings of the latest U.S. technology.uo Israel
also wanted to produce an aircraft without any u.S. parts, *hich would
make the export of the Lavi not subject ro a veto by Washington.lll

As the evolving design incorporated fearures of a vastly more
sophisticated aircraft, Israeli leaders sought and won u.S. financing for
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rising costs of the Lavi's development. By the end of 1986, Congress had

earmarked $1.3 billion of Israel's U'S. military assistance for the Lavi'r12

Furthermore, Congress allocated $700 million of that sum to be spent in

Israel on the Lavi's development.ll3
As early as 1977,it was reported that Israel was helping South Africa

develop a fighter plane within the framework established in 1976: South

African financing and Israeli technological input'rra A top secret trip by
Israeli Defense Minister EzerW eizman to South Africa in March 1980115 is

thought to have been "to discuss, among other things, the ioint Lavi fighter

projecl."lto Weizmann definitely reached agreement with the South

Africans over financing the development of the avionics-the computerized

flight systems-for the Kfir aircraft, which the South Africans later

obtained for their Cheetah.llT
An IAI marketing document in the early years of this decade spoke of

an outright sale of the Lavi to South Africa. It proiected selling 407 Lavi
aircraft to South Africa, Chile, Taiwan and Argentina.l18 In 1984 it was

reported that "South Africa is known to be prepared to invest in
ghs..,lsvl."lle

An objective analysis of the Lavi's current status would appear to rule

out the possibility that South Africa still hopes to be cut in on the deal. As

the pro ject and the Israeli economy ran into trouble in the mid- I 980s, Israel

was forced to contract an increasing amount of the work on the Lavi to U.S.

firms,tzo and thus the amount of leverage the U.S. has over any potential

export deals has risen. The Lavi's avionics have been developed by Israel,

and hence are not subject to a U.S. export veto'121 At one point, the Israelis

sought a U.S. partner for the Lavi.r22 The Bet Shemesh engine plant, which

was to co-produce the first batch of Pratt and Whitney engines for the Lavi,

wenr into receivership, presumably eliminating the possibility that Israel

could pass along the engine for the Lavi to South Africa. Yet the situation

surrounding the transfer of Kfir technology to South Africa to producethe

Cheetah (see Introduction) may be instructive. It had long been suspected

that Israel was about to let South Africa build the Kfir under license (or sell

the aircraft outright to the white regime)'123 Israel eventually passed along

pieces of Kfir technology and also gave South Africa assistance in

producing the engine. It is not out of the question that South Africa would
receive plans for building the Lavi power plant; nor is it out of the question

that another country might be drawn into the scheme, increasing the

opportunitie s f.or le ger demain.

Minister Without Portfolio Moshe Arens-as Defense Minister' head

of IAI, and Ambassador to the U.S., Arens made the Lavi his personal

"obsession"l2a-recently went to Japan and proposed that Israel share its
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Lavi technology with Tokyo, which is contemplating co-producing a

fighter plane with rhe U.S.l25 Arens has called the Lavi "the most potenr
new jet fighter in the Western world."126

While these scenarios of the Lavi's future are speculative, they are
nonetheless germane. For all the gl-plus billion it has designated for the
Lavi-"with such alacrity that it initially provided $ I 50 million more rhan
Israel could spend"l27-Qongress has ignored a number of problems
associated with the plane, as well as the reports of South African
collaboration. It has not dealt with the prospects of the Lavi as an export,
even though it had been pointed out repeatedly that the Lavi would
compete with the U.S.-built Northrop F-20 Tigershark. The F-20, which
had no federal funds for its development, was abandoned in November
1986 after failing to find U.S. or foreign buyers.r2e

The Israelis have assured Washington "categorically" rhat they were
not developing the Lavi for export, but some U.S. officials remain
skePtical. tzr

Pentagon efforts to persuade Israel to scrap the Lavi project because its
rising costs would impair other Israeli military programs-rhe Pentagon
said the finished aircraft would cost $22 million per plane, the Israelis
claimed it would be $15 millionl3o-were ignored by Congress. Instead,
eight U.S. Representatives wrote a letter to the Deparrments of State and
Defense and to the White House urging that the next installment of $70
million for the Lavi be released.l3r

In an editorial calling into question the fiscal soundness of the Lavi
project, the OaklandTribune also suggested: "...If Congress does extend
further aid, it should insist on guaranrees that none of rhe technology will
leak out to South Africa."l32

In the face of general knowledge on the hill of Israeli-South African
military cooperation, shouldn't Congress' lack of interest in possible South
African access to the Lavi be interpreted by Israel as "a wink and a nod"?

In 1979, the U.S. allowed Israelto use $ 107 million of its military aid to
develop its main batrle tank, the Chariot, or Merkava, in Israel. (This
precedent, spending foreign aid outside the U.S., would later be used to
justify the far larger sums the U.S. permitted Israel to convert to its local
currency for the Lavi.l33)

Meanwhile, South Africa's help was enlisted in the production of the
armor plating for the tank. Israel obtained rare sreel alloys from South
Africa, and also-in a rare turnaround-South Africa's advanced steel
manufacturing technology. In return Israel supplied the formula for
fabricating the plating and refitted all of South Africa's tanks and armoured
vehicles.l3a The armor is said to be the hardest in the world. The production
was handled by Iskoor,l3s a jointly owned steel company located in Israel.
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Arms Sales and Policy

Toward Arms Self - Sufficiency

addition to permitting south Africa to build its systems under
license, Israel has given South Africa direct assistance in the establishmenr
of its arms industry:

The Haifa shipyard helped establish south Africa's virtually
non-existent shipbuilding industry by supplying personnel to
the Sandock-Austral yard [in Durban] ,na 

"auiring 
on the

organization of an efficient production line.l
Representatives of Israel's major military electronics producers,

Tadiran, Elbit and IAI helped South Africa establish its own electroni"s
sector. south Africa now produces-and smugly claims credit for de-
veloping-a range of military communications gear.2 As it is clear that in
their daily routines the south African police and military, the enforcers of
apartheid, benefit directly from state ofthe art Israeli elecironic technology,
it is equally clear that the so-called "duar-use" communications g..r used
by the police and military must be included in the category oimilitary
goods that should be denied to south Africa (by both the-u.s, and Israelj.
_ Many of the 20,000 Israelis now living in South Africa3_a number

that has increased from 5,000 in I 9 78a-are believed to be involved in the
high tech and military sectors. In l98l south Africa began recruiting Israeli
engineers, and electronics and computer specialists.5

47
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From surrounding a township to mounting an invasion of Angola, the
white government has had the advantage of sophisticated and secure
communications. In May 1985 a sourh African commando captured by
Angolan troops while preparing to bomb the Gulf oil installadon in the
enclave of cabinda explained how an emergency escape into neighboring
Zaire would have been handled:

If the situation arise that we have to go to Zaire, then by means
of that radio over rhere, we can talk to Pretoria, who will then
exactly tell us which people will meet us there.d

south Africa's capacity for havoc and destruction is underscored by
continuing speculation that a sophisticated decoy radio signal was respon-
sible for the crash of the airplane carrying Mozambican president samora
Machel from Zambia to Mozambique on October 19, 1986 at 9: l5 in the
evening. coming in for a landing at Maputo, the plane instead flew into a

mountain just over the South African border.
Machel, revered within and far beyond his own nation, lay dying in

the wreckage, while South African police and soldiers, who arrived
immediately after the crash, drove off medical volunteers and prowled
through the wreckage, trampling bodies, searching by flashlight for
documenrs (the south Africans later displayed notes from the meeting
which they said discussed a plan to overthrow the govcrnment of Malawi,
where south African backed mercenaries attacking Mozambique have
found refuge) and asking "where's Samoral" The foreign ministei himelf,
Pik Botha, came to the crash site. Later, recounted onc of the passengers
who lay in the wreckage with both legs broken, south African uthicles and
helicopters arrived. The vehicles ringed the crash site and then turned off
their headlights, their drivers joining the search with flashlighrs, It wasn't
until the following morning that the first survivors were taken to a
hospital.T Later the south Africans would say that Machcl's heart and brain
were "not present due to the violence of the accident."s

Amidst a consensus that South Africa was generally to blame-
according to President Kenneth Kaunda of zambia "treceuse apartheid is
responsible for all our distress in this region"e-ir was quickly established
that south Africa had the ability to send decoy radio signals.r0 careful
studies of the flight's last moments led analysts to bclieve that a decoy
beacon from south Africa led it astray.rr rhe South Africans themselves
said that the pilot was "disorienred" by a powerful omnidircctional beacon
transmitting from swaziland,l2 a nation completcly in the thrall of south
Africa (and also a counrry where Israelis arc matlc to fccl at home).

It is also, perhaps, worrh noting that Zairian Presidcnt Mobutu was at
the meeting Machel was attending on thc southern shorc of Lake

, South Africa's willingness to ,,benJd1 ou., b.J.r.l-rl;" 
r'rs!.!r'

; The area where the crash occurred is a restricted South African

Tanganyika, in a remote area of Zambia.t3 Mobutu,s personal guard has
been trained by Israeris.r+ And what the south African nor.ig;Minir,..
said the day of Machel's funeral, as he expressed regret thrt s"outh.qfri.,
had not been invited: that his gou.r.rment's presence at the crash site
showed "clear evidence of the ..rp..t shown for president u".r,.t ll 

-na

military zone, and unusual army activity had been observed there in the
!1fs ilmgdiately preceding the crash. Eyewitnesses said a .;;;;r,
dismantled immediately after the crash.

An investigation under the control of south Africa (in which
Mozambique-did nor participate) revealed that the cockpit uoi.. r."ori.,
contained exchanges among crew members over whether the ber.", ,ig.rr
they were receiving indicated a turn in the proper direction. They fottoiu.a
a signal that led them 37 degrees offcourse.ri

whether or not South Africa acquired the specific technology capable
of bringing down samora Machel's ai.craft from Israel, after a decade of
formalized cooperation with Israel, the white-ruled outlaw state has theability to manufacture all kinds of advanced equipment. Thl apa.th.id
governmenr brags it has accomplished this itself:-

The.arms boycott failed for a perfecrly simple reason: white
South Africans refused to commit poliiical ,ri.id.. Th. ;;i;;that had.to F paid in buiding up a local armamenr industry had
to be paid. There was simply no alternative.lT

, while Pretoria might be correct in touting itself as the world,s r0th
largest exporter of arms,rs it is far less self-sufficlnt than itpretenJ*o u..toItis dependent on Israel for access to developing technology and thus it is
critical that Israel be prevented from provid'infsouth Af;;, *y il;.,
updates.

This question came 
^up 

as fsrael, facing unprecedented Congressional
1cru1in1, 

and possibly a forced curtailment, of its military.o,no,".r.. -irhsouth Africa, wondered (through the media) whether ,,semi-military
systems" might also provoke Congressional obiection. This was only on"
ofthe questions Israel raised, indirectly through leaks and in priu"t.irlk,
wjth the Reagan Administration and on Capitl Hill, as the ary <eprif f ,1987) approached when the president *r, . submit ro Cong.or'. i"po.
on U.S. allies' military dealings with South Africa.

- ^ ^ 
That report had been mandated by a provision of an amendment to the

1986 comprehensive Anti-Apartheid'Bili, passed by congress on o.iou.,
2,1986' Drafted not by anti-apartheid #iuists but byiwo R.pubri"rn
senators (charles Mcc. Mathias of Maryland and Dan Evans of ri/ashing-

j

I
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ton) and appearing as Section 508 of the final bill, the provision required the
President to conduct a study "on the extent to which the international
embargo on the sale and exports of arms and military technology to South
Africa is being violated," and, 180 days after passage of the anti-apartheid
bill, to submit a report to Congress containing "a detailed assessment of the
economic and orher relationships of other industrialized democracies with
South Africa." The report was to identify "those countries engaged in such
sale or export with a view to terminating United States military assistance
to those countries."

Had it not had such serious ramifications, the whole episode could be
appreciated as a farce. When it was introduced in the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, some of Israel's special friends there scrambled to
delete it from the larger amendment offered by Mathias and Evans. The
committee took three separate votes on the measure: first accepting, then
rejecting, finally, after adjourning to a back room where several Democratic
senators were made to realize how hypocritical their attention-getting
opposition to apartheid was if they weren't willing to act against Israel's
violations of the arms embargo, it was rejected. On rhe final vote Senators
Pell (D-RI, who in 1987 became chair of the committee) and Cransron
(D-CA, who had greatly pleased his progressive constituents by intro-
ducing in the Senate the very stiff sanctions bill authored by Rep. Ronald
Dellums (D-CA) and passed by the House) stood firm, voting against the
provision with a minority comprised of ultra-rightistJesse Helms (R-NC)
and other anti-sanctions Republicans.

While Israel's lobby could normally have had the amendment deleted,
in this case the legislation sped along so quickly AIPAC was never able to
catch up with it. Debate was limited in the full Senate ro prevenr
filibustering. The House immediately abandoned its own previously-
passed anti-apartheid legislation (the Dellums bill) and pessed the Senate's
version without debate. After the President (who never saw a racist he
didn't try to help) vetoed the measure, both houses of Congress passed it
over his veto-again, without debate. AIPAC never had a chence.

In the end, Congress, the administration, and, most of all, Israel, were
faced with a responsibility that none of them wanted.20 In January and
February, Israel worked to achieve an understanding with the administra-
tion over what "gesture" might satisfy the Congrcss-consdtuents, who
might have been harder to satisfy, were, unfortunately, rilent. When Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir visited Washington in mid-l'ebrurry, the subject
of how much Israel needed to change its rclationc with South Africa was
high on the list of matters discussed.

r Israeland South Africa 5l

After announcing through official sources that to precipitously end
existing contracts with South Africa would cost $500 million (over several
years) and many million more in possible lawsuits, nor to menrion
"hundreds, if not thousands, of jobs in Israeli military industries,,'21 1rr".t',
friends raised questions in the press about whether congress might accept
the continuation of licensing deals and sales of "semi-militaryl' items-:z
with a deafening silence from both the white House and capitol Hill, Israel
decided on a:

"deprofilization" of [its] presence in South Africa. In other
words, the special relationship between the two nations-
particularly in what is called "srrategic affairs"-will continue,
but in a much less visible manner and with less direct involve-
ment of the military so as nor to clash with the will of
Congress.23

Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin was dispatched to south Africa-the
south Africans were threatening to "tell all" about some yet undisclosed
aspect of Israeli collaboration2a-where he gave reassurances2i and urged
the Boers to keep their heads down. Shamir told u.s. reporrers thar Israel
would keep its "commitments" to South Africa.26

The impression was left floating-through intentional newsleaks-
that Israel might phase out existing agreements and not enter into new
ones,27 but there was no evidence of any intention to put that offer into
effect. Moreover, six weeks before the report was due io be submitted to
Congress it was clear that congress would nor cut off Israel's $l.8 billion
annual military aid, and Israeli officials had begun concenrrating on
preventing

political backlash [that] could nonetheless be very damaging.
Shamir and his colleagues hope that both rhe Reagan Adminis-
tration and Congress will stop short of any public condemnarion
of Israel based on assurances that it will gradually end its
military relationship with South Africa.2s

was Israel to end its nuclear collaboration with South Africa
"gradually"l Before Section 508 of the Anti-Apanheid Act of 19g6
fortuitously pried out the information that Israel did hundreds of millions
of dollars per yeer of military business with South Africa, Israel always
denied any arms dealings at all. what assurance is there that Israel is now
accurately portraying the extent of its trafficking, not just half or one-
quarterl rhe assertion of Defense Minister Rabin, that "whatever happens
lsrael has to maintain its credibility with the u.s. and Israel has ne,rer
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played tricks with the LJ.S.,"ze is less than satisfying after the lran-conrra
revelations and the Pollard spy case.

There was no voice in Congress to question Israel's word, much less to
wonder aloud if the people of southern Africa were not owed some kind of
reparations from the people of the u.S., whose client Israel has contributed
so greatly to their death, suppression and suffering. Instead, Israel's efforts
to keep the lid on its continued lethal supply lines to South Africa and
congress'efforts to keep its own dereliction of duty out of the minds of its
constituents are both greatly assisted by the almost blanket censorship
imposed by the South African government.

The notion of South Africa's "self-sufficiency" should not obscure the
degree of integration between rhe rwo arms industries.James Adams calls it
their "joint arms industry."30 Iskoor, the steel partnership, is one example
of this integration. A joint Scorpion3l helicopter operation involves initial
construcrion in South Africa at the Cape Town firm of Rotoflight
Helicopters and then final assembly at Israel's Chemavir-Masok.32 yet
another example is Israel's permitting south Africa consrruction companies
to bid on a military complex in the Negev Deserr.33

Coordinated Exports

, The integration of military industries also appcars to havc led to some
degree of integration of foreign operations. Tadiran and thc south African
firm consolidated Power have established an clcctr.rrics enterprise in
Guatemala.sa

It seems the two might also be coordinating thcir wcNpons cxports to a
certain extenr. A l9B2 report noted that south Africa was dclivering rush
orders of parts for Israeli Gabriel missiles and thc Ncshcr (an early version
of the Kfir) to Argentina, then engaged in thc Mllvines/Fllklands war
with Britain.35

Although the full extent of coordination lrctwccn 'Iel Aviv and
Pretoria is impossible to know, both Isracl and sorrth Africe have been
supplying arms to the governments of Sri l,anka,td lrrrn gnd Morocco.

Israel, which had counted the Shah of lran itc mort important arms
customer, had been selling arms to the Islarnic Rcpublic rincc itr war with
Iraq began in I 980,37 and in I 985 brought the tl,S, into pnrtnerehip in this
enterprise, later known as the lran-contrrr rrffnir, south Africg followed
Israel into the Iranian marker wirh rrn .il-firr-urmr rwrp reportedly
concluded in 1985, under which lran rcceivcrl $750 nrillion worth of
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weapons. The only weapon known to have been involved in that deal was
the G-5 howirzer,3s the South African version of the SRC 155 mm
howitzer which Israel helped south Africa obtain from the u.S. (South
Africa cur the same deal with Iraq.:r; There is an internarional embargo on
oil shipments to south Africa, and Israel has often used violation, Jf ,h.
embargo by Middle Easr governments to support its claim that it should not
be singled out for its dealings with south Afri"". Although many of the
shipments to south Africa that originate in the Gulf are furu"y.i to th.
apartheid regime by private dealers such as fugitive fi""qci.r MrrgBigb,it
eppeers (although the news accounts seem mainry toGilii6T6iJh.
London newsletter Euromoney Trade Finance Repoit)that lran and Iraq are
directly involved in such deals.ao

Vis itors to the-$qhra wi A1,a b_,Dgr_g-egatic-s.epublic have seen South
A fri ca weap o n, *h'i.h1tiEF6ii s r ;; i; ; ;h;, A;" Jil;'M;;".* i "its battle for control of the formerly Spanish Westirn Sahara. polisario also
charges that south Africa is training Moroccans. Following a visit of prime
Minister shimon Peres to Morocco inJuly 1986-describe-d in terms of the
(interminable) "peace process"-lsrael reportedly pledged to provide
Morocco with sophisticated arms and training.al Inihe past, Israel iras sold
Morocco tanks and armored personnel carriers.'2 Israeli officers have been
signted near the walla3 King Hassan I[ is building to try to maintain the fiction
that he controls the territory claimed by the SADR, and taking part in the
"African Eagle" military exercises staged by the u.S. a.,d l4orocco i'
November 1986.44

Discouraging as these developments may seem to advocates of
sanctions against south Africa, our continued efforts to curtail the flow of
military technology to Pretoria still matter: preventing the white regime
from producing state-of-the-art weaponry will make iis exporr offeiings
Iess attractive, hence depriving it of further income to purru. it, aggressive
domestic and external policies.aj

Southern Africa: After the Israeli Model

In these foreign operarions, which strengthen both countries and
challange the confines of their international isolation, Israel has generally
been the facilitator, possessing the entre to such advenrures as Cuatemala
and sri Lanka. As it came snarling and hissing into the l9g0s in its own
region, South Africa has also looked to Israel for help and inspiration.

i:
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Many parallels in the tactics and strategies employed by Israel and
South Africa have been noted.46 Partly this is a result of collegiality: the
military attaches of Israel and South Africa "consult frequently on
counterinsurgency tactics."47 Yet there is an unmistakable teacher-student
pattern in the communication of the very techniques which have brought
down international criticism on both. As in the direction of the technology
flow between the two nations, the imparting of repressive techniques
usually casts Israel in the mentor's role.

The South Africans greatly admired the Israeli raid on Entebbe
airport.a8 "South African generals now consciously emulate the flam-
boyance of the Israeli generals," wrote a specialist on the South African
military.ae Even before 1976 South Africans had looked to Israel for
techniques they might adapt. Describing the lecture given by Air Force
General Mordechai Hod during his 1967 visit to South Africa, a member of
the select military audience said, "It was an intensely interesting lecture,
which made it apparent that the tactics employed by the Israeli Air Force
were brilliant. The Israelis seem to have been as clever as a cartload of
monkeys."50

The South Africans began teaching the lessons of Israel's 1967 wer at
their maneuver school,5l and Israeli advisers began teaching the Boers the
arts ofsuppressing a captive population and keeping hostile neighbors off
balance.s2 In the Vorster agreements discussed earlier, Israeli advisory
services for South Africa were institutionalized.

Senior army officers in Israel have confirmed that IDF' flsraeli
Defense Forces] personnel have been seconded to all branches of
the South African armed forces, and according to scnior sources
in the Israeli defense establishment, there are currently somc 300
active Israeli servicemen and women on secondment in South
Africa. These include army, navy and air forcc pcrsonncl who
help train the South Africans, border security experts,,.counter
intelligence experts... and defense scientists who coopemte on
the development of new weapons systems, ln rddition, there are
several hundred South Africans in lsracl et Nny onc timc, being
trained in weapons systems, battlc stretegy tnd counter-
insurgency warfare.53

The white government's pracicc of donrcrtic countcrinsurgency
combines outright military brutality with thc cxrcnriv€ urc of informers
and collaborators. It is impossible to know how mrny rofinemcnts of these
age-old techniques have been borrowcd fronr thc ltrrclil' occuprtion ofthe
West Bank, Gaza,and the Golan Hcightr,'l'lrc llruelityttem of village
leagues is obviously comparablc to rhc lruterl town councilr imposed on
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segregated townships by the apartheid government, The collective pun-
ishment employed by the Israelis, such as the destruction of a whole
family's home when one of its members is arrested as a tuspect in an act of
resistance, has lately been matched by the recent South African practices of
sealing off townships, and assaulting entire funeral processions. What is
perhaps more salient is the South African victims' perceptions of Israel's
involvement in their oppression and how readily that perception is
communicated.

At a party in Santa Cruz, California, a South African student passes
around a photograph of a street scene in Soweto, the large black township
outside Johannesburg. Somewhat reproachfully he calls artention to the
white policeman in the picture and the Uzi he's holding.

Nobel laureate Archbishop Desmond Turu, was more direct when he
told guests at a San Francisco breakfast sponsored by the AmericanJewish
Congress rhat he was troubled by reports of Israeli collaboration with
South Africa, "with a government whose policies are so reminiscent of
Nazis."54 (Whilequick to point outthe contributions of individualJews to
the struggle against apartheid, Tutu has in the past lambasted Israel for irs
"monopoly on the Holocaust."55)

Even those South African blacks willing to cooperate with Israel have
publicly called on Tel Aviv ro stop selling arms to South Africa. Chief
Gatsha Buthelezi, e greet favorite of Israel, told reporters rhere that he
favored an international arms embargo against South Africa.56 One
member of a group of black South African "activists" brought to Israel for
a training program (see below) told the press that Israel was "among the
countries that sell weapons to South Africa, which kill [sic] blacks with
them, including three-year-old children."57

"Israel," wrote a reader to the City Press, a black South African paper,
"has chosen to support the South African Government-thereby sanc-
tioning the brutal suppression of our people."ss

It should also be noted that South Africans-with other people around
the world-regard the activities of Israel as an extension of U.S. policy.

If Israel's role in the internal repression meted out by South Africa
(including the active lsraeli role in the bantustans-see below) is a matter of
perception, evidence is accumulating, despite strenuous attempts to main-
tain a lid of secrecy, of Israeli involvement in Sourh Africa's foreign
aggressions against Namibia and the Frontline states.
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Namibia

Israeli specialists have been "permanently based" along South African
border areas for over a decade. Numbering "more than fifty" in 1984, their
assigned task is to advise the South Africans on preventing cross-border
infiltration.se In the late 1970s, uniformed Israeli soldiers were reported
active in Namibia, the former colony of Southwest Africa which South
Africa has refused to relinquish, against fighters for SWAPO, the South
West Africa Peoples Organization, which has an extensive following in
Namibia. One of these reports noted that uniformed Israelis had been seen

in the capital, Windhoek, and that "they were constructing an electrified
barrier the length of the [Namibian] frontier with Angola."60

In 1981, Ariel Sharon, at the time Israel's Minister of Defense, spent

l0 days with South African troops in Namibia on the Angolan border.6r

Uri Dan, a close associate of Sharon who accompanied him on that visit,
wrote of his experience:

36-year-old Col. Lamprecht does not talk as an ermy man, but
as someone in charge of civilian administration in an area under
milimry rule...When I look at the SouthAfrican officcrs, talking
Afrikans or English, and during operations, I get the feeling that
they will soon begin giving orders in Hebrew. Their physical
appearance, their freshness, their frankness, their conduct on the
battlefield, remind one of Israeli officers. And I didn't say this
about the American and South Vietnamesc officcrs I met I I
years ago in Vietnam...

"Don't underestimate the influence the example of the
Israeli army as a fighting army has on us," a scnior officer told
me in Pretoria."62

In the guise ofdevelopment assistance, Israel has rlso helped the South
Africans establish control of the long-suffering poprrletion of Namibia.63

In 1984, at a time when even South Africr's staunchest Western

supporters took a hands-off position in responsc to r South African
challenge to take Namibia off its hands6a the Isracli Antllussedor to Pretoria
went to Windhoek and told South African radio thrt "lsrael would not
insist on a precondition that the territory first bcconte independent before
agreeing to help it in its economic developmcnt,"6t

In response to the ambassador's invitatiott 0 tctm of high ranking
officials of the South African colonial govcrnntctrt prid r twclve-day visit to
Israel the following April. They were thcrc to krok nt whrt lerael had to
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offer in the field of "agriculture, warer managemenr and water supply,
community development and regional planning."66

A second visit to Israel the following year brought the puppet
governmenr's Health and Education ministers to Israel. They issued a long
report when they returned to Namibia, prattling on about Israeli integra-
tion of peoples from "non-industrial cultures into an industrial and
technical culture, including the accompanying social, language and unem-
ployment problems" and the Israeli labor unions and health systems. Their
report promised specific proposals for Namibia.6T Namibian recruits were
taking courses in Israel at Histadrut's Afro-Asi?n Insli_lrllg1g9a4y_!986.u8

The true definitionTtffiffifiiiji-ffiGbFenr; pr"ii;; i"
contested areas is, ofcourse, "pacification," as practiced unsuccessfully by
the u.s. in vietnam-and as practiced with increasing effect by Israei. As
elsewhere, the object of these programs in Namibia is to destroy indigenous
and/or revolutionary forms of social organization and to consrruct a
repressive, regimented system that monopolizes provision of social services
and compels participation-"winning hearts and minds," it is called-and
thereby establishing political control. In the case of Namibia, much of
which is under a dusk-to-dawn curfew and occupation by more rhan
100,000 south African rroops (compared to a white Namibian population
of 76,000;or the benefits to South Africa of long-term conirol of the
population are obvious. South Africa, which established a puppet regime in
Namibia in June 198.5, clings to the former German colony both for its
wealth of natural resources and as part of irs drive for dominance over
Africa.

Israel's doctrine of pre-emptive attack has served as a model for south
Africa. Its 1982 invasion of Lebanon-lsraeli officers briefed the Afri-
kaners on their operations thereT'-inspired south Africa to attack
Mozambique in 1983 and to invade Angola in 1984. A somewhat
imprecise term, "invade," as South Africa has occupied part of Southern
Angola almost constantly for the last decade. (As with Israel's wars, south
Africa's constant aggressions have enabled officials ro boast that their
export weapons are "battle-tested."7l)

The Frontline States

The South Africans noted rhat their May l983 aerial attack (dubbed
"Operation Shrapnel") on Mozambique's capital, Maputo, was analogous
to Israel's attack on Beirut the previous summer. One analyst, Joseph
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Hanlon, believes that one of South Africa's obiectives in the attack was to
see how its version of events would play in the media. It was received very
well indeed, according to Hanlon, with the Western press accepring South
Africa's claim that its attack was in "retaliation" for an ANC attack and that
ANC "bases" were hit.

Instead, the South African Air Force hit a childcare center and private
houses with "special fragmentation rockets," leaving 6 dead and 40
wounded.T2 This follows the Israeli pracrice in Lebanon of speaking about
PLO installations while civilians are the actual targets, and attacking with
particularly heinous anri-personnel weapons-cluster bombs and phos-
phorous bombs.73

The victims of South Africa's angst are not blind to the similarity of
attacks-or motives.

President Samora Machel likened the Israeli Government to the
Pretoria regime. He said that because of irs inability to contain
the fury of the Palestinian people led by the PLO, the Zionist
regime is trying to transfer the war ro other regions.

So reported Mozambican radio shortly after Israeli aircraft bombed PLO
headquarters in Tunisia in October 1985.74

The model provided by Israel, which punishes every internal act of
resistance and violent act outside its jurisdiction with a bombing raid on
Palestinian targets in Lebanon-almost always refugee camps cynically
identified by the Israelis as "terrorist bases" or "headquarters"-has served
South Africa well. In January 1986, the white government's radio
delivered a commentary on "the malignant presence" of "terrorism" in
neighboring states and said "there's only one answer now, and that's the
Israeli answer." Israel had managed to survive "by striking at terrorists
wherever they exi51."75

In May 1986, South Africa demonstrated that it had assumed the right
to attack its neighbors at a time and on a prerext of its own choosing. The
chosen time was during a visit by the Eminent Persons Group of the
Commonwealth of Nations, which was attempting to establish negotiations
between the apartheid regime and its opposition. The victims-Zambia,
Botswana and Zimbabwe, all Commonwealth members-were chosen for
their alleged harboring of "terrorists"; the real victims were South African
exiles and an employee of the government of Botswana. The South
Africans said they had attacked "internarional rerrorism" and compared
their raids to the Israeli attack on Tunisia and the U.S, attack on Libya in
April l98f.zo

The attack was similar in style ro Isracl's l9[i.f attack on Tunisia.
Initially, the Israelis had been threatening JordanTT and perhaps because
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King.Hu.ssein ofJordan was at the time on an officiar visit to the u.s., the
Israelis chose to take.revenge for the killing of three rrrr.ri" 1u"ii"i"i ,o u.top Mossad agents) in Larnaca, Cyprus ol the pLO in Tunisia.Ts

Two weeks after its three-pionged attack on its commonwearth
neighbors, south Africa attacked-the Angolan harbor or Nr.iu., nring
their version of the Israeli Gabriel missile.ie

Israel has also been connected with the mercenary forces deployed bysort! $frica against Angora and Mozambique. In the 1970s Israei aided
the FNLA (Angolan National Liberation Front) pro*y for..rr' orgrnir.a
and trained by the cIA to forestall the formation of a governm.nliea by
the MPLA (Popular Movement for the Liberation oiAngol"-no*,r,.
ruling party of Angola). John Stockwell, who ran the 6fe of.orion
against Angola, recollected $r::11., shipments Israel made inffi.rr_
tion w_ith the cIA: a plane full of r 20 mm shells sent via zairetothe pNLR
and unita; a shipment of i0 sA-7 miss'es (a, of which were duds); a
boatload sent to neighboring Zaire in a deal that the Israeris had *ork.d outwith President Mobutu, even though the zairianstrong -"i hJ fr"t*
ties with Israel two years earlier.sl

when Israel reestablished relations with zaire (in r 9g2) and began to
train zairian forces in-the shaba border province,'Angola'hJ*"r. r..
concern. The leader of the FNLA had bein Horden RJbe.to, urri[.r-i"-
lawoJZairian president Mobutu, Israel's new crient.82 In 19g6, ir...ia u.
established thatzaireactedas a funnel for "covert" u.s. military aid fo, the
Unita forces ofJonas Savimbi.s3

In 1983, the Angolan.News Agency reported that Israeli milirary
experts were training unita forces in Namibia.8a Since Zaire began
receiving military aid and training from Tel Aviv, Angola r,", u.., irr ,,
ease. Its worries increased after discovering that:

Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon was personaily invorved
in the organization, training and equipping of ,,comm"naoi
units of the army of Zaire, especialiy organized for missions
along the borders of the RpA [Angoia1.8i

In 1984, the Financial rimcs (London) wrote of ,,joint Israeli-south
A-frican support for unita forces. "so other sources also ,eport th.irrnrf.,
of Israeli arms and financial support to Unita.87

^ -.Jn 1983, Angola's PresidentJose Eduardo dos santos told Berkerey,
california Mayor Eugene (Gus) Newport that an Israeli pilot h.J i..n
shot down during a South African rrrr"L. The Angoran p.esident rho*ed
Newport pictures of captured 

- 
Israeli , r.rporrrl The following y."r,

Luanda-rep-orted the capture of three mer..n..ies who said ,rr.y rtia f..n
trained by Israeli instructors inZahe.BB
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Israel has also been involved with the Mozambican "contras," the
South African-backed MNR (Mozambique National Resistance or ',Re-
namo"), which has brought grear economic and social distress to Mozam-
bique. Renamo has a particular reputation for ideological incoherrence,
being regarded by most orher right-wing insurgencies as a gang of
cutthroats. For several years there have been stories coming from Southern
Africa of captured mercenaries of Renamo who say they were trained in
neighboring Malawi-one of the four nations to mainrain relations with
Israel after the Organization of African Unity (OAU) declared a diplo-
matic embargo in 1973-by Israelis. And more than one report has told of
"substantial Israeli aid" ro the MNR, thought to have been funded by the
CIA and Saudi Arabia as well as South Africa and former Portuguese
colonialists.

In late 1986, "intelligence reporrs" from Southern Africa confirmed
the reports of Israeli training and attributed the MNR's "grearly improved
tactics" to the Israeli trainers.8e Around the same time, found among a

number of white men left dead after an attack on Zimbabwean troops on
duty in Mozambique was a man wearing a Star of David.e0

There are at least two earlier reporrs of Israelis captured in Mozam-
bique. One, a pilot captured in the late 1970s, might have been included in
an east-west spy swap in 1978.e1 The other, 27 -year-old Amikam Efrati of
less certain occuparion, was held for three months by Mozambique and
released after Israeli Laborites asked members of the French Socialist Parry
to intervene. A warm welcome was prepared for Efrati on his Golan
Heights kibbutz.e2
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Economy

Economic Cooperation

In addition to south Africa's cash and strategic minerar contributions
to Israeli-south African military undertakings, the rwo have forged
economic links that are-as srrategic as they are profitable. They are almost
as well concealed as the military commerce between the two nations,
enabling Israel to claim that its trade with South Africa is insignifica;t.r

However, well before grassroots campaigns in the u.S.lnd Britain
prompted the exodus of big business from south Africa and, in the case of
the u.s, the imposition of economic sanctions, Israel quaiified in many
ways as south Africa's most important trading partner. Tiris determination
was reached by adding the undisclosed amo,rnts of the weapons Israel sells
to South Africa and the diamonds it obtains from the white-run state.2

Because rhe diamonds are sold from a London office by the South
African DeBeers syndicate, the central Selring organization, *nr.h i", ,
lock on the world market for uncut sron.s, th.y do not appear in statisii., of
two-way trade between Israel and south Africa. polisired diamonds are
Israel's largest single exporr irem, accounting for over $ 1.5 billion in l9g6. j
There is very little value added in the polishing: imports for l9g6 were
$1.25 billion.a

Also invisible in the published statistics of trade between the two
nations are revenue from joint military and civilian enterprises of trrra rna
South Africa. The known civilian undertakings are Zimcorn, , ,tipping
company,s and South Atlantic Corporation, , iirhing enterprise.6 A,rng.

6t
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of business activities are carried out by one in the economy of the other.
Iskoor, the Israeli-South African steel company which makes tank armor, is

owned by South Africa and Israel's Histadrut trade union federation, and
operates in Israel.T

Thus, although the revealed statistics of trade between Tel Aviv and
Pretoria seem rather paltry-$66.4 million Israeli exports to South Africa
and $187 million exports from South Africa to Israel8-it is important to
bear in mind that they reflect only trade in items both sides are willing to
make public. These include coal, steel, base metals, timber, tobacco, hides,
wool, paper, minerals, and foodstuffs from South Africa and from Israel
finished products such as computer software, agricultural and other types
of machinery, textiles, pharmaceuticals, electrical goods, and "safety and
security products."e Although trade grew by a multiple of ten between
1970 and 1979 (from $20.9 million to $199.3 million)to the numbers on
paper certainly do not seem large enough to explain the existence of
dynamic Israel-South Africa Chambers of Commerce in Tel Aviv and

Johannesburg, or the annual meetings of finance ministersll under the
framework of the ministerial committee set up during the 197 6 Vorster
talks. By contrast, Israel ex $2.2 billion worth of soods and services

--_ " \i-__

hat ir truly remarkable is the unrevealed and hence uncalculated
scope of Israeli-South African economic cooperation. It goes well beyond
weapons and diamonds, falling under the broad category of investment in
each other's economies, but it is most notably directed to helping South
Africa escape the rigors of the sanctions which, in an effort to force the
white minority government ro dismantle apartheid, rhe international
community has begun to impose.

South Africa has a significant interest in the Israeli economy,
providing 35 percent of all non-U.S. investment in the threc years prior to
1984.13 This South African invesrment, "tens of millions of dollars...has
been an important source of new funds for Israeli industry and con-
struction."l4

Although originally an exception to South Africa's extraordinarily
tight currency and trade laws, the export ofJewish contributions to Israel,
(see above) was expanded under the 197 6 bilateral agrcemcnts as a unique
dispensation for South African citizens to invest in approved projects in
Israel.r5 In I 980, the white minority government also gavc permission for
Israeli government bonds to be sold in South Africa,l6 While lsraelis trying
to minimize the extent of their country's economic rclgtions with South
Africa will often explain that dealing with Prctoria cnahlcr South African
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Jews to get their capital out of the country, a south African newspaper
points out:

...investors in Israel today include names off the company
' boards of the fiohannesburg Stock Exchange]. For the in-

dividual or smaller corporare investor, there exists a handful of
Israeli companies whose specific business is to attract [South
African] and other foreign investment in joint u.rrtur.r.it

fact, raising funds from the Jewish community and boosting
business links with South Africa go hand in hand. In 1982, on one of the
annual meetings established under the 1976 agreements, Israeli Finance
Minister Gideon Pat visited South Africa and:

[took] part in 17 meetings of the emergency [a reference to
Israel's invasion of Lebanon that Junel bonJs fundraising
group, will meet with economic officials and will ,." to
increasing investments by South African companies in Israel.l8

south African capital has contributed to major Israeli infrastructural
projects: development projects in the Negev desert, a coal roading facility, a
Mediterranean-Dead sea water diversion project, a major insurance
company, tourist and sports facilities and commercial and residential real
estate as well as a railroad linking Tel Aviv with the Red Sea port of Eilat.le
other approved areas for south African investment includi film produc-
tion, oil exploration, and the purchase of shares in Israeli companies to
increase production capacity,20 all areas of obvious benefit to South Africa.

The Springboard

Although Israel's economy hit the skids in the 1980s, South African
businessmen have had a compelling motive for continuing to invest their
money in theJewish state: Israel provides a tried and true "springboard"
into markets where South African products are unwelcome. Since the late
1970s South Africans have been establishing joint ventures in Israel where
their cheap-labor products are brought for final assembly and marked with
a "made in Israel" label,2l Shipped abroad, these products enter U.S. and
European markets under Israel's duty free entitlement. Israel has a Free
Trade Agreement with the u.s. under which all tariffs will be removed by
1995; a similar agreement with the EEC allows duty-free entry for all
Israeli nonagricultural products.

4
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In the 1970s and early 1980s, such an opportunity was particularly
attractive to South African businessmen, as their own highly proteced
economy was faced with steep tariffs by Western tradingpa.tn.rr. Inl977,
in conjunction with the South Africa-Israeli chamber of commerce, the
universities of Tel Aviv and Stellenbosch presented a series of seminars in
south Africa entitled "Israel: crossroads of International rrade," ro
acquaint south African businessmen with the benefits of exporting via
Israel.22

ln 1979, South African industrialist Archie Hendler, whose joint
venture in Israel manufactured kitchenware, noted that "the main reason
for going into Israel is to gain access to the common Market" on Israel's
favorable terms.23

In the mid 1980s, as san*ions began to threaten South African
exporters, the use of Israel as a springboard or back door into western
markets became even more attractive. In 1983 the Israeli Finance Minister
went to South Africa with specific proposals for joint industrial venrures
that the South African Government could establish with Israel.2a

How effective has this bilateral conniving beenl what is the actual
amount of goods Israel has helped South Africa sneak into the market
baskets of unwitting consumers? That, of course, is difficult to determine-
especially since no one has tried very hard to unearth the facts. It has been
known for a decade that Iskoor has been representing the South African
steel industry in rhe European Economic community.25 It was reported in
1980 that the Israeli government's agricultural marketing board, Agrexco,
was selling south African fruit in the u.s.26 South Africa's large electronics
fhm (owned by the Oppenheimer holding company Anglo American)
control Logic mated with the Israeli Elron group to form conrog, whose
business is to springboard South African products from Israel.zT The
united Nations, in 1981, published a report containing the names of several
companies and their products-Koor, owned by Histadrut, and Sen-
trachem, a South African fertilizer and chemical concern;28 Israel's poli-
chrom and South Africa's chemtra, exporting chemicals for the paints and
plastics industries; Transvaal Mattresses, exporting with Israei's Green-
stein and Rosen; and Israel's Muenster foods, selling the south African
brands Honey crunch, Epol and vital2e-but this did not contain the
brand names under which south African products were sold abroad,

In one more recenr case, products were sold with no labels. The
Hanita kibbutz, which is affiliated with the labor movemenr

buys drills and other small tools from South Africa and re-
exports them to Japan, South Korea, the Europcan Economic
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Community and the United States... The producrs are sold with
no marks to identify them as either Israeli or South African.3o

Histadrut, the parenr of Koor, is involved in a great deal of the south
African trade3l and the Hanita Kibbutz is no aberration.32

what is certain is that as the antiapartheid movement in the u.S.
gathered force via local and union boycorts of south African producrs, and
local and institutional divestment from corporations involved in south
Africa and, in I 985 and I 986 pushed sanctions legislation to the top of the
congressional agenda, Israel and South Africa both stepped up efio.ts on
this type of sanctions busting.

In september 198.f , the south African Ministry of Trade and Industry
released an Expurt Bulletin reminding exporters:

[Companies] can use Israel as a production base from which they
can export their goods duty-free to the U.S. provided value
added in Israel is at least 35/p of thearticle's value when it enters
the U.S.

A Johannesburg daily said that "Local companies...say they are being
encouraged by senior Israeli officials." 33 A November 1985 report noted a
53 percent increase of South African exports to Israel between ihe pr.uious
January and May.l+

Also in November 1985, the white South African governmenr set up
an office to coordinate "nonconventional trade" through "other coun-
tries."35 several months earlier an Israeli businessman, Amnon Rotem, had
offered himself to the south African government as "a middleman in
channeling [south African] exporrs to European and American markets...
duty free" and said the scheme would require "a large investment" by the
government'36 By year's end, "new strategies to counter the challenge on
sanctions and boycotts by overseas political lobbies" were in place, and
South Africa's exports had risen 44 percent in the first l0 months of the
year over the corresponding period the previous year.37 During the first
two months of 1986, south African exporrs increased again by i5 p.r..nt
over the first rwo months of 1985.38 Although it is not possible to esmblish
a direct relationship with rhe increased Sourh African exports, Israeli
imports of merchandise did register a gain of l 1.4 percent inthe iirst five
months of 1986 over the corresponding period in ihe previous year.3e In
August 1986, the South African minister of trade and industry urged
censorship of trade statistics, which ,,could easily be used 

'by 
tu,

adversaries... "40

south Africa has tried to organize businessmen in a number of western
countries and to establish front companies in dependent African countries.
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For instance, a joint South African-Israeli operation called Liat has

recently set up shop in the West African netion of Sierra Leone4l and a

number of South African companies operate in Swaziland.a2
A great portion of South Africa's sanctions busting strategy has

involved Israel. As early as July 1984, the senior general manager of Iscor
Ltd., the South African partner in Iskoor, met with Israeli leaders to discuss
the consortium of South African companies and banks proposed to
finance-to the tune of $250-$300 million-the completion of the Eilat rail
road. "The railway to the Red Sea port city would spark new life into the
flagging port facilities and would help speed South African exporrs to their
destinations in Israel."43

Despite mounting pressures from international circles and within its
own ruling establishment-a former director-general of the Israeli Foreign
Ministry urged Tel Aviv to downplay "the public aspect of the South
Africa connection" and also to resist "the pressures [ofl some South African
businessmen" and their Israeli counterparts "who have their links with
influential politicians here" to act as an export conduit for South Africaaa-
Israel has continued to respond to the white government's needs as if
helplessly in its thrall.

The grim news for anti-apartheid activists is that South Africa, 54
percent of whose trade is already clandestine, would only need to boost its
sanctions-busting by l6 percent to compensate for the U.S. sanctions now
on the books.a5

In late 1986 both Israel and South Africa were embarrassed by an
advertisement placed in the Johannesburg paper Business Day offering
"unconventional trade" services including "trans-shiplncntl: rryg-
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the Finance Ministry.ae The director general said that the annual agree-
ments with south Africa were about ro expire5o and Israel fustified the trip
by pointing out that the delegation was for the first time not headed by the

. finance minister himself.5l
The talks were said to concern Israel's fishing rights in South African

waters, a better deal on credits for its coal imports, and, most significantly,
increased South African invesrment in and trade with Israel. The talks
"highlight[ed] Israel as a potential weak link in the chain of internationar
sanctions against South Africa."52

The trip, taken when South African aurhorities were jailing and
torturing thousands of anti-apartheid activists, made international headlines
and prompted intense speculation on the role of Israel (and the South
African Jewish community) as "South Africa's insurance policy against
isolation."53 A starement issued after the talks said they had been held in "a
friendly atmosphere" and "were fruitful and continued trade and financial
cooperation is considered to be in the interest of both countries."54 Ir was
also announced that South African investment in Israel would be allowed
up to about $15 million during rhe coming year.ss

Meanwhile, to revive its beached economy, Israel is banking on a more
sophisticated and aggressive marketing campaign for its exports to the U.S.
and specialization in high technology development and exports,i6 another
area of vital concern to South Africa, which will be discussed below. '

It is worth contemplating whether protection for Israel is embedded in
the agreements the rwo governments have signed, should international
attention some day turn from south Africa to focus on Israel's human rights
abuses. One known area of such cooperation is the coal which Israel
receives from South Africa.

Israel was badly traumatized by the oil price rises of the 1970s, and by
the abrupt cessation of its oil supply when the shah of lran was overthrown
in 1978. It later returned the Sinai oilfields to Egypt under the Camp David
Accords. Although Israel's oil supply is guaranteed by the U.S. and
Mexico,57 and it is therefore not subject to the threat of boycott, there is no
guarantee that the price won't go rhrough the roof again. Because of its
refusal to sign the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty, Israel has also been unable
to find a country willing to help it build nuclear power plants. South
African coal companies have not only signed a series of contracts to deliver
increasingly large allotments of coal to Israel for power generation,58 but
south Africa has promised to join Israel in a naval escort should there be a
problem with making deliveries.se Israel has built a new coal-fired
generator and unloading facilities and is "aggressively moving" toward
coal-fired powerplants.60

document recertification. temDorarv wareh5Glne. banerinE-and b""-
ffirffir.id-ffii.rtsS6loifrffir@.idffii. ItsSffi
fiI?iEin agent said it had been placed in error by U.S. associates!{6

InJune I 986, in an effort to head off demonstrations rnarking the lOth
anniversary of the Sowero uprising, the apartheid govcrnment instituted its
most brutal state of emergency to date. At the last moment, Israel followed
other Western governments in a 24-hour closure of its Pretorie embassy.
The Israeli Knesset took the opportunity to issue somc elegant statements
condemning apartheid. One of these claimed, "lsrecl as thc state of the

Jewish people is commited to srand at the hcad of those who negate
apartheid and fight for human righls."az Prinrc Minister Pcres said, "We
know it is impossible to compromise with racial discriminrtion."{8

Less than two months later, with one official privntcly wrrning "ln the
end, we're going to have to pay a heavy price frlr this," a delegation
departed for South Africa, under the leadcrship of the dircctor general of
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fsrael's Stake in South Africa

Israel obviously does nor compare in size of investment to U.S. and
European participation in the South African economy, as the latter occurs
through national and multinational corporations. However, Israeli invest-
ment in South African enrerprises has shot up recently; excluding the
United States and Western Europe, Israeli investmenr in l9B3 and 1984
trailed only Taiwanese invesrment and included investment in South
African steel enterprises,6l with ren new Israeli enterprises reported in
1984.62 A 1985 report said Israeli investment in South Africa had grown
"tenfold" in two years.63 Meanwhile, U.S. and European firms are leaving
South Africa in droves.

What the Israeli investment might lack in volume, it makes up by being
concentrated in two key areas: high technology and the bantustans, the
austere tribal reserves to which the white government has exiled more than
half of the black majority.

Scientific cooperation-in the civil as well as the military sphere-was
a major element in the 1976 Vorster agreements, and what has been
provided on a commercial basis (with either private or parastatal enter-
prises) seems to have been in close conjunction with the bilateral
undertakings. As time goes by and one of the most powerful effects of
international sanctions-that South Africa will be left by the wayside of
technological progress6a-does not come to pass, the significance of the
Israeli contribution will be understood, perhaps lamented.

Visiting Israel in the fall of 1986, S. Kruger, the director of the South
African Department of Trade and Industry, noted that "lsrael could
provide much of the high-technology needed by South Africa."65

Although much of the collaboration in technology has seen South
African money going to the Israeli industrial sector, some energy has been
directed roward providing the Boers with their own industrial applications.
The 1983 agreement, according to the South African Finance Minister
Owen Horwood,

covered joint projects already tackled and still to be tackled by
the two counrries. It also made provision for the freer flow of
money between the two countries and the setting up of mutual
trade and credit and cooperation in the spheres of agriculture,
technology and research.66

Out of that agreemenr was born the Israel/South Africa Industrial and
Agricultural Research and Development Programme. Working under the
direction of Saidcor (South African Inventions Development Corporation)
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and the Israeli Ministry of Trade and Industry, the program establishes
bi-national partnerships for specific projecrs. To date the projects have [5
included educational software, computerized weter manag.-"rrr ryrr.-r, I

' and an enhancement of the capability of south Africa's posts and I
Telecommunications Department. under considerarion are a laser-material i
processing center and a pilotless (drone) crop spraying plane.67 {

In 1984, the Israeli minister of science and development and South
Africa's ambassador to Israel met and announced that Israel and south
Africa would srrengthen.scientific and research ties.68 In early 1985, a
south African delegation concluded a visit to Israel by secretry signing yer
another agreement with rel Aviv for cooperation in science and tech-
nology. According to similar reportsin lane's Defense l4/eekly and the Israeli
daily Ha'aretz, the "joint ventures and proiects in high technology fierds"
stipulated by the conrrac were worrh $5 million. The agreement was
negotiated by the Israeli ministries of finance and trade and industry. It was
then approved by the Israeli cabinet.6e

(That two such articles should evade Israeli censorship is highly
unusual. It might even be that the story was floated as an arrempr ar a priori
damage control. Thus, the suspiciously low figure of g5 million might have
been given with the idea that later on it could be cited to prove the
"minimal" nature of Israel's dealings with South Africa.)

The inclusion in the trade delegation that visited South Africa in
August 1986 of a representative from the chief scientist's officeTo points to
yet another increase in Israeli cooperarion with south Africa in the sphere
of civilian technology. Israel and South Africa have held l4 joint
scientific symposiums, nine in Israel and five in South Africa. The last one
was held in 1984 at Ben Gurion university in the Negev.Tr south African
money has also been poured into Israel's Technion, the country's major
scientific university. In 1984 the South Alrica Advanced Manufacturing
Systems Building and Laser Laboratory, financed by $1.5 million from
South African, was dedicated.T2

It is in this institutional context thar Israeli investment in south Africa
must be regarded. At least a dozen major Israeli companies have invested in
South African operations,T3 among them the military electronics firms
noted above. Afitra, one of many companies owned by the Israeli labor
federation Histadrut, whose giant Koor is a major player in south Africa,
markets some of Israel's most sophisticated products (advanced software,
computerized milling machines, emergency lighting sysrems, etc.) as well
as products of Israel's ilD butzim,Ta or collective farms. Another Israeli firm,
Agri-carmel, brings the latest Israeli agricultural developments to south
Africa. Agri-carmel is a partnership of the Israeli parastatal Agridev and
the South African company Gerber Goldschmidt.Ts
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The Bantustans

The Bantustans

A critical element of Israeli investment in South Africa is a rapacious

"private enterprise" interest in the bantustans, the barren pseudostates that

warehouse much of the black majority. The centerpiece of apartheid, the

bantustans were envisioned as "tribal homelands," putting forth the fiction
of South Africa as a number of diverse tribal groups. The "white" tribe,
which did the geographical engineering, iust happened to have the

homeland with all the industrial infrastructure, rich farmland and access to

transport.
The Israeli government provides development and military aid and a

measure of political recognition for the bantustans accorded by no other
government. This has been especially evident in the case of Ciskei, an

enclave of 600,000 near Cape Town, which has been described as "one of
the most economically underdeveloped areas in the world and also one of
the poorest in Africa."l

During the 1983 Israeli-South African bilateral economic meeting, the

Israeli radio reported: "It was...decided that close ties will be established

between Israel and Ciskei, one of the puppet states set up in South Africa for
the blacks." The radio quoted South African reports that Israel would also

supply weapons to Ciskei.2 The Israeli government denies it now, but it
was reported to have signed an arms contract with Ciskei in 1982 '3 A twin
engine jet once used by Israeli Prime Minister Begin was sold at a nominal

cost, and "special weapons and knowhow" was also transferred to Ciskei.a

7t
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Included in the deal was the gift of a police dog to charles Sebe, security
chief and the brother of bantustan "president" Lennox sebe.5 During the
summer of 1984, a group of farmers from ciskei studied on Israeli
kubbutzim and moshavim (communal and cooperative settlemenrs,
respectively).6

In late 1982, ciskei had established a trade mission in Tel Aviv.T It
appointed Yosef Schneider and Nat Rosenwasser as representatives.
schneider had previously served as an aide to extremist Knesset Member
Meir Kahane.8 Rosenwasser was a member of the Herut party central
committee.e Herut is the dominant component of the Likud coalition.
Schneider and Rosenwasser had arranged a number of rours to ciskei for
Israeli notables.l0 undoubtedly their work encouraged Israeli entrepre-
neurs' some of them former officials, others with close connections to the
highest echelons of the Israeli governing establishment, to avail themselves
of the cornucopia of investment incentives offered by the minority
governmenr in Pretoria to lure employers to ciskei and rhe other
bantustans. I I

ByJuly 1984 there were 60 Israeli entrepreneurs operating in cisksi. rz

Ephraim Poran, former Prime Minister Begin's military r....tr.y, went in
with two other major Israeli industrialists to establish the ciskaiex textile
factory- other enterprises taking advantage of ciskei's cheap labor were a
plant of the apparel company Indian Head, oren Toys13 and classic cars,
an establishment belonging to former Finance Minister yoram Aridor,
which manufactures vintage automobile replicas.la

In 1985, rhere were 200 Israelis-advisers and technicians as well as
entrepreneurs-in ciskei. lJ ciskei presented special opportunities because
of the exalted level of brutality of its leader Len"or sebe, and his
consequenr insecurity. Bisho, the "capiral" of ciskei was "rife with stories
of the 'fast buck' approach of Israeli enrrepreneurs." 16 An explicit look at
their activities was provided in 1985, when a scandal burst into the
international press as the "authorities" of ciskei announced-via large
advertisements in the Israeli press-that it had closed the banrustan's trade
mission in Israel and fired its Israeli representatives.

The scams in which many of the Israeri invesrors became invorved
were auctioning, or subcontracting, of contracts-many of these were
awarded without bids, often far above actual cost-to south African
companies. Many of the Israelis participating in these deals did so through
shell companies.lT

A key contact for the Israelis was Dr. Hennie Beukes, the only white
"minister"-his portfolio was "health"-in Ciskei's ,,cabinet," *io -r,
said to have acted as intermediary in many Israeli activities in ciskei. These
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included two hospitals built by the Gur Construction Company which
Ciskei rejected. (In their off hours, Gur's workers built a bar and swimming
pool at Beukes' residence,)
' Buekes also arranged for a $10 million pilot training project, which
sent I 8 trainees ro Israel to receive rraining that critics charged was inferior
and overpriced.l8 It is unclear whether the training was for commercial or
military aviation. A South African paper noted that Ciskei had two air
bases and said Israeli Air Force instructors were ro give preliminary
training to Ciskeians before they attended pilot classes in Israel.le

Beukes also arranged the conrracts for Israeli military advisers to work
11lg4ygsardgud1gtljgI1l..,lgrs in CislseiGAEUy,"fammus-its
owner a former Israeli artillery.gfficef- madg $300,0Q0 a y-e-ar providing
r""*ity-rTu;riru t" d;1.;t'Presidenr" s.u..td i#-u, *", on. of ,h"first
Is?a'erTrrmitoTlave;tCeiiGii".""ii*triiiiiit.J.;i-

Ira Curtis, the Israeli owner of the flight school, also bribed the
Ciskeians to choose U.S. aircraft, which he attempted to smuggle into the
South African tribal reserve, over superior French aircraft.22 The planes
were bought for Ciskei by listing Israel on the sale documents.23

In 1984, the Israeli governmenr was forced ro reassure Pretoria that it
was not involved in a scheme for cheap Israeli flights from Ciskei to Israel
and on to Europe. Word of the flights, which would compere with the
government-owned South Africa Airways, had sparked a South African
government protest to Israel. The apartheid regime warned that it would
not be liable for ciskei's debts for projects rhar were not in rhe category of rr
"urgent development" and expressed its unease ',over the intrusion of
Israeli entrepreneurs and paramilirary advisers into its sphere of influence in
the black homelands."2a rhe Israeli government then denied landing rights
in Israel to ciskei-even though Israeli entrepreneurs had convinced
Ciskei's rulers to build an airstrip.2s

Ciskei is not the only bantustan in which Israel and Israelis played a
role. In 1985, the president of the Development Bank of Southern Africa-
former south African finance minister owen Horwood-visited Israel and
told reporters that he had come "ro evaluate Israel's role in facilitating the
economic development of the southern African independent states (i.e.
bantustans)."26

Israel has invested $45 million in Bophuthatswana agriculture, and is
training youth in that tribal reserve after the model of its own ,,Nahal" (a
program combining military training with agricultural development).27
Israel has also developed a television service for Bophuthatswana.2s An
Israeli, Ilan Sharon, served as a "special adviser" for the bantustan
authorities. Israeli architects have signed contracts for major public edifices.
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An Israeli company has also moved into Bophuthatswana to manufacture
sports shoes.2e when Bophuthatswana opened a Tel Aviv office, Israeli
officials were embarrassed.3o

Israeli security mercenaries also guard the casino tables at Sun city, the
"interracial" gambling resort attached to the pseudo-state of Bophu-
thatswana.3l

In early 1983 the entire "chamber of commerce" of another bantusran,
Venda, visited Israel.32

The Israeli government is pulled two ways over the bantustans, On
the one hand, there is a powerful "lobby" comprised of former officials and
their associates who have investments in the pseudostates. To this must be
added the obvious sympathy most Israeli officials must feel for the south
African dilemma: no government in the world recognizes the benighted
bantusrans as the independenr countries the racist regime has declaredihem
to be. Israel has the same dilemma, in that not one government (including
the u.S.) recognizes its claim to the occupied west Bank, to which it has
given the spurious names Judea and Samaria, or, for that matrer, (with the
exception of Costa Rica and El salvador) to East Jerusalem, which Israel
captured fromJordan in 1967 and annexed as its capital in 1980.

In 1984 during ceremonies held in the Israeli-occupied west Bank
town of Ariel, twinning that settlement with Ciskei's icapital', Bisho,
ciskei's Israeli representative Yosef schneider said, "It is symbolic that no
country in the world (except South Africa) recognizes ciskei, just as there
is no country in the world that recognizes the Jewish setrlements in Judea
and Samaria."33

on the other hand, the Israelis are well aware that recognition of the
bantustans would be an unbearable offense to the many African nations,
which they have courted assiduously during the 1980s. They tread a fine
line.

In its decision in August 1985 to establish close working ties with
Mangosuthu Gatsha Buthelezi, chief minister of the KwaZulu bantustan, a
patchwork of settlements in Natal, lsrael seems to have ignored his status as
the leader of the entity designated by Pretoria as the "tribal homeland" of
the Zulu people. In the West rhis is also frequently overlooked.

when such heads of srare as Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher
receive the urbane, wealthy and ambitious Buthelezi-he is a frequent
visitor to the west, where he argues against the imposition of sanctions and
badmouths the mainstream liberation organizations-they present him as a
"moderate" black leader, opposed to the ,,violent" methods of the
outlawed African National Congress (ANC).
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chief Buthelezi spe-aks eroquently and sincerely against apartheid.
According to a longtime friend of ihe descendant of Zuiu rJy"try, fuii.t.rr
.(along with many of his western promoters) sees himseif as ieader of a'post-apartheid government. Presumably to further this goal, nu,r,.t."i t 

",developed ties across the entire spectrum of white so,ith Afu.". He has
close links with the white oppoiition progressive Federar partf, with
which he tried in 1986 to design a multiiacial government for'Natal
Province. Their plan called for a comprex ,yrt.. of racial checks and
balances, with overweighted guarantees ior thewhite minority-Bu,rr.r.ri
has always promised to give whites a veto, as opposed to the ANC demand
for universal suffrage-but the pretoria government rejected it out of
hand.3a

Although his disagreements with the Botha governmenr have been
widely heralded-Buthelezi has refused "independent,, starus for his
bantustan and has refused to participate in "negotiations,, over South
Africa's future with rhe Botha iegime-he has certainly been the witting
instrument of the minority government, both during his trips abroal and
during the turmoil of the past several years.

In 1981, the Economist noted that

shrewd white strategists know that, sooner rather than later, the
Afrikaner government will have to negotiate *ith tn. onlf
coherent tribe larger than its own, the 5 million_strong ZJ;.l.
The tolerance of the politicar activities of chief B*hEl.r; hr;
deepened into private contacts between his Inkatha rnou.rn.ni
and the secret Afrikaner Broederbond.3i

The Broederbond has been the acknowredged manip.,rator of the ruling
Nationalist Party. Inkatha is Butherezi's porltical u"ii.l. and means of
patronage distribution' As polls taken over the years have shown,
B:+el.,i_sjollowing is trifling, even in Natal province, compared to that
of the ANC, the United Democratic Front (UDF), or Nelson M-a.tr.
Membership in Inkatha, which Buthelezi claims has one million rn.*b".r,
is supposedly voluntary, but ,,strongly 

recommended for those firirg l"
Zululand."36

- _ln 1983, the year the UDF was created, the murder of five university
of Zululand students was rraced to supporters of Butheleri, i., r.rl.a
contrast to his "nonviolent" label.37 Inkatha thugs, organized in bands
called impishave frequently been reported to have aitacked and often killed
UDF protesters against the white gou.rnrn.nt.

- 
visiting South Africa in June 1986, Denis Healey, the British Labor

Party's spokesman on foreign affairs, refused ,o *."t with Buthelezi.
Instead Healey cited sworn affadavits from vigiliante attack victims in the
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Durben area and showed newsmen a photograph of a member of the Zulu
royal family (to which Buthelezi is related) leading impi vigilantes.38 Later
that month, with the nation under a lock-down rhat foibade any gathering,
Pretoria allowed Buthelezi to hold a rally in Soweto, the blacklownship
outside Johannesburg. Thousands of Buthelezi's followers, some armed
with raditionelzulu weapons, were bused in from Natal for the event.3e

In December 1986, Inkatha members were blamed for abducting and
then shooting to death a shop steward of the Metal and Allied wo".k...
along with another union member and the daughter of a third.a0

During the period in which these incidents took place, no Israeli leader
moved to dissociate the Tel Aviv government from the close ties it had
established with Buthelezi in 1985. Indeed, Buthelezi's official visit to
Israel began the day before a mob of armed impis, under the complacent
eyes of government police, began an attack on their opponents in
KwaMashu township in Natal. In the week of strife that foilowed, 66
blacks died, of which the police admitted to having shot 36. The others,
"stabbed and mutilated," were assumed to be victims of Inkatha.al

That was in August 1985. Israel was ar the time casting about for a
lnay to deflect mounting criticism of its ties with south Africa. The
criticism came from liberal Israelis who worried that Tel Aviv's South
Africa policy was becoming noticably out of line with other western stares,
and, more quietly, from the U.S., where south Africa's links with Israel
were increasingly discussed on campuses and within anti-apartheid organi-
zations, causing dismay on the liberal wing of organized jewry. e pott or
the congressional Black caucus underway at the time was revealing that
those members of congress and their constituents believed that Israel-was a
major backer of south Africa.a2 on August 5 prime Minister Shimon peres
had been queried by Rep. Howard wolpe (D-MI) and had assured him that
Israel was against apartheid. In a separate meeting yirzhak Shamir, then
foreign minister, also assured wolpe of Israel's "objections" to apartheid.al

It was never clear exactly who took the initiative for the Buthelezi
visit-the south African embassy made phone calls to the Israeli media,
asking them to go easy on the chief minister, and the ferusalem post
responded with particular alacrity, in one case crediting him for preventing
a revolutionary explosion in south Africa and asserting that 'ihe wrong
South African [then Bishop Desmond rutul won the Nobel prize for
peace"44-but for the Israeli government, his arrival was a godsend, even
though he perpetuated his critical motif, calling for enforcenient of the UN
arms embargo against the white government.45

* A wide range of the Israeli leadership held officiar meetings with the
Zulu chief: Prime Minisrer Peres and Foreign Minister shariir; former
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Labor Foreign Minister Abba Eban hosted a luncheon in his honor;
Foreign-Ministry Director-General David Kimche, Israel's mostpersistent
critic of links with south Africa, agreed to help him.a6 The Israeli
governmenr and the Histadrut labor federation eagerly responded to
Buthelezi's requests for assistance for KwaZulu, ..grrding the connection
as "a new door into African development."+7 Israel tffereJ agricultural aid
and a range of trainingincluding "leadership and trade uniln training in
Israel, and assistance for women's organiiations and cooperatives.,,48
Buthelezi said he had been assured that Israeli specialists ''oujd soon visit
his bantustan.ae Yehuda Paz, director of Histadiut's Afro-Asian Institure,
made plans with Buthelezi for the establishment of links between Histadrut
and labor unions affiliated with Inkatha.50

The connection was somewhat odd, even for a labor aparatus like
Histadrut, whose companies are active in South Africa, and wtrose unequal
treatment of Arab workers is legendary. Buthelezi has made no bones about
running his bantustan for the convenience of those who invest there.
Although there is a KwaZulu labor bureau and a labor relations act, the

^veragewage 
in 1985 was 100 rands a month (atthe timeless than $100),

and workers who complain to the bureau find themselves blacklisteJ.' In
March 1986 the KwaZulu "governmenr" announced that the ,,united
union of workers of South Africa," widely perceived as a challenge to the
powerful congress of south African Trade unions, or cosATd, would
be launched that May.sz

Israel presented its new relationship with Buthelezi as a look toward
the future and a connection with Sourh Africa's brack majority. ,,Buthe-
lezi's visit will give a boost ro Israelis who would like to criticize apartheid
without breaking off political and diplomatic relations with pretoria,"
announced the Israeli governmenr radio. Buthelezi, explained the state
radio, "is more than a pupper. while he accepted the chiei ministership of
the KwaZulu homeland, he refused to have it declared independent iike
ciskei or Bophuthatswena."53 Few critical observers find theiistinction a
meaningful one.

A Weapon Against the ANC

Nonetheless, Israel's newly forged links with Buthelezi provided its
supporters in the u.s. with fresh ammunition to use against crirics of
Israel's relations with south Africa. Near East Rrpit, the weekly
publication of AIPAC, celebrated Buthelezi's visit as 

,,the first by a leading
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South African opposition leader," and quoted Buthelezi,s parting words:
he was "encouraged and inspired by the complete abhorrence which...the
Israeli people have for apartheid, and the commirment of the Israeli people
to its destruction."s4 For AIPAC, which often sets the pace for other u.s.
Jewish organizations, the quote was welcome relief from the old chestnut
from Andrew Young, which has been used unremittingly for years:

It is unfair to link Israel to South Africa. If there is a link, you
must compare Britain, Germany,Japan, and the United States.
All of them have links with South Africa. Israel becomes a too
easy scapegoat for other problems we have."55

unlike Young, who left the carter Administration (only several
weeks before Israel and south Africa detonated a nuclear weaponj with rhe
Israeli governmenr in hot pursuit after he had met with the plo's
representative to the united Nations,J6 Buthelezi continued to provide
valuable copy. "lsrael is indeed a land of miracles," he told a Jewish
Telegraphic Agency QTA) reporter, who tagged the Kwazulu leaier as a
possible first black president of South Africa.5z

The interview Buthelezi gave JTA served to justify Israel's linkage
with South Africa, and, as it consisted mostly of a hot diatribe against his
sworn rival, the ANC, it delivered the message of the white goveinment in
Pretoria to the u.s. Jewish community on the respectabre pages of such
publications as the WashingtonDC lewish Week.

l'l would say that Libya's col. Muammar eaddafi is today part of the
ANC," offered the Zulu chief, a prlpls of norhing in particular.

"The ANC describes itself as anti-Zionist, nor anti-Semitic, like many
African groups. But anti-Zionism and anti-semitism are one and the same
thing, I have always found," propounded Buthelezi. In a lengthy aside,
interviewer Levine informs his American readers that

Buthelezi's friendship for Israel is music to rhe ears of the many
South African Jewish leaders, who have grown increasingly
concerned over the prospects of an ultimate ANC victory and
the establishment of a pro-Soviet regime.is

The washington lewish week published rhe Butherezi interview as
pan of a-front page spread which delivered a clear message-srraight from
Israel: "lsraeli officials are relucrant ro criticize the ANC fublicly for fear of
appearing pro-apartheid. Privately, however, they freely share their
growing concern over the prospect of an ANC rakeover.i' The spread
containing the Buthelezi interview appeared at the same time a wider efforr
w3! let in motion by the right wing of organized Jewry to defame the
ANC.
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In May 1986 the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADI--) had
circulateditsne*sl"ttEl6-G6Ei6T6o.c..sr*irh;6..rprc"tt.rilin"
promising "A Closer Look" at the ANC. The piece was wrirten in old-
time McCarthyist style, as if for an audience not aware that mosr industrial
democracies have communist parties which contest and win elections.

Although the ADL built irs reputation on original research on racisr
hate groups, the article it sent to Congress was simply a collection of
clippings on the ANC and "evidence" from testimony given at 1982
hearings conducted by far-right Sen. Jeremiah Denton (R-AL), arranged
to "prove" that "the ANC is oriented toward the Soviet Union and its East
Bloc allies, who have furnished it with arms, funding, military training and
other logistic support."5e

The ADL did not trouble to set forth the context of what it described
as the 30-year alliance between the ANC and the South African Com-
munist Party, for years the only multiracial anti-apartheid organizations in
South Africa. Besides, the article was in error about the length of the
association. "It's been 65 years, nor 30," noted Lifford Cengue, a West
Coast representative of the ANC, explaining thar the alliance between the
two organizations goes back to 192 l, the year rhe SACP was founded, and
has been public knowledge since that time. Cengue pointed out that the
ANC was founded in 1912, "before the October Revolution."

The ADL article also delved into the ties between the ANC and the
PLO, an organization with few defenders in Congress.

As a revolutionary national liberation movement oriented
toward Moscow, the ANC has long echoed Sovier arrempts to
undermine the legitimacy of Israel. Moreover, the ANC is a
strident supporter of the Palestine Liberation Organization.

It noted that some ANC members "trained in the USSR with PLO cadres"
and refers to srarements critical of Israeli policy made during the 1970s by
Oliver Tambo.60 As have many governmenrs and international organiza-
tions, the ANC has long been critical of Israel's rrearmenr of the
Palestinians under occupation; its criticism has been informed by Israel's
close ties with South Africa. The ADL's assault on the ANC came at a time
when Congressmembers of both parties were calling for the release of
imprisoned ANC leader Nelson Mandela, and the State Department was
moving toward contacts with the ANC.6l

The ADL article had great value for friends of South Africa, as well as

apologists for Israel's ties to the apartheid regime. As Smith Hempstone
commented approvingly in the Washington Timeg which is generally
acknowledged to support the white minority government:
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None of this [the ADL's "findings"] is particularly original
stuff. The same points have been made many times by this
columnist. But when B'nai B'rith gets into the game, congress-
men who know on which side their political bagels are buttered
are likely to sit up and take notice.62

In the same issue of Washington's lewish Week that carried the
interview with Buthelezi was a second piece of propaganda authored by
Charley Levine, this one titled to play on a prevalent theme of the times:
"Arab Terrorists Aid South African Groups." And it was a far more
sophisticated job than the ADL's smear job, admitting, for instance, that
Sweden contributed more ro the ANC than the Soviet Union. Along with
some of the same data employed by the ADL, Levine concocted his piece
on the seemingly authoritative srarements of unnamed "Israeli and south
African intelligence sources." (Perhaps they were rhe source for a rather
singular item included by Levine about black South African Muslims
forming Libyan "hit teams.")

Levine wrote of insrances when he says the PLO gave military
training to the ANC-the one abour the training of parachutists is
particularly interesting given that rhe USSR has not provided the ANC
with the kind of aeronautical assistance Israel has given South Africa-and
confided that "lsraeli experts on international terrorism" have concluded
that the ANC's ractics are similar to those of the PLO.63

These journalisric efforts were made just as anti-apartheid activists
were intensifying their lobbying of congress for sanctions against South
Africa.

Soon after Buthelezi's departure, Israel would host another group of
South African blacks-and again use the opportunity to demonstrati its
"anti-apartheid" credentials, without, of course, jarring its vital links to
white Pretoria.

Political and Cultural Ties

Friends Hunt "Authentic" Blacks for Israel

In Los Angeles in 1984, a gathering ar the home of Tom Hayden,
former Chicago Seven radical, currently a member of the California State
Assembly, and his wife, actress Jane Fonda, left a bitter taste. Guest of
honor Bishop Desmond Tutu had lambasted Israel that night for its support
of South Africa and Jewish guests took issue with his remarks.

Afterwards, a "deeply disturbed" Tom Hayden consulted Prof.
Steven Spiegel, a Middle East specialist at UCLA about a remedy for "an
ever deepening antagonism of South African blacks towards Israel."

Four years earlier Speigel had started a think tank, rhe Center for
Foreign Policy Options (CFPO),t but in 1986 it was virtually unknown to
the foreign affairs community in Los Angeles.2 After talking to Hayden,
Spiegel went to Israel, spoke with a variety of leaders, and developed a plan.
He selected Shimshon Zelniker, a professor at Beit Berl, rhe Labor Party's
college, to be "field director."

After strenuous attempts, Tom Hayden persuaded then-Bishop Tutu
to meet with Zelniker, whose way rhe CFPO then paid to South Africa.
There, in June 1985, Zelniker mer with Turu and a number of his
associates. They were harshly critical of Israel.3 The Nobel laureate who
would later be appointed Archbishop of Cape Town accused the Israelis of
having a "monopoly on the Holocaust"4-that is, ignoring or down-
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playing the sufferings of other peoples. ultimately Zelniker was able to sell
the group on cFPo's idea of bringing groups of black south Africans to
Israel for what might loosely be called leadership training. Bishop Tutu
refused to become involved.s

In January shimshon Zelniker went back to South Africa to selecr
trainees. It proved difficult to recruit black leaders whose authenticity was
widely recognized in their communities. Not one of the nine men and
eleven women Zelniker signed up would admit to membership with the-
legal and mainstream-L]nited Democratic Front. yehuda paz, Director of
the Histadrut's Afro-Asian Institute which ran the program, called them
"leaders in the struggle against apartheid."6 Pazandzerniker, it should be
noted, had also met with Chief Buthelezi when he was in Israel.

In April 1986, the trainees arrived in Israel to take part in a workshop,
which, given by Histadrut, was endtled "The Role of Feople's organiza-
tions in community Building and National Development,-" Accoriing to
Israeli officials it was designed to provide the students with skills they
would need in the event of a transition to black rule in South Africa.
oblivious-or antagonistic-to the rapidly developing south African
trade union movement, the training program Histadrut devised for the
visitors "focusIed] on unionizing the country's l2 million black laborers."T

Meanwhile, Tom Hayden and CFPO's fundraiser had been promo-
ting the project in Israel.s They gained the endorsement of the Israeli
governmenre and the Israeli foreign ministry defrayed part of the expenses
of one of shimshon Zelniker's trips to south Africa.r0 cFpo also biought
Zelniker to the U.S. to describe his work to Jewish organizations.u

While the CPFO planned to spend $l million over a period of two
years on the transportation, living expenses and training programs in Israel
for 6 to l2 additional groups of south African traineis, many questions
remain unanswered about the project's relationship to the South African
government-especially since part of its function appears ro be to
propagandize for South Africa in the U.S.

In addition to Prof. Spiegel, CFPO,s members include Edward
Sanders, an adviser on Middle East andJewish affairs to president caner,
osias S. Goren (cFPo's chairman and chief fundraiser), who headed
Jewish efforts for President Reagan's 1980 and 1984 campaigns, and
Maxwell F. Greenberg, honorary chairman of the ADL, .ii.h hr, ,o
reviled the ANC.r2

_ fo. Hayden's role is also puzzling. Hayden, whose first foray into
california electoral politics was a losing primary race against sen. John
Tunney (ironically, a leading foe of south Africa, whose defeat in the
general election was partly attributed to south African contributions to
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his Republican opponent S.L Hayakawa), revealed in 1986 that during his
anti-war activities in the 1960s, he had cooperated with u.s. intelligence
agents and had had intensive talks with CIA agents.13' During his three terms in the California state legislature, Hayden has
gradually eased away from his left-liberal identification. In 1986, he
dissolved his Campaign for Economic Democracy (funded by the profits
from Fonda's fitness video royalties, it had, charged many critics, bicome
simply an electoral vehicle for "Tom") and set up a new personal
organization called Campaign California.

Well ahead of his metamorphosis, Hayden had established himself as a
leading promoter of Israel. During the 1982 invasion of Lebanon, he and
his wife visited Israeli troops on the front lines. This maneuver, during
Hayden's first assembly campaign, was intended to appeal to the great
numbers of Jews in his district.la

Hayden's involvement with the recruitmenr of black South African
trainees for Israel is not, however, rhe kind of activity designed for mass
voter appeal. It seems more in the nature of a quiet favor.

There is no question that the Israeli government would be pleased
with CFPO's project; it was a propaganda success, with all the major North
American newspapers covering it extensively and favorably. Through
their Histadrut instructors, Israel could establish and maintain contact wirh
the trainees-useful in the event that the minority government is over-
thrown, and also useful for sharing intelligence with the minority
government.

Was Pretoria well served by the Histadrut endeavorl That the white
regime did not lift the passports of the attendees prior to their departurel5
suggests that the project enjoys at least benign indifference, ifnot Pretoria's
actual support.

It was obvious that Israel had to tread carefully. During the mid-June
1986 state of emergency in South Africa, when Israel was casting about for
ways to portray itself as opposed to apartheid, some of the Israelis involved
with the proiect:

were wary of recommending that Israel adopt any ,,crisis

approach" or abrupt break with Pretoria; the white govern*
ment's retaliation might mean an end to the new des with Black
organizations before they were properly off the ground.16

As the interactions with Buthelezi and the ,,leaders in the struggle
against apartheid" who came to Israel for training indicate, the exacr nature
of the political linkage between Israel and South Africa, the ties that bind
over and above the military and economic quid prl quls, is concealed, left to

r
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be deduced by the observer. That those ries are close and rich can be gauged
by the sports, cultural and diplomatic exchanges counrenanced by Israel.

Breaking the Sports and Cultural Blockade

Israel has made a practice of ignoring international boycotts against
South Africa. Since the late 1960s a steady stream of athletes and
performers have gone from Israel to South Africa. According ro a reporr
issued by the United Nations Special Committee Against Apartheid in
1979, the conrinuing sports contacts had "strong encouragement by rhe
Government of Israel."lT In fact, this report chronicled a revealing episode
of Israeli policymaking concerning sports and apartheid.

On January 2l , 197 9 , amidst rumors that the Soviet Union might try
to block Israel's participation in the 1980 Moscow Summer Olympics, the
presidium of the Israeli olympics committee voted unanimously to cut off
sports exchanges with South Africa "at least until afterthe Olympics.,'The
committee told the Israeli gymnastics team to cancel an upcoming visit.

Two days later at a plenary session-with the director of the
government's sports authority in attendance-that decision was overturned
and it was further decided that any Israeli sports boycort of south Africa
would be limited to compliance with the rules of international sports
organizations,rs which have always lagged behind the efforts to isolate
South Africa undertaken by many athletes and anti-apartheid organiza-
tions. several days later a representative of the Foreign Ministry told the
Knesset that the decision to boycott had hurt Israel's relations with South
Africa.le

Disagreement on policy on sports exchanges with South Africa has
continued to the present, with Israel displaying a considerable degree of
ambivalence-or, alternatively, making a show of opposition to sports
contacts for the benefit of its anti-apartheid supporrers.

On the one hand, in its own struggle to gain access to international
sports, Israel has made a great effort to conceal its sports exchanges with the
apartheid regime. Israel itself has been barred from participation in, among
others, the European soccer confederation and the Olympic Council of
Asia, an exclusion made all the more bitter by the admission to that body of
the Palestine Olympic Committee.20

On the other hand, Israel must apparently continue ro cater to South
Africa. In one 1985 instance, the-Mlccabiah Games (the quadrennial
'Jewish Olympics," which brings n"ii6fiijffiFGims to Israel), these
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two exigencies clashed, then merged in a clever piece of duplicity. South
African teams had been among the largest contingents inthe 1973,1977
and l98l Maccabiah Games.

In 198.1, however, Canada and some other counrries objected to
participating along with a South African team. After the South African
Zionist Federation and the director of the Israeli Maccabiah Committee
mounted a vigorous protest of this instance of mixing politics and sports,2l
the South Africans abruptly withdrew "so as to avoid serious problems for
athletes from a number of participating countries." In announcing the
South Africans' withdrawal, the Israeli Maccabiah director hinted that
something would "happen" so that they could attend the games after all.22

That something transpired in the form of 200 "potential immigrant" visas
issued by the Israeli consul in Pretoria to the South African athletes. On the
strength of these documents, usually issued to people who want to try out
life in Israel, the quasi-governmental Jewish Agency registered the South
Africans as "temporary residents."23 They were then, with 20 legitimate
immigrants, formed as a special team of newcomers to Israel.

It was not until the games were almost at an end that one of the phony
immigrants blurted out the truth. By the time the ruse had hit the press, the
games were over. Only later did it become known that the organizers of the
games had plotted the whole subterfuge during a meeting in 1984.2a

Yet another sports encounter had all the earmarks of a well-rehearsed
"good coplbad cop" routine. In November 1986, Israel's top three male
tennis stars-its national Davis Cup team-went to compete in the South
African Open. It was their second trip there in 1986, and their names had
been on international boycott lists long before that.2s One of rhe three, the
young and rising Amos Mansdorf, won the tournament.26

Almost immediately the Foreign Ministry sent a "reprimand" to the
Israel Tennis Authority.2T The head of that body retorted that the
International Tennis Federation's rules concerning South Africa only
apply to to teams, not individuals, and that the Israeli players had gone as

individuals.
The ministry hit back with phone calls from the political director

general, reminding the heads of sports organizations about Israel's
"opposition to 'all participation' by Israelis in South Africa."28 and
suggested that private trips in the future should be "coordinated" 'pyith the
foreign ministry. In an editorial called "The hypocrisy syndrome" rhe

lerusalem Posl wondered why the foreign ministry had professed surprise to
discover the tennis players had been to South Africa.

The true surprise is to learn that it is now national policy to keep
contracts with South Africa down to a minimum.

rl:
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^- If the government, of which the foreign ministry and its
officials are presumably a part, wants ro shilt Israel's policy on
South Africa, let it say so. If not, rhen the foreign -i.,irt.y h.,
ample other targets in that increasingly queer contrivance called
Israel's foreign policy, on which to dir..t its self_right_
eousness.29

It is more likely that, with all the bases covered-to metaphorically mix
sports-rhere was satisfaction all around.

Meanwhile, the flow of Israeli enrertainers to South Africa has
continued unabated, suggesting that Israel really can't say no.A list of 2 4 of
these cultural emissaries covering the period between'August lggl and
April 1985 tops by one a similar list of performers from west Germany,3,
one of South Africa's major trading partners and a nation with a population
of 6l million, compared to Israel's 4 million.

After 1984, when the international cultural boycott against south
Africa became highly effective, Israel continued to supply divJrsions to the
apartheid state. In April l985 Yarden e Arezi,a populai Israeli singer, went
to south Africa to organize a celebration of Israel's independenc! day.3r

Most tellingly, in July 1986-one month after s]outh Africa had
clamped down a brutal state of emergency-lsraeli Foreign Minister and
Alternate Prime Minister Yitzhak shamir cleared the Israel chamber
orchestra for a tour of South Africa. shamir also recommended that two
south African choirs be allowed to take part in a song festival in Israel. one
of the South African choirs was a white boys' ensemble; the other was a
black group from Bophuthatswana. The festival organizers had urged the
decision on the government in advance of the south Africans' ,.q-urrt ,o
come to Israel. According to the festival manager, the decision was based on
a variation of the old south African standby: "no room to mix music and
Politics."rz

- The following month South Africans also participated in a puppet
festival in Jerusalem.33

More intimate than players on the field or stars on stage, Israeli-south
African relations also proceed along that corridor established by govern-

lengs folfople-to-people contacs by their citizens. In late 19g4, a Ben
Gurion university organization called the Associates of South Africa drew
attention-for its active promotion of cultural and scientific exchanges.3a

- 
Haifa and Cape Town are sister cities, and there are fiequent

exchanges of various sorrs between the two cities and their universities.35

Tourism

Israeli tourism in South Africa has defied international trends,
growing 50 percent between I 98 I and the end of I 98.f ,36 and rising by I 2.5
percent during the first six months of 1985 alone.37 This was undoubtedly
providential, as tourism to South Africa had just about dried up, with 1985
hotel occupancy reaching an eleven-year low.38 South Africa was the first
government to establish a tourism office in Israel, but it is quite likely that
the tone established by the government in Tel Aviv is equally responsible
for the high rate of Israeli travel to the apartheid stare. (Fretoriajs fond of
gbbing torjis.t: fgr interviews on its external rldio:ffi[e; a[ ihise

-eren iJuen iwaii that there
was anything unpleasant going on.)

The 1986 tourism event of the year had to have been "Malchi's dream
holiday on board rhe luxurious cruise ship Achille Lauro to south Africa,"
which sailed November 26 fromthe Israeli port of Ashdod. A year earlier
the Italian liner had been hijacked on the way ro Ashdod, an event resulting
in the murder of a disabled American, Leon Klinghoffer; the u.s. hijackin!
of the plane on which the ship's hijackers were traveling to their negotiated
freedom; and the fall of the government of ltaly, where ihe prane wa-s forced
down. (Another casualty of that week was Alex odeh, Southern Regional
Director of the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination committee, killed by
a bomb the morning after a television appearance during which he had
stressed the desire for peace of PLo chairman yasir Arafat.) Malchi
shipping Tours and rravel Ltd. of Haifa promised stops in the seychelles
and Durban and a tour through Kruger park, Cape Town, Johannesburg
and Sun city, the notorious enrertainment complix in the bantustan called
Bophuthatwana. "world known ltalian cuisini," enticed Malchi's adver-

!r.!1n_tr '-ore surprises every day!" The advertisement bore the logos of
.|ATOS, and lAA, the South African government,s tourism agenc-y and
Its alrllne.rY

There was also a 30 percent increase of South Africans traveling to
Israel between July and September 1986. In October 1986 (w"hen
detentions under the state of emergency were being estimated in the
thousands), the Director-General of Israel's Ministry of Tourism made a
secret trip to south Africa. Rafi Farber "met important south African
travel agents and discussed with them the possibility of increasing bilateral
tourism through a public relations and marketing campaign." Farber also
wanted south Africa ro increase its investment in Israel's tourist secror.4o
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It is possible that a series of articles, "South Africa Without prejudice,"
extolling south Africa-with all the usual phrases about the rapid pace of
"reform" underway in South Africa and the "complexities" of the situation
there-that appaeared inthe lerusalem Post's weekend magazine in Novem-
ber and early December 1986 were one result of those talks.al

How exactly do the citizens in question regard their governments'
moves to bring them together? Strongly enough-on both sides-ro come
out and demonstrate. The Mapam Party has picketed a performance by
visiting South African enrerrainers.42

Israeli supporters of South Africa-among them many immigrants
from the Soviet union-have also come our to wave rheir banners
proclaiming that "South Africa Has Been Israel's Ally."ll In late 1985 after
Israeli leftists had mounted several attention-getting demonstrations pro-
testing the assignment of a new ambassador to South Africa,aa 60
supporters of the white government met in the presence of the South
African ambassador to Israel and formed an Israeli-south African Friend-
ship League.as

what exactly does Israel get out of its alliance with south Africa that it
is willing to spit in the face of the very international community it is trying
to beguilel rhis question is likely to provoke the snap response that Israel
and south Africa have so much in common, from their militarism to their
racism to their intransigence and thus their consequent isolation from the
main current of thehuman family. Or, it might be offered, Israel is €ager to
have its cake and eat ir too-a feat which it can accomplish as long as its
appetite and its tenacity do not impede its relations with its main protector,
the United States.

Something else should be considered, however: blackmail. Several
observers believe that it would more damaging for Tel Aviv to attempr to
extricate itself from its involvement rhan ro continue pandering to South
Africa. "They say ro Israel 'Look, if you don't continue with this
relationship on every level, we're going to blow the guff on you,"' Michael
Wade, a professor of African Studies at Hebrew University in Jerusalem
said to National Public Radio. Himself of south African birth, wade said
the south Africans were quite capable of embarassing Israel before the
world by revealing details of the relationship.+o others believe rhat south
Africa might be able to make trouble for Israel with Washington by
revealing intelligence or technology thefts. Another possibility is that
Israel's involvement in Muldergare went much father than has yet been
revealed and includes various manipulations of the u.s. media and the
electoral process.
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A hint of such a South African hold on Israel came in October 1984
when an Israeli paper, Ma'ari,, noted that Pretoria had requested the Israeli
Foreign Ministry to "provide the exact wording" of a statement about
apartheid Prime Minister Peres had made during a visit to the U.S. Press
accounts of the remarks credited Peres with calling apartheid ',a stupid
sYstem."47

The Link Feeds on U.S. Tolerance

There was really no "South Africa problem" for Israel as long as
washington was willing to declare in the face of damning evidence that the
white regime was reforming itself, just as there was absolutely no problem
for Israel as long as an avowedly anri-apartheid Congress continued simply
to mumble its self-imposed collective ignorance of Israel's dealings with the
apartheid government, and was willing to accept without challenge the
Carter Administration's shorr-circuited investigation of the 1979 Israeli-
South African nuclear weapons test.

In late 1986, however, its indissoluble bonds with Pretoria began to
give Israel moments of profound discomfort. Ronald Reagan's supportive
policy of "constructive engagement" was wearing thin, as South Africa
declared its cataclysmic June stare of emergency and jailed thousands of its
critics, while escalating its attacks on neighboring counrries. Before the
year was over, Congress, motivated by an almost unanimous citizenry,
would pass its first real anti-apanheid legislation-and then pass it again
over the President's veto.

A little noticed Section 508 of the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid
Act of I 986 contained language that demanded a White House report to the
House and Senate within 180 days of the legislation's passage "containing a

detailed assessment of the economic and other relationships of other
industrialized democracies with South Africa."

This amendment-authored by retiring Republican Senate Foreign
Relations Committee member Charles McC. Marhias-was "clearly a

threat to Israel," according to the lerusalem Posl,a8 raising the possibility ofa
cutoff of Israel's U.S. military aid.ae It came on the heels of another jolt, a

decision by the European Community (EC) to impose an array of limited
sanctions on South Africa.

Previously, Israel had temporized on the possibility of sanctions, bur
the government had frequently alluded to Israel's conformity to the
(dastardly) positions of the Western powers: "keeping in line with what the
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western countries are doing, no more and no less," was how a senior Israeli
diplomat phrased it in July I 986.50 The west African nation of cameroon
had just been persuaded to establish formal diplomacy with rel Aviv, and
Israel, making urgent efforts to engineer a domino effect, was working hard
to convince African countries of the sincerity of its opposition to
apartheid.5l

Taking all these factors into account, it apparently became expedienr
to order a "reassessment" of Israel's South Africa policy. In late August ,,a
special internal discussion" on Israeli ties to south Africa was convened by
the Director-General of the Foreign Ministry David Kimche. Kimche,
who had always been a public critic of ostentatious conracrs with south
Africa and the bantusrans, warned that Israel musr prepare for the
possibility that the west would impose stringent r"n.iio.,, on south
Africa.52 out of these discussions came a reaffirmation of the policy of
"stay[ing] in line with the western democracies." A large roophole wasieft,
however, because of Israel's "special" concern for the south AfricanJewish
community.s3

This concern has frequently been debunked as "patent nonsense" and
"inexcusably shortsighted"s4-during one heated round of discussion on
the validity of using south African Jews as an excuse, a former director of
Israel's foreign ministry noted that the south African Jewish community
itself was "compromised...bv passive collaboration with the evil of
apartheid"ss-but ir remains Israel's second line of defense after its ritual
denunciations of apartheid.

Another Israeli concern about sanctions is that once a precedent is
established, Israel will also be subject to an international attempi at behavior
modification. "we have no reason to highlight our relations with South
Africa, but we have no wish to join sanctions either, the likes of which have
often been employed against Israel," said Prime Minister Shamir.i6

Rita-EJ.qggSe-r, an influential figure in the U.S. Jewish communiry,
embedded the identical point in a more sophisticated rationale for a hands-
off policy toward Israel and South Africa:

The sense of embattlement and isolation felt by these two
Western-oriented nations comes in no small part from the
policies of the Weftern Alliance. The United States and its
NATO allies, in recent years, have not been able to separare
clearly the pressures pur upon them by black Africa ,nd th.
Arab states with respect to the internal policies of South Africa
and Israel from the external, geopolitical situation now operative
in the Middle East and southern Africa. Even if thev....o....t
in the conviction that Israel must yield control over the West
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Bank to some form of palestinian nationalism and that South
Africa must devise a method of sharing power with the blacks,
there is no justification for poricies which isolate and weaken
these two countries to the detriment of vital western interests.5T

After a time that reassessment was forgotten, only to emerge again
with a spurious offer to phase out military conrracts withSouth Afii., Ju".
the coming years5s several weeks before the April I date set for the
submission of thereport stipurated by the l9g6 anti-apartheid act. The
u.s. followed the EC with the imposition of even stiffeisanctions and the
world learned that Israel had supplied south Africa with refueling aircraft.

Some day, maybe not until the next cenrury, someone will talk abour
what it was that kept Israel dancing to the apartheid government's rune. At
presenr it is very clear that Israel will not have ro exert itself very hard to
convince congress that it has stopped dealing with pretoria (a poignant
task, since Israel has never officially admitted its military ,.rj ..o.,"orni.
sanctions busting). Should the momenr come, Israel will have to employ all
its wiles to burtress what will predictably be congress' .rry ...dii,y
against an outcry from activists.



Part II
Israel and Central America



El Salvador

Introduction: Central America

A world away from South Africa, Israel's activities in Central America
come more clearly under the aegis of the U.S., the seigneurial power in the
region, which sets up dictarors in some nations and targets the governments
of others for destruction-and then, under pressure by Congress and the
U.S. public, sometimes abandons its allies. Yet, even when Israel picks up
the slack for Washington, its role in Central America is seldom if ever that
of an out-and-out proxy or surrogate.

In the 1970s, Israel was attracted to the troubled region by the
opportunity to sell weapons and military advice, and perhaps to pick up
some diplomatic chits. At the present, however, aside from supplying arms
and training to the contra mercanary forces the Reagan Administration has

flung against Nicaragua, the imposition of "pacification" regimes-some
of this work is financed with U.S. funds-on the rural populations of El
Salvador and Guatemala appears to be replacing arms sales as Israel's most
significant function in the region.

Rural "pacification," as it was used in Vietnam and as it is now being
applied in Central America, is an attempt ro suppress forever a people's
ability to organize against an oppressive order. Israel's involvement with
pacification is carried out in the guise of the innovative technical assisrance
programs it brought to African, Asian, and Latin American countries in the
1960s. Even those U.S. officials opposed in principle to intervention in
Central America don't seem to care about it.

95
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In fact, in 1985 and 1986 one prominenr Democraric liberal actually
helped Israel set up some agricultural pro jects right on the perimeter of rhe
war against Nicaragua, which, after four years of Reaganite subversion,
had spread our over a grear part of Honduras and Costa Rica.

The Democrat was Howard Berman of Los Angeles, a congressman
with a sterling record of votes against aid to the conrras and aid to the
u.S.-backed government in El salvador. In 1984, Berman drafted legisla-
tion mandating the united states-lsrael cooperative Developmenl Re-
search, or cDR, a made-for-Israel program whose stated purpose was ',to
help meet a growing demand for Israel's unique technical assistance," and
to "build ties between Israel and developing countries."l

In testimony given during a hearing on Berman's legislation, which
sought $20 million of u.s. Agency for International Development (AID)
funds, it was pointed out that such a project would help "strengthen Israel's
relations with the Third world."2 ultimately cDR was iunded at $2
million for 1985. Congress gave it $5 million for fiscal 1986.

In late 1985, theJewish Telegraphic Agency flTA) wrote a glowing
article about Israel's cDR activities, mentioning cashews being improved
in Thailand, forest fungi research in Ghana, and similar lrofecs.in.
Portugal, the Philippines, and Malawi. The article mentioned that funding
for each project was limited to $150,000.3

Not mentioned by the JTA, and, while not classified, informally
shielded from public view, were three other Israeri "research" pro jects-in
Honduras, Costa Rica, and El Salvador- all funded under CbR by U.S.
AID, at a total of $850,000.

At $393,000 the Costa Rican project was more than double the
$150'000 cap. Papers relating to the project described it as a two year
assignment for two Israeli technicians to help a newly-established private
growers association to find the most suitable export crops for irrigated
growing (an Israeli specialty). The site of this scientific activity was
Guanacaste, at the time an area of heavy contra activity near the borde,
with Nicaragua. Another part of the pro ject was to study tomato-growing
techniques in other Central American counrries.

In Honduras $360,000 was budgeted for two Israeli irrigation experts
to set up demonstration sprinkler and drip irrigation system in choluteca, a
city close to the border with Nicaragua, in an area of significant contra
activity.

A more modest program in El Salvador was focused on labor inrensive
export fruit and vegetable production. (Labor intensive nontraditional
export produce is a key element of Israeli "pacification" doctrine in central
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America.) This pro ject was ro be coordinated through FUSADES, which a
central America specialist identified as a Salvadoran "rhink tank."

In all three projects, the Israeli experts were government employees,
assigned by Mashav, the Israeli equivalent of u.s. AID. certainly ihe ihree
projects were ideal opportunities for Israeli civil servants to work among
the local population, and should washington and rer Aviv agree, to gather
intelligence that might be inaccessible to an identifiable ,,giingo." in the
Honduran project, the local government was ro provide tne tsrleti expefts
with, among other services, contact with farmers and laborers.4

In their time frame of the heyday of the activity that became known as
the lran-contra scandal (in which Israel was a major player) and ,,low
intensity conflict"s and in terms of the sordid history oi lr.r.i', involve-
ment in central America, the three cDR projects appear relativery
innocuous. It is Rep. Berman's role that is surprisingjor maybe jusr
instructive.

When questioned in May 1986, Berman's office acknowledged a
continuing connecrion with cDR. when asked whether the congresiman
would endorse his legislation funding projects in central Ameiica, Lise
Hartman, Berman's legislative assistant for foreign policy, said the question
was an "interesting" one to have raised.

However, said Hartman, it was raised at "a bad time" and no one in the
office "not even the person working on it, would have details" on the
program for the next few weeks. At that time, she continued, Rep. Berman
would begin meetings with representatives from AID and fromihe Israeli
government to determine the details of the program for fiscal 19g7. All
three parties, Hartman said, would have a s.y in ,.ning the direction of
CDR.6

This story raises some profound questions for those constitutents who
endorsed Berman, voted for him, perhaps even campaigned to elect him,
and who also support Salvadorans and Guatemrl"n, ,tr.rggling for
liberation and the sovereignty of the Nicaraguan government. Does Rep.
Berman-and dozens of others like him-think he has done right by his
anti-intervention constituents by voting as they wish a few times and then
atternpring to please other sectors with a claim on his allegiance, letting the
contradictions fall where they may?

what congressperson-for that matter, what movement leader-has
ever said, above a mumble or a whisper, that passing U.S. victims on to
washington's close ally Israel for further tr.g.i prr.ti.e was morally and
politically unacceptable? There have been vast siretches of silent sprce in
the central America policy of the united states; the carter Aiminis-
tration's human rights policy of aid cutoffs to especially gory u.S. clients
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opened further tracts. Israel has often filled these gaps, serving its own
interests and, on occasion, the interests of far right sectors of the U.S.
establishment.

El Salvador

From its earliest attempts to establish itself as an arms exporter, Israel
had enjoyed rhe patronage of the military of El Salvador, which ruled that
small, densely-populated counrry on rhe Pacific side of the Central
American isthmus on behalf of a powerful plantation oligarchy.

In 197 3 Israel took orders from El Salvador for I 8 Dassault Ouragan
jet fighter aircrafr. Israel had obtained these planes from France for its own
use. Refurbished and delivered to El Salvado r in 197 5, they were the first
jet fighters in Central America, representing a significant jump in the level
of military sophistication in a region where war had flared between
Honduras and EI Salvador in 1969.

Other aircraft ordered from Israel by El Salvado r in 197 3 included six
French-made Fouga Magister trainers and 25 Arava short-take-off-and-
landing aircraft. The Arava is produced by Israeli Aircraft Industries (IAI)
and is advertised for a variety of uses-from hauling cargo, ro medical
evacuation, to transporting troops in counterinsurgency warfare. The
Salvadorans also bought a quantity of small arms, ammunition and rocket
launchers.T

Military links with El Salvador actually began around 1972, when the
Israeli Defense Ministry carried out a youth movement development
program there.8 Alongside their arms sales, the Israelis also sent advisers to
El Salvador. Former Salvadoran Army Col. and Undersecretary of the
Interior Rene Francisco Guerra y Guerra recalled that during the 1970s
ANSESAL, the Salvadoran secret police, had security advisers from Israel.
According to Guerra, as a low-ranking ANSESAL officer, Roberto
D'Aubuisson, who would later rise to prominence as leader of a far-right
faction linked to death squads, was a student of the Israeli instrucrors.e

At least one Salvadoran officer, Col. Sigifredo Ochoa was taught by
Israeli trainers in El Salvador and also went ro Israel for training in the
mid- 1970s. Ochoa, who was credited with a massacre of civilians in l98l l0

made no secret of his preference for his Israeli mentors over the U.S.
advisers who came to El Salvador after 1981. The Americans, he nored
scornfully, "lost the war in Vietnam." During the Israeli siege of Beirut in
1982, Ochoa proffered an "Israeli solution" for Central America: a
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combined assault by El Salvador, Honduras, Guaremala and the anti-
Nicaragua contras against Nicaragua.ll

When the Carter Administration took office in 1977 it wasted little
time putting into practice a principle enunciated during the presidential
campaign and by Congress in 197 6: U.S. aid would be cut off to recipienrs
who were gross and persistent abusers of human rights.12 The idea was
to encourage dictatorial regimes to modify their behavior and reinstate
themselves in Washington's good graces.

It was a fairly reasonable assumption; after all, many of these tyrants
had been through U.S. military programsl3 and had adopted the anti-
communist line that a succession of U.S. governments had encouraged.
Washington had sired both the Nicaraguan and Guatemalan regimes, and
was not without profound influence in El Salvador.la

In the 1960s, the U.S. had presided over rhe foundation of
CONDECA, a regional military council intended "ro coordinate and
centralize military command of the region under U.S. military super-
vision."l5 In El Salvador, rhe Kennedy Administration ser in morion a
series of meetings among Central American leaders that led to the
establishment of the feared ANSESAL secret police and its ,,parallel

domestic security agencies in Guatemala, Nicaragua, Panama, Honduras,
and Costa Rica." Years later the CIA connections of ANSESAL would
come to light in close connection with the death squads which have
terrorized El Salvador since the 1970s.r6 Also in the 1960's AIFLD, (the
American Institute for Free Labor Development, the AFL-CIO's foreign
operation dedicated to foiling the formation of lefr wing unions) tried to
organizea "tame" network of rural cooperatives in El Salvador. According
to one report the project was budgeted at $ I .6 million and had the assistance
of the Israeli Histadrut labor federation.lT

Even the prideful way that El Salvador and Guatemala responded
when their aid was terminated-both preempted the U.S. move by cutting
military ties with the U.S. t8-might have been expected to blow over. That
was without reckoning on Israel, which was quick to fill the gap. Indeed,
one analyst believes the "surprisingly defiant position" of the Central
American clients was based on their advance knowledge that they could
maintain their military capacity by dealing with Israel.le

El Salvador simply began to buy its weapons from Israel. Between the
1977 U.S. cutoff and the resumption of U.S. aid in 1981, El Salvador
obtained over 80 percent of its weapons from Israel. The balance came from
France and Brazil.2' The earlier aircraft orders still in the pipeline were
delivered and small arms and ammunition from Israel undercut the intent of
the carter policy.2l By 1979 came the first report that Israeli advisers had

/
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been giving the salvadoran military counrerinsurgency training both in
Israel and El Salvador.22

During this period as well, Israeli technicians began installing a
computer system able to monitor utilities usage, rhus giving the military the
ability to pinpointhouses where rhe telephone is heavily used, presumably
signifying that political organizing is going on. (A similar system provided
by Israel to Guaremala does the same with water and electricity use; see
below.) According to former col. Guerra, the Israelis began work on the
system in 1978. As an electronic engineer familiar with El salvador's
telecommunications installations, he did not believe that another company
would be brought in to finish the work, despite two changes of government
and the reenrry of the U.S., following the installation of the Reagan
Administration.23

It is quite certain that installation was completed. A CIA source
described a telephone-monitoring computer system to a journalist in El
Salvador, and Arnaldo Ramos of the FDR (the Democratic Revolutionary
Front, the political grouping fighting against the U.S.-backed government)
has spoken of another use to which the Salvadoran regime puts the
computer equipment:

They periodically block several downrown areas and take the
ID's of people, just to check who they are. If they find the
person happens to be downtown in an area where he's not
supposed to be too often during the week, that right away makes
him a suspect.2a

Once the new human rights policy was implemented, little attention
was paid in the U.S. to what was going on in El Salvador. The Carter
policy had the virtue of slackening the long embrace berween Washington
and central American dictatorships; it had the obvious fault of not offering
redress for the century of manipulation of central American governments
by the U.S. government and corporarions. And it had the predictable
ground-level threshhold for tolerating a strengthening of the left-which in
El salvador would bring washington running to the assistance of the old
order in 1980.25 But in the early years of the carter Administration rhere
was little fretting over El Salvador and even less over the fact that Israel had
so quickly filled the traditional U.S. shoes.

Not surprisingly, however, there was grear awareness of Israel's role
among salvadorans. ln 1979, FMLN (Farabundo Marti National Libera-
tion Front, the armed wing of the Salvadoran revolution) forces kidnapped
Ernesto Liebes, Israel's honorary consul, but unlike many of the othe.
people kidnapped by the FMLN for ransom, Liebes was execured ,,as 

a war
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criminal because of the role he played in the sale of Israeli aircraft to the
Salvadoran armed forces."26 On December I l, 1979, the Israeli embassy in
San Salvador was bombed, although it was never determined who was
responsible.2i Soon after, Israel closed its embassy.2s

By 1979, a series of successful actions by a quickly-unifying
Salvadoran lefr drew U.S. attention back to El Salvador. The triumph over
Somoza in July 1979 inspired stepped up political and military action by
the Salvadoran left and an intensified campaign of murder, disappearances,
and brutality by the military and paramilitary death squads. Well before
young officers seized power late that year, the Carter State Department had
begun to involve itself in the search for a viable centrist leadership for El
Salvador.2e During the tenure of the first junta, limited military aid ($5
million, largely "nonlethal") was promised-it was briefly held up in an
attempt to pressure the Salvadoran authorities to investigate the murder of
four U.S. religious workers3O-and the first U.S. advisers were sent to El
Salvador inJanuary 1981, two months before Ronald Reagan took office.3l

During this period, the newly installed Reagan Administration,
inevitably attracted to ostenratiously grisly ryrannies, sought fast money
for what was at that point an essentially military government. Israel agreed
to loan-in actuality to defer receiving-$21 million of its U.S. assistance.32

Even after the Reagan Administration committed itself fully to the
Salvadoran government in I 9B I -its civilian figurehead in those days was

Jose Napoleon Duarte-Israel received an order from El Salvador for three
Arava aircraft in 1982.33 There was an unconfirmed report that Israel had
sold El Salvador three Super Mystere aircraft.3a

As late as 1984, the Salvadoran military was using napalm it had
purchased from Israel. The use of napalm on the civilian population was
verified by a number of U.S. medical workers, including Harvard
University burn specialist Dr. John Constable. The Israeli origin of the
napalm was disclosed by the U.S. Ambassador ro El Salvador after
persistent questioning by members of Congress and journalists.35

In May l982,Joaquin Aguilar, the representative in Italy of the FDR,
was brought to Israel by a local solidarity commirtee to lobby against
continued Israeli arms sales to the Salvadoran regime. The leaders of most
of Israel's leftist factions met with Aguilar and, at the FDR representative's
request, Shimon Peres, at the time leader of the Labor opposition, also
agreed to meet with him.

The Salvadoran ambassador to Israel bitterly denounced the meetings
with Aguilar as dealing with a "terrorist," and issued pointed warnings
about the Salvadoran opposition's connecrion to rhe PLO. Aguilar
acknowledged rhat the FDR had relations with the PLO, "which

l
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represents the Palestinian people." But he also stressed the FDR's
awareness of Jewish suffering.

I want to deliver a message of peace to the Israeli people-a
people who have suffered so much. That is why I think the
people of Israel can understand the suffering of the people in EI
Salvador, who are under fascist repression by a dictatorship that
uses Nazi means and mass murder to defeat the people.36

According to one report, Aguilar "left empty-handed after talks with
Peres... "37 Yet it is still not altogether clear whether Israel has continued to
sell weapons to the Salvadoran military, which continues to get most of
what it needs for such rasks as its daily bombing runs on the civilian
population from the U.S.

In any event, after the advent of the Reagan Administration, Israel did
maintain advisers in El Salvador.3s "I never heard that those advisers left El
Salvador," noted Col. Guerra y Guerra, who went inro exile after the fall of
the first junta in 1980, but in 1983 was still informed about events in El
Salvador. In numbers estimated at 100-2003e in 1982, they undoubtedly
filled in the holes left by Congressional restrictions limiting the U.S. to 55
advisers. In I 984, its Salvadoran proteges having been slow to benefit from
U.S. training, the Pentagon asked Israel to supply more advisers.a0

The proliferating Israeli "security" firms made up of retired Israeli
military and intelligence officers have sent personnel to the Salvadoran
armed forces. The connection of these firms and the Israeli government is
direct: "One source said the Defense Ministry in fact often passes less-
desirable clients to private consulting firms when 'the government is
reluctant to have [active military] personnel directly involved."'41

The Embassy and the Strings Attached

Israel continued to pursue its own relationship with El Salvador. On
April I 3, 1984, El Salvador's Ambassador to Israel had nailed a large seal
on a doorpost inJerusalem: "Republic of El Salvador in Central America-
Embassy." He ran a Salvadoran flag up next to the Israeli flag. An Israeli
foreign ministry official said Israel hoped to increase its cultural and
developmental ties with El Salvador.a2 It was a radical move. In I 980, all l4
nations which had maintained embassies inJerusalem relocated them to Tel
Aviv, in compliance with UN Security Council Resolution 478 dis-
avowing the annexation of EastJerusalem by the Israeli Knesset earlier that
year. Israel captured East Jerusalem from Jordan in 1967, and under
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international law it is regarded as occupied and disputed terrirory; the
significance ofJerusalem to three major religions-christianity, Islam and
Judaism-only increases the sensitivity of the issue. Prior to the salvadoran
decision' only costa Rica had defied prevailing sentiment and in 1982
relocated its embassy ro Jerusalem.

Radio Venceremos, the voice of the Salvadoran insurgency, con-
demned the embassy transfer as "a shameless violation of uN resolutions"
and condemned interim President Alvaro Magana-installed in 1982 after
Roberto D'Aubuisson's far right ARENA (Nationalist Repubrican Al-
liance) party captured the National Assembly in a dog and pony show
election and dismissed Duarte-flor aligning Ei Salvador with israel.a3

In El Salvador, the Israeli ambassador presented his credentials, and
interim President Magana voiced hopes for a security agreement and aid
from Israel. The following week, the washington media was rife with
stories (which later turned out to be part of an administration pressure
campaign to get Israeli supporr for the conrras; see below) that a meeting
between Israeli Foreign Ministry Director-General David Kimche and
State Department officals would discuss setting up a special fund, indepen-
dent of the u.s. budget, for Israeli "technological and agriculturar projects
in central America and Africa" and, in exchange, using Israel as a conduit
for aid to the salvadoran government and the contras. Israel, noted all the
accounts, should be in a generous mood roward El Salvador because of that
country's recent recognition of Jerusalem.aa

According to an official at the Salvadoran foreign ministry, the
ministry had also assumed "thar something concrete had been offered in
exchange for the transfer since it contradicted the Foreign Ministry's
PolicY."as

Foreign Minister Fidel Chavez Mena had supported the 1980 UN
resolution that asked members to withdraw their embassies fromJerusalem.
chavez Mena had been working to develop El salvador's ties with Middle
Eastern countries;he was a friend of the Egyptian Ambassador. Now, some
Salvadoran officials began to worry that Arab governments might
recognize an insurgent government46-a justifiable worry as the FMLN-
FDR controlled a significant part of northern El Salvador.

This did not occur, bur on April 20 Egypt and other members of the
Islamic conference organization broke relations with El salvador and
Costa Rica.aT The rupture was intended as a warning to the U.S., where a
bizarce election year roller coaster was gathering steam as Democraric
candidates competed in the strength of their commirment to a bilr
mandating the move of the U.S. embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem.as Congress passed the bill, which was non-binding, so president
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Reagan simply ignored it. But that spring Egypt and other Arab nations
suspected-erroneously-that El Salvador had been encouraged to make
the move to Jerusalem by Washington, as a kind of trial balloon.ae

In fact, the Salvadoran move had almost nothing to do with U.S.
politics and a great deal to do with the machinations of the salvadoran far-
right, casting bitter irony on the words of an anonymous sarvadoran
official: "If Israel would help us fight our terrorism, we wouldn't have this
problem with the death squads."50 Moreover, it had all been set in motion
eight months earlier, in August 1983, when a salvadoran deregation
arrived in Israel.

They were "not exactly" looking for military aid, said Ernesto
Magana, although "we are quite interested in the help of Israeli 'counter-
terrorist' specialists." The leader of the delegation, Presidential
Secretary Jose Francisco Guerrero, also spoke of ,,eradicating" 

the
worldwide blight of terror and of strengthening Israeli-Salvadoran
relations.5l

- At a meeting with Prime Minister Menachem Begin, the delegation
informed him that El Salvador was willing to relocate its embassy to
Jerusalem. Begin was so delighted he embraced Ernesto Magana.s2

It is still not certain exactly what-or who-propelled the salvadorans
to Israel, although in rerrospecr it appears as though the initial move was a
not very well thought out fishing expedition. The salvadorans were taken
on a tour of Israeli military installations and IAI plants,53 but when the
embassy relocation was announced, aside from a pledge to support each
other at the UN,sa the terms of the agreement seemed somewhar vague.

In exchange for a gesture from El Salvador, Israel plans to
reopen its embassy here and begin a cooperation program that
could lead to Israeli military and internal security aid...The
arrangemenr also includes hopes in the Salvadoran government
[sic] that the influential pro-Israel lobby in the United States will
lend a discreet hand in congressional debates over the wisdom of
administration policy on Central America and the level of
military aid for the U.S.-supported government of provisional
President Alvaro Magana.55

_ At any rare, despite El Salvador's stated intention to set up shop in
Jerusalem in September, through late l9B3 and early 1984 notliing
happened, a sign perhaps of opposition to rhe move in El Salvador from
either the foreign ministry, where the well-educated staff was generally
opposed to Israeli policies,56 or even the U.S. embassy. It certainly was an
indication that Israel had not put enough on the table to match the
Salvadoran gesrure. If the visit of top Salvadoran military officers to Israel
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which Guerrero had said would occur later in l9g3i7 took place, it was
under the strictest secrecy.

The move finally occurred in April 1984, only weeks before an
election that was critical to the continuation of U.s. aid io El salvador. The
situation was a classic: an administration in washington trying to present to
congress and the u.S- public a credible image of a working democracyis
and the emergence of a centrist governmenr. In this crse-the christian
Democratic Party of Jose Napoleon Duarte-or what remained of ir after
the_ mole principled elements ioined the FDR-was pitted against the far
right ARENA Party. Led by cashiered army major Roberto d'Aubuirror,,
ARENA was a carefully constructed above-ground political arm of the
death squads which had plagued El Salvador, causing the greater part of
40,000 civilian deaths between 1979 and 1983, although at the time the
degree of overlap was not known.i8 The party of FranciscoJose Guerrero,

:\.^,:q aid in the caretaker Magana governmenr who had ied the August
1983 delegation to Israel, had been eliminated in the initial round oithe
presidential elections on March 25 andits support was regarded as a wild
card; but, with its ties to the growers and milirary, not much of one.

In the u.S., congress had made itself quire clear: if D'Aubuisson won
the election the Administration's requests for military aid for El salvador
yotd almost certainly be reiected. (with the 1984 elections approaching
the Democrats in congress had briefly entered the zone of piinciple and
were vociferously blocking the Administration's war plans for be.rtral
America. The mood soon passed.)

Likewise, led by Dale Bumpers (D-AR) the Senate had put itself on
record as willing ro stop all military aid to El Salvador should its elected
governmenr be deposed by a coup d'etat. That resolution was passed
unanimously in the midst of coup rumors.60

It is significant that the embassy-moving ceremony took place
between the elmination of Guerrero from presidential contention ani th.
May 6, 1984 election of Duarte. Guerrero, according ro one foreign
journalist who spoke with him extensively, had been fixed on the idea of
mgvlng the embassy ever since he had returned from Israel. He greatly
admired the Israeli agricultural arrangemenrs of "civil defense ,yr,J-, o.,
farms in endangered areas," and he believed that El salvador should have a
fallback international backer.

The salvadoran far right had also thought about an alternative to the
u-.s., with its annoying le*ures about human rights abuses and its history
of abandoning its client/allies. Georgetown university center for strate-
gic and International Studies fellow Robert Leiken hadpointecl out that, in
pursuit of their own agendas, the salvadorans and othei central American
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"anti-communist (sic) military cliques" would disregard u.S. interests.
He also nored that Taiwan, Israel, chile and South Africa "are counrries
that...are frequently invoked by D'Aubuisson's supporters, increasingly
bitter and outspoken about u.s. 'meddling,' as substitutes should American
aid be cut off."6l It was also evident that, if elected, Duarte would hold to
the christian Democrar position on Jerusalem, thar the status of the city is
still to be negotiated, and would never move the embassy. The timing of
the move, less than a month before the election, clearly suggests an aftempr
by the Salvadoran right to establish links and .urry fruo. -ith Israel.

Just as clearly, it suggests that when its own interests are involved-in
this case a sop to the legitimacy of Jerusalem as irs ,,eternal" and
"undivided" capital-Israel has little interest in coordinating its activiries
with Washington. Apparently it does not have to. Nor did it seem to
require the kind of distance from Roberto D'Aubuisson upon which even
the Reagan right (minus Sen. Jesse Helms) insisted.

Ultimately, with the benefit of money the CIA pumped into the
election, Duarte defeated D'Aubuisson.62 Soon after assuming office
Duarte was asked about the embassy. He answered

Regarding Jerusalem, that is a problem that concerns the
Foreign Ministry. I still do nor know why this decision was
adopted. I hope to receive the official report from the foreign
minister...however, it is quite logical to think that at this
moment he is not completely aware of the details but will give us
a report regarding rhe situation, what has happened...6l

Nonetheless, when in July 1984 Duarte came ro the U.S., he won the
hearts of congress, which approved $ 70 million emergency military aid in
August.6a could those "hopes in the salvadoran government" that Israer
would put its powerful lobby to work have come true for Duarte?

Much later, Salvadoran officials would reveal that there had been
disappointment when, following the embassy relocation, Israel had not
provided the hoped-for economic and military aid.6i Therefore, they
explained, President Duarte delayed naming an ambassador ro the new
embassy inJerusalem.66 In any event, Duarre-and even the negative Fidel
Chavez Mena-would later reap the benefits of Magana's move ro
Jerusalem and the never quite defined "cooperation program.,,

"Pacification"

_ In March 1985, El salvador's Deputy Minister of Defense and public
security col. Reynaldo Lopez Nuila visited Israer.67 Lopez was the
strongest advocate in the Duarte cabinet of "citizens defense committees"
to guard plantations and businesses against insurgenr attacks. ByJuly I 9g4,
the salvadoran Assembly had passed a law approving the cr.ation of s,rch
units. In 1985 an enthusiastic col. sigifredo o"nor began establishing
"self-defense" committees in chalatenango province, in t-o*ns which the
military had succeeded in occupying. In May, ochoa boasted that his
lroops had organized 30 such committees.68 These forces, argued Lopez
Nuila, "have worked in many other counrries."6e Later L"pJrNuila and
the director of the salvadoran police academy visited Guatemala for advice
on counterinsurgency; while there they set up permanent links with their
counterparrs.T0 Israel has long advised the Guatemalan military and police
(see below). Ir is more likely, however, that Nuila's mission *as relaied ro
the "self-defense" forces which the salvadoran government was trying to
set up.

These attempts came in the context of efforts the u.S. had been
making to establish the same kind of rural "pacification" program that it
had employed in Vietnam, the well-remembered phoenix Frogr"m of
winning hearts and minds with a combinadon of civic amenilies and
murder. In El salvador it was called the National plan. Begun in 19g3, the
program in San Vicente province was a monumental failure. ,,Guerrillas
stole medicines from National Plan hospirals and held night classes at
National Plan schools."Tl corruption in the ranks of Salvad-oran officials
accomplished what the insurgents could not.72

- The military then began an intensified bombing campaign ro depopu_
late areas whose residents were thought to ,uppo.i the rebels.zl' It
developed its own pacification plan, and it was proiably inevitabre that
Israel would become involved.

, Actually, Israeli aid to salvadoran attempts at "pacification" might
have predated the embassy-moving rgr..,n.*. At the April l9g4 cere-
mony inJerusalem, the Salvadoran ambassador had noted ihat, ,,we have
all the time a representarion of Israel, mainry in the field of agricultural
cooperation, organization of communities."T4 In early l9g5 the Salvadoran
military instituted a program called the patriotic youth Movement-,,to
restore civic and moral values and seek rapprochement with the nation's
teachers and students"T5-the rr-..rr-. 

"iih"t 
,un by Israel many years

before.
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At the end of 1984 the Salvadoran government introduced something
called Project 1,000, designed to settle 500,000 war refugees in 1,000
"fortified communities." Total cost of the pro ject (not counting the cost of
creating refugees, which is covered by U.S. military aid) was estimated at

$70 to $100 million.T6
At first Salvadoran officians thought that U.S. AID and the UN

Development Program would provide funding.TT Perhaps because at one
point the Salvadoran government suggested restricting the distribution of
U.S. food aid to those who moved to the new communities-the
governrnent offered as an excuse for this gambit that there was a new
mar$nal class of parasites resulting in "dependency, vagrancy, crime,
prostitution [and] frustration,"-(J.S. AID was emphatic in denying it had
any connection with Project 1,000.78 The International Commitee for the
Red Cross and other established aid organizations said that they would not
participate in the program. AID officials said they were working on
resettlement plans with the Catholic Church, and an official of a major relief
organization charged that Project 1,000 was a plan for population control:
"People are displaced from conflicted or rebel-held zones in an effort to
drain away support from the guerrillas, then these people are herded into
camps where they are monitored and controlled."Te

By early 1985, the promoters of Project 1,000 were speaking of
obtaining the financial wherewithal from European and Latin American
nations.so

In late l9B5 the West German government granted El Salvador $ 17.9
million for use in "agrarian reform and social pro jects in fields of health and
education, and to promote cooperatives."sl Agrarian reform has not been
implemented in El Salvador for several years. The word "cooperative" has

been used at least once to describe the fortified villages established by the
Salvadoran military,82

On New Years Day in 1986, El Salvador's ambassador to Jerusalem
presented his credentials to the Israelis. (Ambassador Enrique Guttfreund
Hanchel was a former president of the Jewish community in El Salvador
and also of the Central American Confederation ofJewish Communities.83)
The following month Israel's ambassador in El Salvador said, "We will be

reinforcing our technical cooperation in the agricultural and community
development fields, in which we are considered specialists."sa By that
mouthful of euphemisms the ambassador meant that Israel would help El
Salvador strip the last shreds ofdignity and hope from thousands ofcivilian
victims.

Harking back to the scorched earth military pacification plan which
Israel had helped Guatemala implement (see below), a nongovernmental
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community development worker spelled our the nature of Israel's speciali-
zatron'. "Once you have Israeli technicians coming into the country, you
can have military rrainers coming in under the guise of agricultural
technicians. That is what they did in Guatemala." An adviser to president
Duarte said the government hoped rhat Israel's agricultural assistance
would prop up the agrarian reform program and ,,keep thousands of
peasants from joining rebel ranks out of frustration." The Israeli ambas-
sador said that his counrry's aid would be channeled through the
government agency supporting the military's relocation pro jects, Dideco.sJ

In July 1986, Fidel Chavez Mena, now El Salvador's planrring
Minister, arrived in Israel and signed an agreemenr covering both
agricultural and industrial assistance. The financing to support the Israeli
technicians was reported to be coming from the World Bank, West
Germany and the U.S. According to the Israeli daily Davar, Chavez and his
counterpart Gad Yacobi discussed the possibilities of "technical assistance
for agricultural cooperation among the nations of Central America."86

A week before the signing of that agreemenr James LeMoyne, the
I'/ew York rimes co,espondent in El Salvador, wrore about the likery
recipients of Israeli aid.

The peasants captured for supporting the guerrillas represent an
especially difficult challenge for the Governmenr. Winning their
sympathy will be extremely hard.

. The villagers have been rounded up in army counter-
insurgency campaigns that are intended to separate guerrilla
sympathizers from armed rebel units. It is an unpleasant
business. The army enters selected guerrilla areas and burns the
peasants' fields, wrecks their homes and seiz'es anvone ir can
catch.87

If the Israelis' work is going to be done in conjunction with the latest
comprehensive counterinsurgency plan announced by the salvadoran
government' "Unired to Rebuild," there will be at least $ l 8 million of u.s.
funds involved.s8

Should the U.S. be forced to pull back from all or part of its misguided
commitmenrs to El salvador, Israel is ideally positioned to carry on rhe
work. In 1932 the Salvadoran military massacred 30,000 in quelling a
revolution.8e col. Guerra y Guerra recalls hearing hardline salvadoran
officers say thar they were prepared to kill 300,000 of their countrymen to
extinguish the current insurgency.e0

Should the salvadoran far right win political conrrol from the Duarte
christian Democrars, thanks to its decisive action in relocating the
Salvadoran embassy in 1984, the Salvadoran right has an accouniwith
excellent credit waiting in Jerusalem.

l
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Major Israeli Weapons Sales to El Salvador

ltem Comments Reference Source

6 Fouga Magi51s. Licensed production in SlpRl, fearbook 1g76, p 274.trainers Israel. Ordered 1973;
delivered lg75

18 refurbished Ordered tg73; deliv- Ibid., p 278.
Dassault Ouragan ered 1g75. From Israeli

25 IAI-201 Arava
planes

fighters

200 80-mm rocket
launchers

200 9-mm Uzi sub-
machine guns

Ammunition
Spare parts

"Security" equip-
ment

Galil assault rifles

4 Mystere B-2
bombers

Armored vehicles

3 Arava STOL
planes

Napalm bombs

Ordered September
1973; delivered
1974-1979. Unit cost
$0.7 million

air force stock

Delivered Ig74-77

Delivered L974-77

Ordered and delivered
l98l; unconffrmed

Sold in 1982

Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRD,
World Armament and Dis-
annanwnt Yearbook 1979, pp
2t2-2t3.

U.S. Congress, House, Com-
mittee on Foreign Afiairs, Eco-
nomic and Military Aid
Programs, p 84.

tbid.

tbid.

'Armas Israelis Contra Amer-
ica Latina," OLP Infonna
(Mexico City), February 1g82,
p8.
Penny Lernoux, "'Who's Who
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Guatemala

_ Salvadoran rightists are aware of how well their counrerparrs in
Guatemala have done over rhe rast decade-without the unired States and
with the help of Israel. The history of Israe|s relations with Guatemala
roughly parallels that of its ties with El sarvador-except the Guatemalan
military was so unswervingly bloody that congress never permitted the
(all-too-eager) Reagan Administradon to undo the military aid cutoff
implemented during the Carter years.l

- weaponry for the Guatemalan military is the very least of what Israer
has delivered. Israel not only provided the tlchnology necessary for a reign
of terror, it helped in the organization and commission of ,h. ho.ro.,
perpetrated by the Guatemalan military and police. And even beyond that:
to ensure thar the profitable relationship would continue, Israel and its
agents worked actively to maintain Israeli influence in Guatemala.

_ _ lhroughout rhe years of untrammeled slaughter that lefr ar leasr
45,000 dead,2 and, by early 1983, one million in internal exilej-mostly
indigenous Mayan Indians, who comprise a majority of Guatemala's eight
million people-and thousands more in exile abroad, Israel stood ry tr,"
Guatemalan military. Three successive military governments and three
brutal a-nd sweeping campaigns against the Mayan population, described
by a U.S. diplomat as Guatemala's ,,genocide agrlnrt tn. Indians,"+ had the
benefit of Israeli techniques and experience, as well as hardware.

chzn from Isracl and Latia Amica: Tht Militoy cnncctin,Bishan Bahbah, New york: st. Manin,s. 19g6.
lll
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As wirh El Salvador, the popular response to Israeli aid to the military
government was expressed with a bombing attack on its Guatemala City
embassy on the night of January 12, 1982. Guards fired at the fleeing
attackers, whose bomb did slight damage to the building.5 A few months
later another bombing blew out windows in the embassy, and a simul-
taneous bomb throwing attack on Guatemala City's only synagogue
resulted in no damage.6

Israel and Guatemala had more of a history than did Israel with El
Salvador. In 1947 , Guaremala's representative ar the UN was appointed to
the UN Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP), charged with
drafting a plan forJewish and Palestinian narions in what was rhe British
Mandate of Palesrine. After a trip to Palestine, where he met the pre-state
terrorist Menachem Begin, Jorge Garcia Granados was well disposed
toward the Jewish settlers; he is considered to have been instrumental in
dralting the plan of partirion that created the state of Israel.i

History, however, has not run a straight course, and Israel's occasional
claims that it is somehow obligated ro Guaremala are dubious. As Milron
Jamail and Margo Gutierrez note,

Although Israel points to its early special relationship with
Guatemala, it is important ro note that that relationship began
between a progressive government in Guatemala and what was
perceived by the Guatemalans as an anri-colonial struggle in
Palestine. The situation has changed considerably in the ensuing
forty years. Guatemala's milirary dictatorship of today is th-e
direct descendant of a right-wing government that took power
in 1954 by overthrowing the governmenr that had forged such
good relations with Israel.s

In the 1960s and 1970s, Israel conducted quite an extensive technical
assistance program in Guatemala with the emphasis on agriculture. By
l970,l6lsraeli advisers had worked on projects in Guatemala. In l97l the
two countries signed a cooperation agreement, following which Israel
taught a ")rggltr leadership" co.ulsg and established a "workers' bank" in
Guatemala.e

As it did to El Salvador, the Carrer Administration wrote Guatemala
off of the U.S. military assistance ledgers in 1977.10 Guatemala had acmally
been confronted with a U.S. aid cutoff two years earlier, when the Ford
Administration had held back arms shipments at the requesr of the British
government after Guatemala threarened to invade neighboring Belize, then
a British colony, on which Guatemala had long held territorial designs.u

Israel began selling Guaremala weapons in 1974 and since then is
known to have delivered 17 Arava aircraft.l2 In 1977 at the annual
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industrial fair, Interfer, Israel's main attraction was the Arava. ,,An

operative Arava is to be parked outside the IAI pavillion for public
inspection, although its silhouette in flight is a common sight over the
capital and countryside." 13

Referring ro the Aravas, Benedicto Lucas Garcia, chief of staff during
the rule of his brother Romeo Lucas Garcia (1978-1982) said, ,,lsrael

helped us in regard to planes and transportation-which we desperately
needed because we had problems in transferring ground forces from one
place to another. "l{ B y 1982,at least nine of the Aravas had been mounted
with gun pods.r5

Among the other weapons sold by Israel were l0 RBY armored
personnel carriers, three Dabur class patrol boats armed with Gabriel
missiles, light cannons, machine guns and ar leasr 15,000 Galil assault
rifles.16 The Galil became Guatemala's standard riflel7 and LJzis were
widely seen as well.

According to Victor Perera, "Uzis and the larger Galil assault rifles
used by Guatemala's special counrerinsurgency forces accounted for at
least half of the estimared 45,000 Guatemalan Indians killed by the military
since 1978."18

In 197 7 , authorities in rhe Caribbean nation of Barbados seized two
separate shipments of Israeli arms and ammunition bound for Guatemala.le
Barbados, a Commonwealth member, had supported an OAS resolution
favoring Belize's independence and territorial integrity.20 That year it was
reported that Guatemala's feared Kaibiles (special forces) were based in
Peten near the Belize border "with new Israeli automatic rifles."2l

From the beginning, both sides took the arms buying and selling
s,eriously. In 1971, Guatemalan armed forces Chief of Staff Kjell Laugerud
Garcia visited Israel. Soon after, Laugerud was (fraudulently) elected
president. In 1974 he paid another visit "to widen cooperation with
Israel."22 Three years later, Israel's Presidenr Ephraim Katzir reciprocated
with a visit to Guatemala. According to Laugerud, his purpose was mainly
to discuss arms and military aid.zl

After Guatemala was cut off from U.S. military equipment, Israel
continued to fill in the gaps. chief of staff Lucas Garcia said he maintained
contact "with Israelis who advised us on matters of military purchases."
Lucas said that while Israel did not provide "large amounts" of weapons,
"it was the only country that gave us support in our battle against the
guerrillas."z+ It is parricularly difficult to know exactly what was supplied
and how much it cost. Young officers complaining gf corruption on the
part of their superiors charged that between 1975 and l98l some
Guatemalan generals had claimed $425 million in weapons purchases from

/
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Israel, Italy, Belgium and Yugoslavia; however, according to the young
officers, only $ I 75 million had really been spent on arms-the difference
was deposited in the Cayman Islands bank accounts of the generals.25

Some of the paymenr for Israeli arms is thought to have been made in
quetzals, Guatemala's currency, which Israel would then use in its other
dealings with Guatemala.26 Although there were reporrs of a big sale of
Israeli Kfir fighter planes to Guatemala,2T rhese were never seen and would
have required a U.S. re-exporr license, which the Carter Administration
was not willing to give Israel for resale to Ecuador.2s It is possible the reports
of Kfirs were born out of earlier reports (during the flare up of rensions over
Belize) that Israel (or France) had provided Guatemala with 24 "earlier
type" Mirage combat aircraft.2e

Likewise, rhere are reports of helicoprer sales, although the number of
aircraft involved have not been determined. The transaction is said to have
been a barter arrangement, with Israel accepting Guatemalan currency to
be used for buying Guatemalan goods or financing Israeli operations in
Guatemala.so

In 1985, the army's chief of staff said that several of the air force's
helicopters were at the time in Israel undergoing repairs and recon-
ditioning.3r In March 1986, Greek officials impounded the West Lion,
sailing from Israel and carrying a dismantled Augusta Bell212 helicopter.
The first of several destinations given for the ship was Guatemala. It was
also carrying 209 tons of reinforced TNT, bazookas, machine guns and
ammunition (alrhough some of this could well have been intended for the
contras; see below).32

It is certain that over rhe years Israel has delivered quantities of smaller
items to Guatemala: flak jackets, helmets,33 until "[a]rmy outposts in the
jungle have becomenear replicas of Israeli army field cxmps."34 "When I see
the quantity of arms involved in some of these transactions, such as

Guatemala at the height of the internal terrorl" commenred former Foreign
Minister Abba Eban, now head of the Knesser's defense and foreign affairs
committee.35

Under an agreemenr with Guatemala's air force, Israel trained pilots.i6
A 1983 report said that Israel had built an air base in Guatemala.3T

Israel also installed a radar array at Guaremala City's La Aurora
International Airport; in 1983 the radar was reportedly run by Israeli
technicians.l8

When the Reagan Administration took office it was determined to do
everything it could for Guatemala. It had promised as much during the
election campaign. Never had Ronald Reagan seen a rightist dictatorship he
didn't like; during his l9B0 campaign he met with a representative of the
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right-wing business lobby Los Amigos del Pais, and, referring to rhe carter
Administration's aid cutoff, told him, "Don't give up. stay there and fight.
I'll help you as soon as I ger in."

The Guatemalan far-right apparently helped Reagan get in.

Guatemalan business leaders reportedly pumped large illegal
contributions into the Reagan campaign coffers. Their tentacles
reached righr into rhe core of the new.administration through
the lobbying acrivities of the Hannaford-Deaver law firm of
White House troika member Michael Deaver. Within three days
of the Republican victory on 7 November 1980, Hannaford-
Dgalzer were busy arranging a Capitol Hill briefing for Amigos
del Pais.3e

Congress, however, did not change its attitude about Guatemala, and
as late as 1985 remained adamant about denying it military aid. In l9gl,
Reagan's Secretary of stare Alexander Haig "urged israel to help
Guatemala."a, In July l9B5 Israel helped the administration move a
shipment of 40 assault rifles with advanced night sights and 1,000 grenade
launchers from Israel to Guatemala on a KLM (Royal Dutch Airlines)
fligh1.+t

In late 1983, the Guerrilla Army of the poor (EGp) issued a
communique saying that the previous May a munitions factory producing
bullets for Galil rifles and Uzi submachine guns had begun operation in
Alta verapaz.a2 subsequently the director of Army puuti. Relations
confirmed that the military was producing Galil rifle parts, had begun
armor plating its vehicles at the factory, and that the facility would soon be
capable of building grenade launchers.a3 The following ye r the factory
began manufacturing entire Galil rifles under license from Israel.aa

Israeli advisers set up the factory and then trained the Guatemalans to
run it, said Gen. Benedicto Lucas Garcia, who had headed the army at the
time. "The factory is now being run by Guatemalans," he added.ai There
are hopes in Guaternala that 30 percenr of the plant's ourput can be sold to
Honduras and El Salvador.a6

The EGP said in 1983 that rhere were 300 Israeri advisers in
Guatemala, working "in the security structures and in the army."47 Other
reports were less specific as to numbers, but suggested that these Israeli
advisers, "some official, others private," performed a variety of functions.
Israelis "helped Guatemalan internal security agents huni underground
rebel groups."as

Gen. Lucas said Israeli advisers had come to teach the use of Israeli
equipment purchased by Guatemala.ae rhroughour rhe 1960s and 1970s
the Guatemalan police agencies had had extensive U.S. training in ',riot
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control training and related phases of coping with civil disturbances in a

humane and effective manner," a euphemism for the rerror campaigns in
which these forces participated that in 1967-1968 took 7,000lives while
ostensibly fighting a guerrilla force that never numbered more than 450.50
When Congress forbade U.S. forces to train the internal police forces of
other counrries-passed in 1974, this law was supplanted in l9B5 by
legislation that put the U.S. back in the police-guidance businesssr-the
Israelis stepped in and "set up their intelligence network, tried and tested on
the West Bank and Gaza."52

Israeli noncommissioned officers were also said to have been hired by
big landowners to train their private security details. (Under Marcos, Israel
did the same in the Philippines.53) These private squads, togerher wirh
"off-duty military officers formed the fearsome 'death squads' which later
spread to neighboring El Salvador, where they have been responsible for an
estimated 20,000-30,000 murders of left-wing dissidents."5a

Not only did the Israelis share their experiences and their tacrics, they
bestowed upon Guatemala the rechnology needed by a modern police state.
During the period Guatemala was under U.S. tutelage, the insurgency
spread from the urban bourgeoisie to the indigenous population in the rural
highlands; with Israeli guidance the military succeeded in suppressing (for
now) the drive for land and political liberation. The Guatemalan military is
very conscious of that achievement, even proud of it. Some officers argue
that with the help of the U.S. they could not have quelled the insurgency, as

Congress would not have tolerated their ruthless tactics.ss
In 1979,the Guatemalan inrerior minister paid a "secret and confiden-

tial" visit to Israel, where he met with the manufacturers of "sophisticated
police equipmenr."56 In March of the following year Interior Minister
Donaldo Alvarez Ruiz was in Israel to conclude an agreement for police
training. Following the overthrow of Lucas Garcia, the home of Interior
Minister Alvarezwas raided, "uncovering underground fail cells,50 stolen
vehicles...[and] scores of gold graduation rings, wrenched from the fingers
of police torture victims."57

Israeli advisers have worked with the feared G-2 police intelligence
unit.58 Overseen by the army general staff, the G-2 is the intelligence
agency-sections charged with "the elimination of individuals" are
stationed at every army base-which has been largely responsible for the
death squad killings over the last decade. The present civilian governmenr
has dissolved the DIT, a civilian organizarion subordinate to G-2, but not
G-2 itself.se

In 1981, the A.rmy's Scbgo!_.J-TrnUnissions and Electronics, a

school designed anJfinrnGdffi. fi".Ii *.p;"y Tra;a"To taihincft
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subjects as encoding, radio iammine and moniror:ing, and the use of Israeli
equipment was opened in Guatemala City.60 According to the colonel
directing the school, everything in it came from Israel: the "teaching
methods, the teaching teams, the technical instruments, books, and even the
custom furniture...designed and built by the Israeli company DEGEM
SYstem5."ot

At the opening ceremony the Israeli ambassador was thanked by Chief
of Staff Gen. Benedicto Lucas Garcia for "the advice and transfer of
electronic technology" which, Lucas said, had brought Guatemala up to
date.62 Calling Guatemala "one of our best friends" the ambassador
promised that further technology transfers were in the works.63

Perhaps the most sinister of all the equipment supplied by Israel to 
i1

Guatemala were two coj[pulsrs- One was in an old military academy and il
became, rr B".r.ffi-Iiias called it, "rhe nerve center of rhe armed forces, I I
which deals with the movements of units in the field and so on."64 The F
other computer was located in an annex of the National Palace. The G-2 ;i
have a control center there, and, since the days of Romeo Lucas Garcia, i'
meetings have been held in that annex to select assassination victims.
According to a senior Guatemalan army official, the complex contains "an !
archive and computer file on journalists, students, leaders, people of the left, ,l
politicians, and so on." This material is combined with current inrelligence j I
reports and mulled over during weekly sessions that have included, in their
respective times, both Romeo Lucas and Oscar Mejia Victores.

The bureaucratic procedures for approving the killing of a

dissident are well-established. "A local military commander has

someone they think is a problem," theofficer explains. "So they
speak with G-2, and G-2 consults its own archives and
information from its agents and the police and, if all coincide, it
passes along a direct proposition to the minister of defense.
They say, 'We have analyzed the case of such and such a person
in depth and this person is responsible for the following acts and
we recommend that we execute them.t"65

The computer, installed by Tadiran, and operational in late 1979 or
early 1980,66 was used to sort through dossiers and to distribute lists of
those marked for death. Said a U.S. priest who fled the country after
appearing on a death list, "They had printout lists at the border crossings
and at the airport. Once you get on that-then it's like bounty hunters."67

The computer was also capable of monitoring utilities usage and
identifying surges in consumption that might indicate a meeting underway,
a mimeograph producing leaflets, bombs being made. In 1981, relying on
information generated by the computer system, the Guatemalan military
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raided 30 safe houses of the Revolutionary Organization of People in Arms
(ORne;.ra

Along with the computer system came public registration. In May
1983, the government announced that Col. Jaime Rabanales, a specialist in
counterinsurgency propaganda, had been pur in charge of a program to
register the entire population,6e a task that would be undertaken "with the
help of Israeli intellig€nce."70 Soon after he wresred power from Rios
Montt, Gen. Oscar Mejia Victores called a halt to the census-taking, which
he said was a burden to the military and a public relations disaster.Tl

Something resembling that plan cropped up again in August 1984,
according to a report by the Mexico City El Dia about a "sectoral"
(sectorization) plan to contain urban political activity. The paper said the
plan was modeled after "lsrael's experiences in Palesrinian areas," and
called for eieht police for
rerntorcement ot nerghborhood organlzatlons-"a torm of the clvtl selt-
defense-pauols."The paper also said that this plan would contribute to
aiffifrilffihe computerizationof the population already under way,
"the work of Israeli experts."72

By 1985, B0 percent of the adult population was said to have been
entered in the computer.T3

Israeli technicians also work training Guatemalan bureaucrars how to
use computerized information and management systems.Ta

Control of the Rural Population

The aspect of Israeli cooperation with Guatemala with the most
serious implications is the role played by Israeli personnel in the universally
condemned rural "pacification" program. Extreme maldistribution of
land-exacerbated by encroachment on indigenous land-was a major
cause ofthe present rebellion. After trying several different approaches, the
military, under Rios Montt, embarked on a resolution of the problem,
substituting forced relocation and suppression for equitable land dis-
tribution.

In 1982 Israeli military advisers helped develop and carry out Plan
Victoria, the devastating scorched earth campaign which Rios Montt
unleashed on the highland population. In June 1983, the Guatemalan

embassy in Washington confirmed that "personnel sent by the Israeli
government were participating in the repopulation and readjustment
programs for those displaced." Rios Montt himself told the Washington
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Time s that the Israeli government was giving his administration help with
the counterinsurgency plan called "Techo, tortilla y trabajo" (shelter, food
and work).75 The "three T's" followed an earlier Rios program called

Fusiles y Frijoles, or beans and bullets, where wholesale slaughter was

combined with the provision of life's necessities to those willing to
cooperate with the military.T6

The success of the government's initially savage but sophis-
ticated campaign against the rebels has come without significant
U.S. military assistance, and top field commanders say that none
is necessary now to finish the guerrillas.

"We declared a state of siege so we could kill legally," Rios Montt told a

group of politicians. The Roman Catholic Conference of Bishops called
what Rios was doing "genocide."zi Following Rios' overthrow, his

successor Mejia Victores continued the program, proclaiming that model
villages would be extended throughout the country.T8

As the army bombed, strafed and burned village after village, an

estimated 100,000 peasants escaped across the border to MexicoTe or to the
mountainous territory controlled by the guerrillas. Others were captured

by the military. Many of those who went to the guerrillas were later forced
by hunger to surrender themselves to the military. Their fate was

confinement in model villages, what were called strategic hamlets during
the U.S. assault on Vietnam. In Guatemala there w'as a plan dr'awn up
grouping these in four "poles of development." The scheme piggybacked
on a series of older plans involving the corruption of cooperatives.

There was a short-lived cooperative movement in Guatemala in the

early 1970s, spearheaded by Roman Catholic priests. It was meant to
provide credit and agricultural support that would obviate the need for
indigenous people to migrate to coastal regions for ill-paid and unhealthy
seasonal employment picking coffee and other export crops. At one time it
involved 750,000 Mayan peasants. U.S. AID provided funds for credit
unions, and briefly, the movement was sponsored by the Laugurud
government. Although the cooperatives did not begin to address the basic

tragedy of the Indian highlands-landlessness-the government's support
of the program was attacked by the Guatemalan right as "communist."
The army took over at least one large cooperative and later, when the
government moved to open up land for settlement by landless Indians,
large tracts were immediately grabbed up by the military and the wealthy.s0

ln 1977, two Laugurud officials, Col. Fernando Castillo Ramirez,
director of the National Cooperative lnstitute, and Leonel Giron, head of
colonization programs in the northern area (the Franja Transversal del
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Norte) that was to be opened for development, visited Israel. Following
that visit

Israeli advisers arrived in Guatemala to plan civil action
programs in the conflictive Ixcan area, heartland of support for
the...EGP and scene of constant military repression of local
cooperative members.sl

In 1978, Israel began a two-year scholarship program under which
numerous Guatemalan officers and government officials studied "cooper-
ativization and rural development," courses provided by the Israeli
F 
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and non-
collective agricultural settlements, respecdvely) into his 1979 "Integral
Plan of Rural Communities" aimed at zones of conflict.

Israeli techniques-surpassing inspiration that also came from Taiwan
and South Korea-were also the main guiding principles for the far more
sweeping "pacification" program designed and implemented in 1982 under
Rios Montt. 82

The model villages turned the cooperative philosophy of user- or
owner-control on its head. In the model villages of the Program of
Assistance to Areas in Conflict (PAAC), food-often donated by inter-
national relief organizations-was doled out in exchange for compliance
with the military's orders.

In model villages the military or military-appointed commis-
sioners control everything from latrine installation to food
distribution and have created a structure parallel to civilian
administration, which is left essentially powerless.s3

Another twist to the model village scheme is the emphasis on the
growth of non-traditional specialty crops for export. Air Force Col.
Eduardo Wohlers, who in 1982 assumed charge of the civic action aspect of
PAAC, visited Israel and studied 1'the elements of agricultural production
on the kibbutz." Wohlers designed an agricultural collective based on the
kibbutzsa-a "distorted replica of rural Israel" commented one observer8s-
and construction was begun on a prototype inJuly 1983 at Yalihux in Alta
Verapaz.86

Col. Wohlers described how the cooperatives would be turned into
profitable operations:

We foresee huge plantadons of fruitand vegetables, with storage
and processing facilities and refrigeration plants. We aim to put
in the entire infrastructure for exporting frozen broccoli,
Chinese cabbage, watermelons-a total of l5 new crops.87
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Members of the Guatemalan military-many have grown wealthy
over the last two decades-have invested in warehouses and refrigeration
facilities in order to realize the economic opportuniries of these new
specialty exports.ss One colonel said that the pacification plan called for the
incorporation of one million people into the poles of development-"the
entire hinterland."se

In addition to training Col. Wohlers and his colleagues, the Israelis
have provided technical assistance for the model villages.e0

It is a devilish plan, turning to the world a face of peaceful existence and
productivity-the perfect model of a "backward" people in the process of
development. Daily existence in rhe model villages is a matter of complete
subjugation. The military assigns inmates ro various projects such as road
building-the roads are to provide the military with access it did not have
when early in the decade it attacked the highlands-and tells them what
crops they will plant. Two representatives from each pro ject sit on a central
decision making board which also includes represenratives of the Guate-
malan military and the civil patrols which they dominate.el This "mono-
lithic structure...guards against the risk that the community will develop
objectives contrary to government or military policy."e2

The military has also encouraged the formation of producer associa-
tions, which give the impression of voluntary organizations.e3

The domination also has its exploirarive angle, as the military controls
not only each individual's daily life, but is also the sole source of seeds,

ferdlizer and credit. Naturally, the military is also the sole marketing agent
for the villages' produce.ea

The comprehensive manner in which villages are governed has

disrupted traditional of lines of authority. "Previous systems of settling
disputes and selecting leaders have no meaning in this context."es

The forced relocation has wrenched the indigenous people from their
land, from which they drew much of their identity, where they buried their
dead and the umbilical cords of their children.e6 Being forced to grow alien
crops in the place of the corn which occupies a central place in Mayan
culture is, as the military is no doubt aware, a "deliberate act of cultural
destruction."97

Confinement in a model village is sometimes preceded by a term in a

political "reeducation" camp,e8 lasting from two to six months.ee
One of the most oppressive features of Guatemala's pacification

program is the "civilian self-defense pxtrol5,"l0o whose ranks are filled by
coercion, with most joining out of fear of being called subversive,l0l and
thus marked for torture or execution.l02
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Those who do serve in the patrols must "turn in their quota of
'subversives."' Otherwise, "they will be forced to denounce their own

neighbors and to execute them with clubs and fists in the village plazT."rot

The patrols are believed by most analysts to have been suggested by

Israelis.l0a They have had a profound effect on Mayan society, both

psychologically, "a permanent violation of our values or a new negative

vision," as the country's Catholic bishops charged,l05 and practically, as

long shifts on patrol prevent fulfillment of family and economic

obligations.r06
In 1983 the Guatemalan government esrimated that 850 villages in the

highlands had "self defense" units.l0i The following year the U.S. embassy

in Guaremala estimated that 700,000 men had been enrolled in the units,r08

armed with Israeli assistance. currently 900,000 men are organized into

the civil patrols.loe
In late 1983, U.S. customs agenrs in Miami held up an Israeli freighter

carrying 12,000 rifles-reports varied as to whether they were World War

I bolt-action Remingtons or Mausers-headed for Guatemala, which chief

of state Mejia Victores confirmed Guatemala had bought from Israel'll0

Mejia said they were for "rroops in training." l ll It appears as if these rotally

antiquated arms were purchased after the U.S. turned down an appeal by
Mejia's predecessor for a donation of "old rifles for use by civil defense

Patrolg."l 
l2

In May 1984, SIAG (Seroicio de lnformacion y Analisis de Guate-

mala) rcleased details of a meeting between U.S. and Israeli representatives

and members of the Guatemalan government in Guatemala on December

l0 and 12,1983.
According to SIAG, plans were formulated at that meeting for

industrial development in a number of regions, among them the Indian-

dominated highlands and a stepped-up effort to quell the insurgency, which

by that time had unified in an umbrella organization URNG (Unidad

Regolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca). The report said that the cheap

labor to run the planned industries would be drawn from the development

poles.ll3
Whether or not this plan is ever fully implemented, the implications of

the labor conditions already established in the model villages are enormous'

In 1983, labor leaders charged that work was performed in the model

villages "without remuneration." ll4

In 1985 inmates of three model villages in Quiche said that they were

often formed up into press gangs by the army to repair roads, work on

fortifications, "clear fields of fire," and build new model villages, all

without pay. Moreover, the residents told a reporter that the work for the
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army did not leave time to work the insufficient plots of land they had been
assigned and that they were not allowed to leave.l15

Food was obtainable, in at least some instances, only from military
stores (a version of the company store in so many North American mining
towns) giving the military yet another means of control over the village
inmates.l l6

In 1986, opposition sources within Guatemala also knew of instances
in which work in the model villages was not performed for wages, but only
in exchange for staple foods-the very corn and beans the inmates are no
longer allowed to grow for themselves. In a word, slave labor.llT

The Guatemalan government, in facing a broad based popular
movement, has come to resemble the lsraelis on the West Bank
and Gaza: they are an occupying army. They must use force to
stop dissent, but also need to plan for the more long-range efforr
of social control. Thus the Israeli plans at home provide a

prototype for solving Guatemalan problems.lls

It is no accident that the Guatemalans looked to the Israelis for
assistance in organizing their campaign against the Indians, and having
followed their mentors' advice, wound up with something that looks quite
a bit like the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian territories of the West
Bank and the Gaza strip. As the Israelis wrecked the local economy and
turned the occupied territories into a captive market and a cheap labor pool,
the Guatemalan military has made economic activity in rhe occupied
highlands all but impossible.rre

As it is openly acknowledged in the Israeli media that the Palestinian
population must not be allowed to exceed the Jewish population,l20 ir is

common knowledge that the Guatemalan military would like to reduce the
Mayan population to a minority.l2l

But most of all there is the unyielding violence of the suppression. The
occupation regime Israel has maintained since 1967 over rhe Palestinians
(and its occupation of the Syrian Golan Heights, the Egyptian Sinai and
Southern Lebanon) has trained "an entire generation of Israelis...to impose
Israeli rule over subject peoples."l2z "The Israeli soldier is a model and an
example to us," Gen. Benedicto Lucas said in 1981.123

It was in the coercive resettlement program thar Israel's activities in
Guatemala intersected most directly with those of the Christian right
surrounding the Reagan Administration. This was particularly true during
the reign of Rios Montt. Montt was a so-called "born-again Christian," a

member ("elder") of the Arcata, California based Church of the Word, a

branch of Evangelical Gospel Outreach.

)
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In Guatemala, the Christian right was interested in converts-by the
end of 1 982 reactionary Protestants had succeeded in recruiting 22 percent

of the population to their theology of blind obedience and anti-com-
munism.l24 They were particularly hostile to Catholicism, especially
"Liberation Theology," which many of the Guatemalan military deemed

responsible for the insurgency.
Right-wing Christian organizations seemed to be especially drawn to

the harsh social control being exerted on the highland Mayans. During the
Rios Montt period, foreign fundamentalists were permitted access to
military operational zones, while Catholics were turned away-or at-
tacked. During this period "many Catholic rectories and churches in

Quiche [a highland province] [were] turned into Army barracks." l25 In late
1983, the Vatican itself protested the murder of a Franciscan priest in
Guatemala and the (exiled) Guatemalan Human Rights Commission
(CDHG) charged that in the space of several months 500 catechists had
been disappeared. In October the police caught and tortured some religious
workers.l26

Meanwhile, Rios Montt surrounded himself with advisers, both
North American and Guatemalan, from his Verbo church, and what
appeared to be a loose coalition of right-wing fundamentalist organizations,
most notably Pat Robertson's Christian BroAdcasting Network, began an

extensive fundraising drive and also started sending volunteers to Ixil
Triangle villages under military control. Rios Montt chose Love Lift
International, the "relief arm" of Gospel Outreach, Verbo's parent church,
to carry the food and supplies purchased with the money raised. Verbo
representatives, along with an older evangelical outfit, the Wycliffe Bible
Translators (WBT/SIL, the latter initials for the Summer Institute of
Linguistics, an organization whose CIA connections are long and impec-
cable and which has often been charged with involvement in massacres of
indigenous peoples throughout the Americas), arranged with the govern-
ment "to take charge of all medical work in the Ixil Triangle, and for all
education in Indian areas up to the third grade to be taught in Indian
languages with WBT/SIL assistance," through the Behrhorst Clinic.
WBT/SIL and the Clinic's parent, the Behrhorst Foundation, incorporated
with Verbo Church into the Foundation for Aid to the Indian People
(FUNDAPI), whose stated purpose was to channel international Christian
donations to refugees and which coordinated volunteers from U.S. right-
wing religious organizations. 127

Although nothing has yet emerged which definitively ties Israeli
activities in Guatemala to those of the religious right, it is reasonable to
assume there is contact. Since the late 1970s the government of Israel has
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devoted considerable energy to befriending such political luminaries of
rightist evangelism as Jerry Falwell and Pat Roberrson, having rurned to
these groups after the National Council of Churches passed some mildly
reproving resolutions about the Middle East. The Christian extremists tell
Israel what it wants to hear. Jerry Falwell found justification in the Bible for
an Israel encompassing parts of "Iraq, Syria, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Sudan and all of Lebanon, Jordan, and Kuwait."t28 p21 Robertson praised
the Reagan Administration's vero of a UN Security Council resolution
condemning Israel's invasion of Lebanon with some gobbledygook rying
the invasion to the fundamentalist superstition thar Israel will be the site of
the last battle, Armageddon: "Israel has lit the fuse, and it is a fast burning
fuse, and I don't think that the fuse is going to be quenched until that region
explodes in flames. That is my personal feeling from the Bible."l2e
Robertson urged his viewers to call the White House and voice their
support for the Israeli invasion.

Untroubled by the scene in Armageddon when all the Jews will be
converted (or damned), Israel welcomed the "Christian Voice of Hope"
radio station and its companion "Star of Hope" television to Southern
Lebanon, and, even though proseletyzing is illegal in Israel, provided the
stations with Israeli governmenr newscasts. Supported by donations from
U.S. right-wing evangelicals, and in particular by Par Roberrson's
Christian Broadcasting Network, the stations were "used as a military
tool" by the Israeli proxy South Lebanon Army.tro

Aside from the religious right and their secular allies, the Guatemalan
model villages have been universally condemned. Until l9B5 a bipardsan
majority opposed the granting of any U.S. aid that would strengthen the
development poles.lst This, of course, stopped short of undercutting
support for the "pacification" program, as funds received from U.S. AID
and other foreign sources freed up government funds for use on the model
villages. In 1984, U.S. AID granted Guatemala g I million which was used
for constructing infrastructure for the model villages.l32 Americas Watch
Vice Chairman Aryeh Neier pointed out that humanitarian assistance from
the U.S. has "played an essenrial role in the Guatemalan Army's
counterinsurgency programs," enabling the army to distribute (or with-
hold) food to exact compliance with its resetrlement program.l33

Even with the transition to an elected governmenr in 1986, the model
villages continued under military control. The military made sure of that:
before it turned power over to its civilian successors, the Mejia Victores
regime promulgated a series of decrees defining the programs relating to the
poles of development as part of the "counterinsurgency," and thus its
purview.lsa
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The model villages also received rhe economic backing of the elected
government of President Vinicio Cerezo, which exempted vegetable
exports from a proposed rax on exports.l3s In the first few months of
Cerezo's administration, new villages were begun in Alta Verapazand El
Quiche departments. 136

This is nor so surprising when it is recalled that the Guatemalan
military decided ro step aside (formally speaking) because during the final
six years of its rule the nation's once-robust economy had withered. The
quetzal had declined from its half-century of parity with the dollar to 3 .80
in late 1985.r37 Most foreign funders had conditioned aid to Guatemala on
the election of a civilian government. wishing to avoid responsibility for
the sinking economy, rhe Guatemalan military ceded some of the trappings
of power to obtain foreign aid for its pacification program .ll8

In 1984, elections were held to sear a Consrituent Assembly, charged
with writing a constitution. Two rounds of presidenrial elections followed
in late 1985. While the 1985 election campaign was in progress Col. Byron
Disrael Lima, rhe commander of Quiche department and head of the local
"Interinstitutional Coordinator," a body set up by the army to extend its
direct control to every locality, noted thar even after the transfer to civilian
governmenr, military influence on rhe local body would continue. Lima
believed that was the natural order of things. He noted that,

there's a civilian wave in Ladn America now, but that doesn't
mean military men will lose their ultimate power. Latins take
commands from men in uniform...The civilians don't work
until we tell them to work. They need our prorecrion, control
and direction.

Lima went on ro express his admiration for Napoleon and Hitler and his
respect for conquerers and "warriors" like the Israelis.l3e

Also in Quiche, a model village resident said "here we don,t know
about political parties. I don't know what party I would vore for. The
lieutenant says that political parties are not good for us."l40

In June l986 Guatemalan refugees, Mayans living under the protec-
tion of sanctuary workers in the U.S., told a reporter for National public
Radio that if they return the Cerezo government says they must go first to
an indoctrination camp and then be assigned to a model village.t+l

The real tragedy is the number of foreign officials willing to be fooled.
In January 1985, Rep. Stephen Solarz visited Guatemala City and
promised a resumption of U.S. aid as soon as power was turned over to a

civilian government. 142

ln the Autumn of l9B6 President Cerezo toured Europe and assured
less-than-skeptical heads of state that human rights abuses in Guatemala
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had ceased. Beyond the massive assaulr on the rights of those confined to
model villages, the kidnappings, disappearances and broad-daylight execu-
tions had continued since Cerezo's January l+, 1986 inauguration and
were still going on as he spoke. The European media carried theallegations
about the ongoing official violence in Guatemala by representatives of
GAM, the Mutual Support Group, made up of relatives of the dis-
appeared,l4s but Germany, France, and Belgium did not flinch from
commitments made that summer to provide 2id 1q Qua1srnslz.la+

Inroads into Economic and Political Life

As with its links to South Africa, Israe|s military relations with
Guatemala have led to a number of economic and poliiical bonds. The
Guatemalan ambassador to Israel summed up the present state of bilateral
relations:

From Israel, we buy electronics, radar and communications
equipment and we send it civilian machinery for repairs.
Likewise, dozens of young Guatemalan profeisionals aitend
international cooperation centers to acquiri Israeli know-how,
especially in agronomic industry. Israel imports from Guate-
mala coffee, cardamom, precious wood, Guatemalan crafts,
sesame and nickel amongst others, and provides technical
assistance for the exploitation of Guatemala's many natural
resources. This forms rhe basis for the excellent relations that
fortunately exisr between the peoples and governments of
Guatemala and Jsrael.l4s

For Guatemala, it was easy: "We're isolated internationally," said a
prominent Guatemalan. "The only friend we have left in the world is
Jsrael."146 Toward the end of his rule, Gen. Mejia victores was scheduled
to visit Israel but had to cancel the rrip when a political and economic crisis
erupted.l4i As with the leaders of the apartheid government, rhe Guate-
malan head of state would not have received a warm welcome in many
other countries.

The bonds have been building for several years. On June I 5, I 9g2,
just nine days after Israel invaded Lebanon, Guatemara's Minister of
Economy Julio Matheu Duchez visired Israel to sign a trade agreemenr
under which each nation granted the other "most-favored nation" starus
and pledged to cooperate in the fields of industry, agriculture, development,
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and tourism. Signing for Israel was Trade and Industry Minisrer Gideon
Pat, who disclosed rhat a joint commission of represenratives from each
country would meet "from time to time" to monitor the agreement's
implementation.las

According to George Black, the tourism componenr of the agreement
involved a special pitch to Jewish communities in New York, Miami and
Los Angeles about the wonders of Guatemala. Discussions were held
between Israel's El Al airlines, Guaremala's AVIATECA and Air Florida
about joint promotion campaigns involving the Sheraton Hotel in Guate-
mala City. The hotel is owned by the Kong family, "which has extensive
links to the far-right Movemenr of National Liberation (MLN;."t+r

American Jews might be targeted because apparently it is not safe for
Israelis to tour Guatemala. The Israeli consul in Guatemala said he could
not guarantee one of his countrymen's safety.ls0 The threat might not come
only from the insurgents: by 1985 there were complaints among Guate-
malan noncombatants about Israel's extensive involvement in Guatemala's
internal affairs.15l

On November 17,1983, according to the Guatemala-based Central
Americu Report, the two signed anorher trade and economic cooperation
agreement, its purpose "to srrengthen friendly and commercial relations
and to facilitate as far as possible economic cooperation on a basis of
equality and mutual ?dvantages."l52

Israel also promised help with Guaremala's telephone sysrem,ls3 and
an Israeli arms dealer ser up a school for training telephone company
personnel.154

Israeli firms are now said to have exrensive agribusiness investmenrs,
held through intermediaries, in Guaremala.l55

Israeli "security" firms have also found employment in Guaremala,
sending rent-a-Rambo commandos to implement security for wealthy
planters. These portable goon squads, which have proliferated in Israel as
the large officer corps reaches rerirement age in a soured economy, are by
no means strictly private operations. All must pass a government test and all
the techniques and equipment they take abroad musr be approved by the
defense ministry.l56

Israel's Tadiran and South Africa's Consolidated Power have estab-
lished a joint undertaking in Guatemala to assemble and sell electronic
equipment.l57 Always eager for international contact, South Africa fol-
lowed Israel to Guatemala where it roo is involved in advising the
"pacification" prograrp.l5s In the early 1980s, the white government also
offered to send counterinsurgency troops to Guatemala.l5e The relation-
ship clicked with the Guatemalan military. In August 1986, the army
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overrode the national assembly's motion to break diplomatic relations with
the apartheid regime.l60

Israel began dealing arms out of Guatemala. Eagle Military Gear
Overseas set up shop on a secure floor of the Cortijo Reforma Hotel in
Guatemala City, opposite army headquarters. In 1982 Ignacio Klich wrote
that Eagle's Tel Aviv headquarters was referring Central American buyers
to its regional sales office in Guatemala.16l Also known as Eagle Israeli
Armaments and Desert Eagle, the company is owned by Pesakh Ben-Or,
an Israeli paratrooper who got his start in arms dealing as chauffeur for
another Israeli arms dealer.l62 By one account Ben-Or drove for David
Marcus Katz, an Israeli who has lived for many years in Mexico and is
known as one of Israel's major arms dealers.l63

Under the military regime, Ben-Or's links to the Guatemalans were
said to be so good that

almost all the representatives of the Israeli arms factories,
security apparatus and electronics firms who want to establish
connections in Guatemala arrive at the conclusion that it is beter
to do it through him.164

Thet includes the giants Israeli Military Industries and Tadiran-Ben-
Or claims to have had a hand in the army communications school-
although these behemoths are said not to have a high opinion of him.165

According to a contra leader, the contras'chief link to lsrael is through
the Israeli embassy in Guatemala City. Pesakh Ben-Or also sold arms to the
contras through the armed forces of Honduras, although it is not clear
whether he made the sale through Eagle in Guatemala or from his residence
in Miami.l66

Israel got close enough to Guatemala to exercise more than a bit of
leverage in internal Guatemalan affairs. There was the overthrow of Chief
of State Romeo Lucas Garcia and his replacement with Rios Montt. There
was also Israel's more than active interest in the 1985 Guatemalan
presidential elections.

Although it was very evident to journalists that Israel did not enjoy
wide popularity among the population as a whole,l67 Israel had clout where
it mattered, as was demonstrated early on in the campaign, when all the
ma jor candidates met with Latin American B'nai B'rith representatives and
pledged to work on the continued improvement of relations with Israel.
The candidate of the ultra-right MLN party, Mario Sandoval Alarcon,
pledged to move Guatemala's embassy to Jerusalem.l6s

Israel was trying very hard in 1985 to persuade Guatemala-and
Haiti, Honduras, Panama and Uruguay-to follow in the footsteps of El
Salvador and move to Jerusalem.l6e Already very close to Israel in 1980,
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when the UN asked all governments ro relocate their embassies to Tel
Aviv, Guatemala resisted the move. However, threatened by Arab buyers
of its important cardamom crop, Guatemala reluctantly transferred irs
embassy. At the same time its foreign ministry said the move ro Tel Aviv
"would not alter Guatemala's traditional political stance roward Israel."l70

Pesakh Ben-Or promised a $ 10,000 campaign contribution to one of
the candidates, Jorge Carpio Nicolle, "and ar a certain srage an additional
$50,000 was spoken of."l7l This is only one of many reports of Israeli
contributions, which are ofren made to defense ministries in hopes of
gaining arms contracts.lT2 Ben-Or also hired Israelis to train a team of
bodyguards for candidate Carpio.tz3

Initially favored by the U.S., Carpio was openly antagonistic to
NicaragualTa while Christian Democrat Vinicio Cerezo made it clear that
he would follow rhe military's policy of neutrality in the region and steer
clear of cooperaring with the Reagan Adminisrration's activities against
Nicaragua. Cerezo won.

Although candidate Cerezo said he would look into Israel's relations
with the milit ary ,t7 

s when he worked out a deal with the military (pledging
no Argentine-style trials and no interference with such "security" matters
as the development poles) and promised the landed arisrocracy that there
would be no agrarian reform,li6 he might have included maintenance of the
Israeli connection as part of the package. Attending Cerezo's inauguration,
Israel's labor minister somewhat embarrasedly explained to the new
president that Israel was not involved in Ben-Or's campaign 2q1iyi1iss.l77

When Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir visited Central America the
following May, Guatemala was one of the stops on his itinerary. It was
expected that Shamir would receive a chilly receprion,lT8 but from what
could be observed, he had a full measure of official artenrion, meeting wirh
President Cerezo and addressing the national legislature.lTe

Whether or not Israel was disappointed with the outcome of the
elections, Hebrew-speaking security operarives stood guard ar the election
night press ssn1s1.l80 A few weeks after the inauguration of President
Cerezo, Defense Minister Gen. Jaime Hernandez Mendez said that the
Israeli ambassador to Guaremala had recenrly offered military cooperarion
to the new governmenrl8l and, despite expectations that the U.S. would
displace Israel as Guatemala's prime military supplier, an Israeli source said
that Israel might indeed increase its military links with Guatemala.l82 It is
notable, however, rhat in restructuring the police, the Cerezo government
looked to Spain, Mexico and Venezuela for training and equipment.ls3

Relations with civilian-run Guatemala remained cordial enough for
Israel to take on a bit of international diplomacy. During aJuly l9B6 visit to
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Israel, Manuel Esquivel, the prime minister of Belize, asked the Israeli
government to "use its influence" and act as a restraining force on
Guatemala. Esquivel said that Israel's arms sales to Guatemala gave rhe

Jewish state the "right to speak about, to influence the use of those arms." 184

In September 1984, Belize, formerly British Honduras, had established
diplomatic relations with Israel for that very reason. Belize was in constant
fear of its neighbor, whose military rulers frequently trumpeted their
irredentist claims (usually when the Guatemalan economy merited having
popular attention deflected elsewhere).185

During Esquivel's 1986 visit, Israel was able to score a minor
diplomatic coup by bringing the Guatemalan ambassador to Israel to a stare
dinner in his honor. The two sar at the same rable.186 It was the first time
that representatives of the two countries had such a meering. Shortly after
the dinner encounter, Guatemala's President Vinicio Cerezo said if a

delegation from Belize came ro Guatemala and requested a meeting he
would be happy to meet with them.lsi

Considering that the election that brought Cerezo ro power was
geared toward obtaining aid from European nations, Guatemala was not
lacking in motivation to attend the dinner: better relations with Britain, a

member of the European Community would certainly help that process
along.tss Guatemala was at the same time moving toward the reestablish-
ment of diplomatic relations with London, broken in I 98 I over the issue of
Belize. I 8e Although given independence in I 98 l, Belize has been protected
against Guatemala by a garrison of British soldiers. Nonetheless, it is not
often that Israel, in its international isolation, has had an opportunity to
play such a role.

Israeli advisers continue to work in Guatemala. During his 1986 visit,
Shamir said he had offered to increase the technical and scientific links that
bring many Guatemalans on scholarship to Israel each year.le0 pxacrly how
many are involved in the developmenr poles is nor known. An Israeli
foreign ministry spokesperson admitted to rhree Israelis, tgchrue-lulpf-
tion and techniques for organizins yourh movements and communitv
centers."lel The numbers are also probably euphemistic.*--tltainly 

the advisers are nom demo.r"t'izing force. Mercedes Sotz
Cate, the financial secretary of the Guatemalan Municipal Workers Union,
was seized and tortured for five hours on February 12 , 1986. His abduction
came at the beginning of a violent union-busting campaign by the mayor of
Guatemala City, Alvaro Arzu Irigoyen. Sotz said that his rorrurers were
Israeli agents in the employ of the mayor. When questioned, Arzu
"admit[ted] only to people of different nationality who work for the city

l
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without a salary." At least one Israeli was identified as part of a group
"advising" the municipality and Arzu confirmed this.le2

As to Israel's influence over Guatemala: whatever else it was, it made
the military governmenr impervious to u.s. wishes. ln r979 rhe carter
Administration proposed restoring a $250,000 military training granr to
Guatemala out of concern "that u.S. relations with the Guaiemalan
military were deteriorating to the point of endangering all of washington's
influence in the largest and most populous central American counriy."

The carrer State Department wanted to have Guatemalan officers and
military technicians back for training in the U.s. "as a wedge to get back on
better terms with the military leaders."le3 congress didn't buy this, just as ir
did not yield to the Reagan Administration's far more passionate represen-
tations for a reestablishment of ties with Guatemala.

The extent of Guaremala's independence from U.S. pressure was
clearly evident in l983 and 1984, when the Reagan Administration was
trying to organize central America against Nicaragua. Guaremala refused
to participate in the reactivation of coNDECA, a regional military pact
established in 1964, and, irrespective of the shrill anri-communism oi its
domestic politics, continued to adhere to a neutral-sometimes an even
vaguely supportive-position toward Nicaragua. A National Securiry
council document classed this position "a continuing problem" and
proposed increasing pressure on Guatemala.lea

_ Indeed, while ignorning Reagan entreaties for cooperation, the
Guatemalan government under Mejia Victores sought to approach wash-
ington through Israel, lobbying the I lth convention of thi Federation of
Jewish communities of central America and panama, held in Guatemala
city, to help Guatemala improve its relations with the u.S. Addressing the
convention, Guatemala's foreign minister "denounced u.S. policy toward
Guatemala as nor equitable and praised Israel's friendship and coop-
eration. ' ' 195

Abdication of Responsibility

It is a mistake to conclude that u.s. complicity in the genocidal war of
the Guatemalan generals ended when the carter Administration pulled the
plug on military ildin 1977 . when the u.S. intervened in Guatemala and
overthrew its liberal, democratically elected governmenr in 1954,1e6 it
effecdvely transferred rule to rhe counrry's military, which has held power
ever since. Even the civilian presidency ofJulio cesar Mendez Montenegro
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was (with U.S. acquiescence) immediately subjugated by the military.reT
To cite only one example of the continuity that makes the last three tragic
decades of Guatemala a U.S. responsibility: the dossiers that formed the
basis of the intelligence unit G-2's death squad selection process also date
back to 1954. After the fall of the government ofJacobo Arbenz, the army
confiscated the membership lists of the many organizations which had
blossomed during the all-too-short hiatus between repressive regimes-
Guatemala was ruled by the oppressive dictator Jorge Ubico until 1945,
when he was bloodlessly replaced by a popular government under Dr. Juan
Jose Arevalo-and from these lists culled 70,000 "communists." These
files were updated during the 1960s and used for assassinations during a

U.S.-supported counterinsurgency.le8 In the 1970s Israel stepped in and
helped with the computerization of the whole bloody system.

It does not take convoluted reasoning to conclude that "both the U.S.
and Israel bear rather serious moral responsibility" for Guatemala.lee Since
1978, however, Congress has done little more than beat down the most
outrageous of President Reagan's requests for aid for the military regime.
Nor did large numbers of peace and solidarity activists mount an active
campaign, even when the slaughter reached a peak.

Major Israeli Weapons Sales to Guatemala

Item Comments ReGrence Source

l

7 201-IAI Arava
planes

l0 201-IAI Arava '

planes

5 troop-carrying
Asimo helicopters

l0 RBY MK armored
cars

5 field kitchens

Ordered and delivered
I976

Ordered 1977; deliv-
ered,1977-78

Delivered L974-77

SIPRI, Yearbook 1977, p 316.

SlPRl, Yearbook t978, p 262;
SlPRl, tearbook, 1979, pp
2r4-2t5,
"Growing Arms Race in Cen-
tral America May Heat up Re-
gion," Christian Science
Monitor, 28 October l98L

U.S. Congress, House, Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs, Eco-
nomic and Military Aid
Programs, p 84.

lbid.; Klieman, lsrael\ GIobaI
Reach, p I35.

(continues)

4 delivered 1974-77
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(continued)

Item Comments Reference Source

50,000 Galil assault
rilles

1,000 machine guns

3 naval coast guard
ships

(Dabur boats)

Grenade launchers
8l-mm mortars
120 tons of ammuni-

tion

Bulletproof vests
Military tents

Shields
Tear gas

Gas masks

Fire ejectors

Tactical transmission
system

Radar system

High-tech products:
. Radar
. Intelligence infor-

mation computing

15,000 delivered
t974-77

Talks started in lg78

Arrived in Guatemala's
Santo Tomas de Castilla
port 3 months after sus-
pension of U.S. militarv
aid

Bought by Interior
Minister Donaldo Al-
varez in 1980 visit to
Israel

Used to burn bushes
and people. Captured
by EGP from govern-
ment troops

Cover the whole coun-
try. Bought 1977 or
r978

Has 5 receivers. Bought
end 1980. Israeli con-
trolled and directed

Christian Science Monitor 28
October 1981.

tbid.

Mauricio Goldstein, "Con
Armas Israelis Asesinan al
Pueblo Guatem alteco," punto
F inal I nternacional, August
1981, p 14; interview with
"Emilcar," nom de guerre,
hlgh ranking ofiicial in the po-
litical Wing of the Guatemalan
EGB Managua, Nicaragua, 18
August 1982.

Goldstein, Punto Final Inter-
nacional, August 1981, p 14;
Nueoo Dinrio, 28 September
1981.

Ha'aretz, April 1979, quoted
in Ignacio Klich, "Guatemala's
Back-Door Arms Deals," 8
Days, 13 March 1982.

Interview with Emilcar.

tbid.

lbid.;"lsrael Aliado de la Dic-
tadura Guatem alteca," OLp
lnfonna (Mexico City), April
1982, p 8.

Ibid.; News from Cuatemala J
(October l98l): l

Latin America Weeklg Report,
5 September 1980, p 8; E/
Dia,8 May 1982: interview
with Emilcar; fohn Rettie,
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(continued)

Item Comnrents Relbrence Source

and communica-
tions equipment

. Radar circuits to.
detect guenillas
smuggling arms ,

Helmets

5 million rifle bul-
lets

Shipload light arms

10,000 105-mm
HEAT (high-ex-
plosive ant!tank)
ammunition

Kftr {ighters

Bought in 1977 for $1.8
million through David
Marcus Katz

65 tons delivered 1977

Supplied 1981-82 to
the army for $6 million

Unspecified number

hI anchcster Cuardian Weekly,
10 January 1982.

Iz Monde,25 |anuary 1979.

Excelsior, 18 July 1977, p 2A;
interview with Emilcar.

SIPRL'tearbook 1980, p 144.

SlPRl, Yearbooft 1982, p 188.

Klieman, lsrael\ Global
Reach, p 135.

Chart from Bishara Bahbah, /srael and Lqtin America: Thc Military Connccliaz, New York: Sr. Martin's, 1986.
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Nicaragua Under Somoza

Stretching Somoza's Lifeline

With few qualms and minimal outside criticism, Israel came to the
rescue of Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio Somoza Debayle and, from
September I 9 7B to July I 9 79, helped him stave off history. Later it would
be thrown up to Israel that when Washington and just about every other
governmenr in the world was boycotting Somoza, Israel had been willing
to provide him with weapons.

But Israel was indebted to Nicaragua, was always the rejoinder. The
"debt" in actuality was not to Nicaragua, but to the father of Somoza
Debayle, Anastasio Somoza Garcia, who had been installed as head of the
National Guard by the U.S. marines in 193 3 and had muscled his way into
what he called the "presidency"-it was definitely the top spot in the
government-the following year.

Somoza Garcia was assassinared in 1956. For the next eleven years a
son Luis and a chorus line of Somoza relatives filled his position, which was
finally assumed by his son Anastasio Somoza Debayle. The debt of which
the Israelis speak was incurred in the late 1930s when Somoza Garcia acted
as a front for arms purchases the pre-state Zionist military forces, the
Haganah, made in Europe. He was well paid for the trouble he took to sign
his name to the required documents.
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After World War II, Somoza gave Haganah buyers Nicaraguan
diplomatic passporrs and again signed rhe receipts for the weapons they
purchased. He took cash up front for his services, over $200,000 deposited
inhis personal New York bank accounr and a large diamond and some orher
gifts on the side. He never complained about a balance due.l

Some Israeli leaders might have cherished feelings of gratitude for
Anastasio Somoza Garcia. They might have wanted to do his son, who
visited Israel in 19612 egood turn. That there was a distinction between the
national entity, Nicaragua, blurred as it was by four decades of Somozas
who owned much of the counrry as well as ruled it, and the Somoza family
dynasty might not have occurred to the Israelis. It is remarkable that it has
not occurred to many in the United States.

If scales musr be used, it should be taken into accounr rhat, following a

technical aid agreement in 1966, Israel made Nicaragua a major beneficiary
of its development programs. It also provided emergency relief after
Nicaragua was devastated by an earthquake in 1972.3

To reckon its debt to rhe Somozas, Israel sometimes notes the
unswerving supporr Nicaragua gave it at the UN, voring in favor of Israel
more often than the U.S.la Those vores, however, did not represent the
people of Nicaragua; they reflected the Somoza family's political interests,
primarily staying in the good graces of U.S.-connected loan givers.
Somoza Debayle was nororious for taking heavy commissions on loans ro
the Nicaraguan governmenr-somerimes even pocketing the loans them-
selves. Part of the $ 1.6 billion debt left when he was driven from Nicaragua
was for loans to his own and his associates' private businesses. (The new
Nicaraguan governmenr reluctantly assumed all the dictaror's debts, as that
was the only way to obtain credit with Wesrern lenders.5)

These Israeli debts were repaid in a strange coin to the people of
Nicaragua, who were bombed and shot with Israeli-supplied ordnance in a
carnage that went on for weeks, if not months, longer than it would have
without help from Israel, which supplied 98 percent of the dictator's
weaponry during the last six months of his rule.6

Somoza had been introduced to Israeli weapons in 1974 at a special
showing arranged for him in Managua.T He had bought Dabur class parrol
boats and Arava STOL aircraft; by the time he fought his final battle he
would have 14 Aravas to rush his troops from place to place.s

Soon after Somoza's U.S. aid was blocked, insurrection flared against
him. In September 1978, there was fighting in most of Nicaragua's cities
and a massive general strike in Managua thar was supporred by virtually the
entire business communiry. Somoza shot his way our of it. His National
Guard used 1,000 Uzi submachine guns and Galil rifles from Israel, and
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Somoza was expecting "thousands more" Galils.e .Although most Larin
American leaders were hoping for his downfall, Somoza survived the
September challenge. "lsraeli-made weapons helped ro save the Somoza
dynasty," read one headline.lo

That autumn, Israeli rifles and ammunition arrived in large quantities.
Some of the Galil rifles were "sent directly to a special terror unit
commanded by Somoza's son, which carried our the murder of political
opponents, emong them women and children."ll The Guard also used the
new lsraeli weapons in its "clean-up" operarions, which went on during
October 1978 in half a dozen cities. The majority of the victims-many of
them were shot by the Guard at their own front doors-were between l4
and 2l years of age and were marked for execurion simply because they
lived in neighborhoods where the sandinista National Liberation Front
(FSLN) had been active.t2

An Israeli adviser "who presented himself as an Israeli army officer"
was also present in Nicaragua and worked in Somoza's bunker in Managua.
The adviser allegedly represented David Marcus Karz, the Mexico-based
Israeli arms dealer with close ties ro the right wing Israeli settlers
movement, Gush Emunim.l3

Israeli arms shipments conrinued to arrive. Several shipments came by
air and were delivered at night during a curfew. Among the weapons
delivered this way were surface-to-air missiles (although the Sandinistas
did not have an air force). Israel had at one point given its word that it
would not ship arms ro Somoza. Now it denied doing so, but U.S. officials
said that Israeli arms were srill arriving in Nicaragua. "Our people in
Managua tell us that the streets are srarting to look like Jerusalem because
the National Guard is wearing Israeli berets," said one U.S. official.la

By the following spring Israel was sending Somoza really big stuff:
nine combat-armed Cessna aircraft and rwo Sikorsky helicopters. The
FSLN shdt down seven of the Cessnas.l5 Somoza got berrer use out of the
helicopters, which he called "skyraiders."l6 He had his Guards use rhem as
platforms for machine gun strafing; and from 3,000 feet above ground,
soldiers rolled bombs out of the helicopter doors.rT

"The Government is dropping 500-pound bombs from helicopters on
rebel-held shantytowns, reportedly killing as many as 600 people in one
day. Soldiers routinely kill suspected rebels they caprure," wrore the.ly'r?,
YorkTimes correspondent in Managua of the final weeks of the war.ls After
having all but five cities and a great part of Nicaragua's industrial
infrastructure destroyed,le on July 17, 1979, Somoza cleaned out the
national treasury and fled rhe country.
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the U.s. could stop Israel, u.s. influence could certainly force a halt to
Israeli gunrunning.2a

when the administration finally did compel a halt to the Israeli arms
shipments the reason it gave was srrikingly similar: "additional arms would
undercut efforts to replace Somoza with a moderate government."25

In the aftermath of the war, leaders <lf the victorious FSLN presenred
cuban leader Fidel castro with a Galil rifle captured from the Nadonal
Guard.26 Nicaragua repudiated the small debt remaining on the books for
Somoza's arms purchases from Israel.27 Relations between Israer and the
new Nicaraguan government were frosty; according to one account the
nonresident Israeli ambassador to Nicaragua did not receive accreditation
from the new government.2s Nicaragua invited the pLo, with which some
of the Sandinistas had long had close ties, to establish an embassy in
Managua and in 1981 warmly welcomed the organization's leader, yasir
Arafat. On August 6, 1982, citing the "annihilation" of Lebanese and
Palestinians during Israel's siege of Beirur, Nicaragua announced that it was
breaking diplomatic relations with Israel.2e

There is a certain symmerry ro all the indebtedness: Somoza I giving
his friendship for cash in advance; Somoza II giving his support at the uN,
and then paying cash up front for weapons. And then, years later, the
wretched remnanrs of the National Guard turning up in Israel, claiming
that last boatload of weapons. By then they were called contras.

There is another dire symmetry to this story: while Israel's relatively
autonomous aid to somoza delighted the forces of the far-right who were
blocked by the carter Administration from aiding him themserves, when
the contras were created and thrown against Nicaragua by the Reagan
Administration, Israel was a reluctant participant, but nonerheless a key
one, demanding a heavy price for its help.

Major Israeli Weapons Sales to Nicaragua

Item Comments Relerence Source

Less than three weeks earlier, Israel had ar last agreed to honor a
requesr from the U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv to halt its -.rpon, shipments
to Nicaragua. Israel ordered a freighter carrying t*o prtroi boats to divert
its course from Nicaragua, and "agreed to call off other planned shipments
of ammunition and weaponry ro Somoza for the rime being."20 S'omoza
claimed that another ship carrying Israeli weapons was turned back only
miles from Nicaragua's coast and he could not get that shipment out of his
mind. The arms it carried, he said,

had been paid for before rhe ship ever left Israel... That ship
carried, among other military items, ten thousand anti_tank ani
anri-personnel grenade rifles with ammunition... That precious
cargo could have won rhe war for the anti-communisr iorces of
Nicaragua... Somewhere in Israel there is a large consignment of
arms and ammunition which could have saved Nicaragua.2l

certainly there had been some criticism of Israel's role in the bloody
war against the Nicaraguan population. The opposition newspaper La
Prensuhad said that the Nobel peace prize given to Israeli prime-Mirrirr.,
Menachem Begin was "tainted" by Israel's arms sales to Somoza.22 And the
costa Rican paper La Republicawrotethat "the whole world should join in
a-sking Israel to stop sending weapons of aggression, oppression and
death..."2l

But in the United Srates, where the carter human rights doctrine had
supposedly constituted a decisive step in rhe right direction, rhere were
blank stares-in the other direction. somoza's henchmen are said to have
killed one member of every family in Nicaragua. It seems fairly obvious in
retrospecr rhat many Nicaraguan lives might have been saved had peace and
solidarity activists in this country made loud and persistent demands that
Israeli arms shipments be sropped.

There had been so little public interest in what Israel was doing for
Somoza, however, that the state Department fert secure in dishing"out
nonsense on the subject. A representative from Nicaragua's Broad op'posi-
tion Fronr visited washington in November l97B ro ask th. drrt..
Administration to srop the Israeli arms shipments. A State Department
source said the appeal had been rejected and that the administration had
d:9'_ded nor ro prevent Israel from supplying ,,light weapons" to Somoza:
"lf Somoza goes' we would prefer to see him go peacefuily. w. wourd not
like to see him toppled in an armed revort." The thinking was that, given
time' a "moderate element" might emerge to succeed the dictator. 

"
Forcing Israel to stop supplying Somoza with arms ,,remained 

a U.S.
option that might be used in the future," continued the source, who
expressed confidence that although there was no legal mechanism bv which

;

14 201-IAI Arava
planes

4 armed patrol boats

Ordered 1973. 5 deliv-
ered 1974, the rest
1975-77. Unit cost
$650,000

Only one or two are
left. Somoza loyalists
used the rest to flee

SlPRl, Yearbook 1974, p 282,
Yearbook, 1975, p 240, Year-
book, tg7z, p. s3O.

Newsueek,20 November
1978, p 68; Interview with
Marwan Tahbub, PLO Ambas-
sado4, Managua, Nicaragua, 15
August 1982.

(continues)
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(continued)

Item Comments Reference Source

I light military
transport plane

67 tactical radios

Helicopters
Small patrol boat
Heavy mortars
Machine guns

Heavy combat tanks
Light artillery
Missile launchers
Patrol vehicles
Helicopters

2-3 radars

Trucks
Flack jackets
Mortars

Missiles

500 Uzi submachine
guns

500 Galil assault ri-
Iles

5 plane loads of
arms

2 plane loads of
arms

Most likely Westwind

Delivered 1974-77. Yal-
ued at $0.3 million

Delivered 1978

Old Sherman tanks de-
livered May 1975.
Other cargo ships were
in route

Delivered to Somoza
but no time to set them
up

Anti-aircralt, surface-to-
surhce missiles and
ground-to-ground mis-
siles. Delivered secretly
by two Israeli planes

Delivered November
1978. Planes landed at
a private track in Mon-
telimar, east of Man-
agua

Delivered at [,as Mer-
cedes Airport
November 1978. Other
sources indicated there
were 3 planes

Le Mondz,4 July 1979.

U.S. Congress, House, Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs, Eco-
nomic and Military Aid
Programs, p 84.

Intin Amzrica Weeklg Report,
16 May 1980, p 10.

Ha'aretz, l0 May 1978; inter-
view with Ambassador Tah-
bub.

Interview with Ambassador
Tahbub.

Neusweek,20 November
1978, p 68.

lbid.; New York Times, lg
November 1978; Excelsior, 8
June 1979, p 20A.

Newsweek,20 November
1978, p ffi; Haolam Haze, 4
October 1978.

El Sol. 18 November 1978.

lerasalem Post, LS November
1978; Newsueelc, 20 November
1978, p 68.
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(continued)

Item Comments Reference Source

Sea-to-sea missiles

T-54 and T-55
tanks

Wodd Business, 6 October
1980.

Klieman, lsrael\ Global
Reach, p 135.

Chart from Bishara Bahbah, /rra el and Latin Anerica: The Military Connectiaz, New York: St. Martin,s, I 986.



fsrael and the Contras

Some accounts set the commencement of Israeli aid to the contras as far
back as their launching in 1979.t It is even possible that Israel made a

seamless transition from Somoza to the contras through its contacts with
some of the figures in the private network that was exposed when the
Iran-contra scandal broke in November 1986 (see below). A part of rhis
network "began funneling aid to Somoza via Israel and EATSCO," a

shipping company created by other members of the network to take
advantage of the U.S. weapons Egypt would be receiving as a result of the
Camp David accords, after the Carter Administration cur off aid to
Nicaragua.2 When the dictator was ousted, network associates of former
CIA agent Edwin Wilson-now serving time in federal prison for selling
explosives to Libya, among other deeds-and former CIA agent Thomas
Clines transferred a "security assistance program" they had put together
for Somoza to the contras.3 This would have involved outfitting the dregs
of Somoza's secret police in Honduras, a cynical holding operation that
continued until January 1981, when the Reagan Administration rook
office.a

One of the administration's first moves was ro arrange with Argentina
for trainers for the contras. Veterans of the Argentine "dirty war" were
enthusiastic about exporting their skills and their politics. They trained the
contras until Washington and Buenos Aires came ro a parting of the ways,
after the Reagan Administration sided with Britain during the Mal-

l
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vinas,/Falklands war.5 During the Argentine period, the Israeli ambassador
to costa Rica supplied^rhe contras with passports and aliases so that they
could travel through central America.6 Besides traveling for their own
"business," at least one contra has been implicared in a central American
assassination: that of the revered Archbishop of san Salvador, oscar
Arnulfo Romero.T

At the same rime, the administration approached Israel to become
involved in the assault on Nicaragua: in a pattern that was later to become
apparent as the raison d'etre of the lran-contra scandal, sometime beforeJune
l98l Israel was provided with satellite pictures of Iraq's nuclear reactor at
osirak "within the framework of an appear to Israel for help to the
contras. " Israel used the pictures to destroy the reactor.8 It is not known ro
what extent, if any, Tel Aviv responded to the administration,s appeal.

By late I 982, however, Nicaragua was accusing Israel of ,rming ,nd
aiding the rag-rag bands of National Guardsmen in Honduras .s

The best-substantiated knowledge of Israel's entry into the war
against Nicaragua is its agreement with rhe cIA in either iggl o. l9g2 rc
supply East bloc weapons to the rhen-coverr mercenary operadon. After
having been "restrained" a bit by congress during the l976s,the cIA was
experiencing difficulty procuring "untraceable" weapons for the contras
and was embarrassed when some of the mercena.ies appeared on u.S.
television in early 1982 brandishing u.s. weapons. In a display of caution
that would mark all their dealings with the.ontrrr, the Israeli iou.rn,n.n,
made a pretense of refusing U.S. requests for such -..pori, ,,through
normal diplomatic channels," while some former Israeli intelligence
officials approached the cIA with an offer to supply East bloc arms, rihich
Israel has in abundance. The Agency assumed that the offer had the
backing' awareness or sponsorship of the Israeri government. There is
some question as to whether the CIA accepted this particular offer,l0 bur an
arrangemenr was indeed made in the early 1980s to supply the contras with
East bloc light arms and shoulder-fired missiles, r.tting the weapons
through the cIA, which in turn passed them on to the Jontrrs ,nd the
A^fghan rebels. This particular arrangement apparently continued until
1986, "[w]hen the Israelis presented their bill ior $50 million...[and] the
CIA pleaded poverry, paying $30 million in arms, nor cash."ll

Former FDN Director Edgar Chamorro said the conrras were
speaking of Israel as an inrernational supporter in r 9g2.12 In December of
that year, the FDN leadership met with Ariel Sharon, Israel's defense
minister, while he was on a visit to Honduras. An arrangement was made at
that time to funnel Israeli-held East bloc arms to rhe contras through
Honduras.l3
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Sharon's activities during and after that visit suggest that he and Gen.
Gustavo Alvarez Martinez, the head of Honduras' armed forces, made rhe
Reagan Administration an offer to take over the conrra program. In Israel
recriminations were being directed at sharon over the debacle of Israel's
invasion of Lebanon, which Sharon had muscled through the government.
sharon arrived unannounced in Honduras, because, it was said, no one in
Washington had been willing ro receive him.la He would shortly be
relieved of his defense portfolio following an investigation that established
his responsibility in the massacres of Palestinians in the sabra and Chatila
refugee camps.

Accompanying Sharon were the director of the Israeli defense
ministry and David Marcus Karz, Israel's Mexico-based arms agenr.lj

Although sharon denied having cometo deal arms, news immediately
spread that he and Alvarez were trying to close a deal for Israel's Kfir c-2
jet fighter planes.16

As the Kfir contains a U.S.-made engine, Israel needed U.S. permis-
sion to sell the aircraft to Honduras. washington had been refusing to sell
Honduras the comparable F-5 because ir did not want to introduce a new
level of sophistication in the region's armamenrs. It was feared that
acquisition by Honduras of such an advanced plane would justify
Nicaragua's obtaining the equivalent MiG; and that, the administration had
made excruciatingly clear, would be regarded as a "provocation"lT likely to
be met with an airstrike-or worse.

Even though there could be no deal for the Kfir without the blessing of
the U.S., Alvarez and Sharon agreed to the sale of l2 of the aircraft,ls ar a
price of $100 million. Honduras had no money for the deal (and lots of
starving, illiterate people, but that didn't bother either buyer or seller), so
sharon asked the Reagan Administration to finance it.ri An agreement
Israel signed wirh the u.s. in 1979 included such a funding -echa.,is-,
which is most unusual, as it flies in the face of the rationale foru.s. military
assistance-the recipient must "buy American."20 However, until late
1986 there was no evidence that washington had ever contemplated
bankrolling an Israeli arms sale.

- The only thing that could possibly have tempted the Reagan Whire
House into such a deal would have been a Sharon-Alvrr., p.oporrl to take
over the conrras, which were then in the process of being abandoned by
their Argentine trainers.

_ There is no question that Sharon and Alvarez would have enjoyed
leading the mercenaries into Nicaragua. Alvarez was an obsessive anti-
communist and an advocare of the Argentine-style security state. whether
against Nicaragua or his domestic oponents, he advocated "preventive"
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war without frontiers.2l Ariel sharon once said Israel's own ,,strategic 
and

security concerns" stretched from centrar Africa to "beyond th! Arab
countries in the Middle East."22 Going in the other direction, he said that
Israel had strength enough ro "reach rhe gates of odessa." Sharon would
have played to the administration's obsession with the "sovier threat" in
Central America.23

_ Even though it would soon be pressing Israel to do exactly whar
Sharon put forward, the Reagan Administration did not accept sharon's
proposition, most likely because sharon was roundly dislikei in wash-
ington2a and other Israeli officials might have nixed any dealings with him.
. Four years later, when u.S.-Israeli dealings over the contras had
become firmly established, Israeli Defense Minister yitzhak Rabin offered
NSC staffer oliver North 20-50 Spanish-speaking advisers for the contras
in exchange for approval of the sale of Kfirs to Honduras.25 In 19g2,
however it would have been difficult for the administration to finance the
sale of Kfirs to Honduras without exposing to the public, especially to the
Congress, a gre t deal more of its thinking about Nicarrgu^ 1i.e.,'that its
real plans had nothing to do with interdicting arms to the Salvadoran rebels,
its excuse at that time, but were really aimed at overthrowing the
government in Managua). The then-burgeoning cIA might have-been
planning to make a big splash with Nicaragua; it would be sleveral months
before the full glare of congressional scrutiny withered the agency's
grasping tentacles and sent the administration begging to Israel.

In 1983 reporrs of Israeli weapons shipments ro rhe contras surfaced.
ARDE, the costa Rica-based Revolutionary Democratic Alliance conrra
group led by Eden Pastora had received 500 AK rifles from Israel.26 In
october I 983, FDN-the Nicaraugan Democraric Front-Director Edgar
chamorro said that the Honduran-based main mercenary force had
received 2,000 AK-47s from Israel.27 At the time, that was one-quarrer of
the FDN's armed membership.

It is interesting that while the FDN mercenaries were most closely
identified with the Somoza regime which Israel had aided so loyally, it was
with ARDE in costa Rica that Israel seemed to be the *ort inuoiu.d in
1983 and 1984. Pastora had fought with distinction (and flamboyance) in
the revolution and had been in the sandinista government. It is widely
understood that Pastora quit the Directorate, the government that held
power 

_in, 
Nicaragua prior to the November l9g4 elecions, when he

realized that he would not be top dog. That he then chose io actively
oppose Managua might also be attributed to his suspected links to the cIA,
dating back to before the fall of Somoza.28
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Pastora always distinguished himself from the FDN leaders, who
were close associates of Somoza. It is not clear that his men were so

ideologically discriminating. Many deserted him for the paymasters of the
FDN when the CIA, after sustained attempts including a May 1984
bombing that claimed the lives of eight bystanders, finally succeeded in
shutting ARDEdown.2e But in I 983-84 Pastora made it a point ofpride to

, claim that he received no money from the CIA. The agency went along
1 with this contention, as Pastora was an attractive exhibit for members of
Congress who got a little queasy about the Somocistas in Honduras. It
was also hoped that he could win over some elements of the Socialist

r lnternational.
However, it was generally assumed that Pastora was receiving

laundered CIA support.l0 Certainly the CIA was active in Costa Rica,
bribing officials to tolerate the presence of the contras3l and running its own
mercenaries, a motley bunch of Europeans (some with service for the South
African minority regime) and right-wing Vietnam veterans.s2

Israel was apparently one of a number of channels through which arms

and funds came to Pastora, and the date when the pipeline was.turned on
can be set ratherprecisely toJuly or August 1983. InJune of that year,
ARDE had been on the verge of folding, its coffers down to $3,000. In
September Pastora was able to increase his guerrilla force from 300 to
between 2,000 and 3,000 and was planning to arm an additional 2,000 to
3,000. He boasted of "increased donations from individuals in Venezuela,
Colombia, Mexico, Peru and some European countries," as well as "private
American organizations and someJewish groups." 33 But later, pointing to
the armaments he had received, Pastora said, "only the CIA or the Israelis
could give us these."34 Pastora also told one reporter that the Israeli
ambassador had offered to sell him weapons.3't

The mention of assistance from Jewish groups was a repetitive theme
with ARDE. It is not clear whether ARDE leaders used 'Jews" as a

euphemism for Israel, or if one or more U.S. Jewish organizations had

actually been funding the contras.
Alfonso Robelo, then political leader of ARDE, said the mercenary

grouping received "financial aid from German and Venezuelan citizens,
Mexican organizations, U.S. Jewish organizations, as well as from
Germans and Cubans in exile." He said he did not care where these donors
got the funds they gave ARDE.36 Another time Robelo reeled off a list of
ARDE backers that included "the democrats of Venezuela and Mexico, the
Nicaraguan exile community fcolonias nicaraguensesf and the Jewish com-
munities of the United States."37 Yet another time Robelo said "we are
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receiving help from many democrars and private companies in France,
Spain, Venezuela, Mexico, Colombia, and wenJews."3i

Israeli arms also reached ARDE through panama. In the autumn of
198J, Alvin weeden, a Panamanian rttorn.y and former secretary general
of the Popular Action Party (pApo), said thar Gen. Manuel a"n,o.,io
Noriega, commander-in-chief of the panama Defense Forces, h"J b..n
obraining rhe "materiel needed by the Southern Front to continue its
struggle" from Israel. Noriega then distributed the supplies to ARDE, and,
according to Weeden, reaped profits for himself.

Weeden said his information came from Dr. Hugo Spadafora.
spadafora, a Panamanian physician, had fought with Jther'guerrilla
movemenrs before volunteering with ARDE. weeden, who iaid the
physician had left ARDE because of pasrora's close connection with
Noriega, had been engaged by Spadafora to represent him in making
declarations about Noriega's malfeasance and links with narcotraffickers.
Spadafora was gruesomely murdered soon after.3e

Israel had very close links with Noriega, who had met with ,,high-
ranking" L\{ossad agents in canada and Europe as well as panama. At one
point, u.S. intelligence agencies suspected that a campaign "conrriburion,,
of many millions of dollars from Israel to panamaniin president Eric
Arturo Delvalle had been an indirect payoff to Noriega ,,who 

is well placed
to intercept and relay coded u.S. data on Latin America-a lucrativ. r.-,
market for Israel."4o

In early 1984, as congress took steps to curtail and then cut offfunds
to the conrras, Israeli supporr for the mercenaries ,,became crucial to the
war's continuation."4l several contra leaders said that they had made
arrangements to get Israeli assistance.a2

when their u.s. aid was all spent, Israeri aid to the mercenaries began
to escalate. In early 1985, both Reagan Administration officials and
members of congress said that Israel had stepped up shipments of rifles,
grenades and ammunition and sent more advisers.a3

At a March 3l press conference in Managua, government spokes-
person Rosa Passos announced that Nicaragu. n.J intercepred', ,nip
delivering a large cargo of weapons to the conrras in Honduras. The ship
had come from Asia, Passos said, and the shipment had been ,r."ng.J Uy
the Israeli government.44

Nicaraguan soldiers were arso finding Israeli-made weapons and
uniforms on dead contras.ai A reporter foi National public dadio saw
Israeli-made artillery pieces at the FDN's Las Vegas camp in ,ou,h...,
Honduras.a6 In a display set up by the government in Mrn"gur, rhere were
many captured Israeli weapons.4T
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Jack Terrell, a former mercenary now at the International Center for
Development Policy in Washington, said he was in Honduras rvhen an
Israeli shipment arrived for the contras. Terrell also recounts an experience
that suggests that regular and frequent shipments came from Israel. In
November 1984, he asked FDN chief Adolfo Calero for Uzis and 9 mm
ammunition for a commando raid on Managua. Calero told him, "l'll get
this as soon as I can. We're expecting two ships in from Israel in February.
When they get in, you will get your stuff." Terrell said rhat the Uzis
arrived and were given out to the contras.

The sales were made by Israeli arms dealers, he said, and the
documents covering the shipment were signed by Honduran officials (who
made 30 percent on the deal).

Terrell also said that Adolfo Calero's brother Mario had been to Israel
to buy 10,000 AK-47s, said to have been captured in Lebanon.as

Contra leaders said that they normally obtained arms from Israel
through the Israeli embassy in Guatemala. They explained that it was rare
for the contras ro deal directly with Israel and even more unusual for one of
them to go to Israel. "We do not have a formal relationship with the
Israelis," explained a contra leader. "We work with them quietly, usually
outside Israel. There is no need for us to go directly to Israel."4e

This circumspection was dictated by Israel's fear that congressional
opponents of contra aid would be angered-a fear which later proved
unwarranted-if its conrra connections were exposed in the U.S. media.

Yet in addition to the visit by Mario Calero, ar least one other high-
ranking contra, Julio Montealegre, a Miami-based aide to Adolfo Calero,
went to Israel seeking arms-specifically Somoza's last consignment,
which Israel recalled just before the dictator fell. Montealegre spenr rwo
weeks in Israel inJanuary,/February 1986.50 It is ironic that the conrras,
whose Washington backers tried so hard to portray as ,,democrats,,'

considered themselves entitled to weapons paid for by Somoza. But they
did: "We have been trying to get those arms for a long rime," said a contra
leader.5l A member of the Israeli Knesset said that rhe government had
agreed to Montealegre's requesr.s2

The timing of Montealgre's trip, immediately after the U.S. and Israel
started shipping arms to Iran under a secrer Presidential "Finding" and an
arrangement between the White House and the Israeli government that
some of the (inflated) profits from those sales were ro go ro the conrras,
suggests that the contra aide was after more than Somoza's last arms order.
As the diverted funds are believed to have been recycled in Israel to
purchase arms for the contras,53 it is likely that Montealegre was picking
out weapons from Israel's inventory for the contras.

I
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The consignments included such items as RpG-7 grenade launchers,
which the Honduran army does nor even use; the contr"r, ho*.u"r, do use
them.63

Another company with Israeli links is sherwood Inrernational Export
corp. Former u.s. diplomat wayne smith said the Reagan Adminirt.rtion
had "used Sherwood before for weapons sales to the FDN" and that the
clA had_frequently used it so that Israel wasn't directly supplying the
contras. smith said he had been told by an adminisrration oifi.i.t rhrm
ehipment of weapons sherwood sold the contras had come from Israel's
East bloc stocks.6a

As likely as not, the sA-7 surface-to-air missile which the contras used
to bring down a Nicaraguan helicopter in December 198-r came from Israel.
The contras bought the missiles "by the dozens" starting in mid-19g5.6i
some were purchased by Gen. John singlaub, others cai-re from Israer.66
opinions vary as to whether Ben-or or sherwood6T was the source.68
Possibly both were.6e

Moreover, Ben-Or's operation and Sherwood are connected by a
tangle of other Israeli arms dealers. At the time it was selling arms to the
contras' sherwood employed Pinhas Dagan and Amos Gil'ad, an Israeli
transport officer, in senior positions.T0

Dagan, who had once represenred IAI in territory stretching between
Mexico and colombia, had lived in Ben-or's Miami house.Tr Gilld was an
acquaintance of Gerard Latchinian, arresred by the FBI in an assassination
plot against then Honduran President Roberto suazo cordoba. Gil'ad
introduced Latchinian to Pesakh Ben-Or.72

Latchinian, whose role in the assassination plot was to obtain the
necessary weapons, had at one time employed Emil Sa'ada,7r identified by
Honduran military sources as one of two former Israeri military men who
had "helped arrange" arms shipments to the contras in deals dating back to
I 984.

The other Israeli was Yehuda Leitner, who worked for one of Sa'ada's
Honduran operations. Leitner was also employed by ISDS, an Israeli
"security expertise" exporter.T4

Both sa'ada and Leitner were former Israeli military officers.T5 Both
denied having sold arms, charging they were being scapegoated in the
shuffle resulting from the Iran-contra scandal and lrom rivalry among
regional arms deals, "including Marcus Katz.,,76

David Marcus Katz "helped broker [a] deal with the contras in
1985."77 To bring the connection around fuf circre, pesakh Ben-or began
his career as Katz's chauffer.Ts

During the l985-86 period, Israel sent at least six shiploads of East
bloc assault rifles, grenade launchers and ammunition to Honduras for the
contras. 5a Also, some of the 400 tons of weapons supplied to the contras by
rhe "privare" network coordinated by Li. col.- briver North of the
National security council staff came from Israel. These arms were
delivered to Ilopango Air Base in El salvador by Southern Air Transport,55
a former CIA proprietary and, during the second Reagan term, one of the
companies included by North in what he called project Democracy. one
planeload of arms-it included AK-+7 rifles and ammunition-came
directly from Israel to Honduras in November 1986.56

-- Another shipment, a "significant quantity" of East bloc arms, was
offered by Israeli Defense Minister yitzhak Rabin on september tz, tggo.
They were picked up during the following week and ,rk.n on a foreign-
flag vessel to central America. But, after the lran-contra scandal broke, this
ship-like somoza's last ship-was recalled to Israel.iT This was the ar-s
consignment for which President Reagan was asked ro ,,thank" prime
Minister Peres during a September 15, 1986 meeting.58

Meny, if not mosr of these sales were made through the private dealers
Israel uses to esmblish. "pla_usible deniability" of itr poiiti.ally risky
dealings. with the breaking of the lran-conrra scandal, some of the activity
of those dealers were exposed, revealing an interconnected web of
operators. It is striking that all of the Israeli dealers involved in the Iran arms
sales also made at least one sale of weapons to the contras, perhaps to oblige
the Reagan Administration, which was making it possibie for,ir.. ro.rrn
fat commissions on rhe Iran-Iraq war.

well before the lran-contra operarion began, in late l9g4 and early
1985, Al Schwimmer, one of Israel's premier arms dealers, an initiator of
the Iran arms sales involving washington, and a close friend and special
assistant to Prime Minister Shimon peres, had "made an undetermined
number of sales of Israeli-owned weapons,' to the contras.Se

_ _ 
Ya'acov Nimrodi, who figured prominently in the arms-to_Iran

dealings, also handled arms shipments financed wiih a donation of several
million dollars, given by the Israeli government to rhe conrras at the request
of cIA Director casey.60 A former Nimrodi employee said the ,"1., *"r"
made through a U.S. company owned by Nimrodi, who had done rhe deal
as a "favor" to the contras, taking only a ,,small fee" for himself.6l

Pesakh Ben-or, an Israeli arms dealer based in Guatemala and Miami,
sold three shipments to the contras through the Honduran military. He
gave the Israeli defense ministry documents of sale bearing the signarure of
col. Julio Perez, chief of logistics in the Honduran Aimy's brdnance
CorPs.62

l
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Israel or its associated arms dealers mighr also have participated in the
diversion of u.S. arms to the contras. A former U.S. Aimy combat pilot
and supply officer now working as an arms expert fo, a conseruatiue
washington think tank said that he had quizzed "Americans who had
visited rebel training and supply camps in Honduras, and their conclusion
was that the u.s. Defense Department was the ultimate source, through
theft, cut-out deals with Israel and other governments, of most of the rebel
arms." He said that items such as batteries and aircraft parts had been
officially accounred as discarded scrap and "had actually been diverted in
good working order to the rebels."Te

Former cIA analyst David MacMichael said thar there had been a
great deal of stolen ordnance; and much that was reported used in training ar
an Alabama base could have gone to the contras.sO

The Israelis vehemently denied any armsshipments to rhe contras, or
any contacr with them at all. They kepr on denying any contra connection
even after the Senate Intelligence committee investigating the lran-contra
affair issued its January l9B7 report which implicaied tlt. Israeli defense
minister in the sales.

The nearest Israel came to acknowledging its role wirh the contras was
in a leaked government srory rhar attempred to explain how yitzhak Rabin
had become personally involved in one particular shipment: An Israeli
"s€nior security source" explained that after "oliver Noith drove us crazy
with his requests to supply arms to the contras," Rabin had agreed to send
"several hundred soviet-made rifles" ro the administration io do what it
wanted with them. These same sources claimed that all Israeli shipments
destined for the contras were acually sent to "official u.s. Administ.rtion
elements."8l Rabin himself was more terse in his denial:

I turned down the requesr of a U.S. official-a member or
employee of the National Security Council at the White
House-who made such a proposal to Israel. I told him we had
enough problems of our own and we had no plans whatsoever to
give any direct assistance, either in the form of insrructors,
advice, or weapons.

Moreover, to the best of my knowledge, Israeli weapons
did not reach the conrras.s2

Advisers

In early 1983, 50 Israeli specialists in guerrilla and psychological
warfare were said to have gone ro El salvador and Honiuras.83 ihat
summer intelligence sources said that Israel was providing ,,special"
guerrilla training to the conrras.s4

From all appearances the only thing "special" the contras learned to do
was brutalize the civilian population of Nicaragua and kidnap young men
for incorporation into rhe mercenary ranks. yet the Israelis a... ,oi p"y
for their work: $6,500-$10,000 a month, compared with the SS,ObO_
$7,000 for Argentine advisers. The CIA is thought to have prid'rh.i,
salaries.ss Perhaps the pay was based on the fiarsome international
reputation of the Israeli military-Israeli "security companies" regularly
charge double the going rate for bodyguards fo. durope"n busineslmens6

-rather than their performance.
An Israeli mercenary who had served in central America said that

Israelis were training ond super,ising the conrras. He said they were
recruited by "foreigners with excellent Israeli connections." Another
Israeli mercenary said that the Defense Ministry was aware of the Israelis
working with the conrras and that they,use IDF manuals and catalogs.sT
These are clear signs of an official connection.

Although the Israeli government gets extensive mileage out of
claiming that its narionals, often redred military officers, iiiorking as
advisers or arms merchants, are merely private citizens, there is o-ver-
whelming evidence that those who follow both professions are under the
control of Tel Aviv.

Eu.ry '!gi_tJ-!..hnig*_must be approved by the government for
export. In 1986, there wereipproximately 20 "securiiy companies"
licensed by the defense ministry to export their services; many of ,h.r"
were newcomers to a rapidly expanding field. The defense ministry "often
passes less-desirable clients to private consulting firms."88

.-^_9n. such company is International Security and Defense Systems
(ISDS, see above). Its offices in a kibbutz near Ter Aviv are iull of
mementos from the Honduran, Salvadoran, Chilean and Ecuadoran
militaries. A company employee trained the Honduran president's body-
guard in l9B2.8e

Even when these "experts" are not on government business their
activities are regulated by the Israeli govern-"nt. There is an obligatory

wffiEffiffiFdilE];^
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fp9lgb99!!tyrnethgds." At least one of the proliferating Israeli "security
tsl+ffi
companles" requires its employees to take the course.e0

The private Israeli "securiry" teams work all over the world, from the
gaming tables of Sun City in South Africa to the plantations of wealthy
Ladn Americans. The going rate for an Israeli is $5,000 per monrh.er One
of the Israeli companies even gives courses for children, executives and
individuals.e2 Another provides a "Tour and Secure" package, a two-week
stay in Israel evenlv diviqled bet

.J----.--__*" j

)v_eapggs traldling for a cg*jj p,99_O:t*!94$s iound trip airfaie from
New York.e3"**m"-f.rhis 

is done in close proximity to, if not in conjunction with,
another Israeli growth industry-the marketing of sophisticated "security"
devices. Items such as 360-degree video cameras in car antennas, laser
beams that capture conversations in rooms hundreds of feet away, and
virtually undetectable infrared audio monitoring devicesea are available in
retail outlets.e5

Major weapons systems, however, are sold to governments. The
Israeli individuals who make the sales-mostly retired military officers
unable to find suitable employment in the civilian economy-do so on
behalf of the governmenr, for a commission of at least ten percent.e6 Their
function is to provide protective layers of "deniability" between the Israeli
governmenr and the bad publicity that often follows disclosures of arms
sales to outlaw regimes and mercenary bands.

Until recenrly,,!g3eli arm_s.-dealers (700-_890-!y_o{fjqi_al-es_gig1g:s)
carried letters of in;dFffi;T;";1ffi a;Lnr. -iriiriv. e"il"ilE";
number of scandals, most notably the arrest of retired General Avraham
Bar-Am in an attempted $2.5 billion sale sale ro Iran,eT the procedure was
changed. Now the dealers are issued two official certificates for each sale.
The first documenr will list the purchaser, the intermediaries in the sale, and
the precise weapons involved. The second document will be a permit
containing the terms of sale and specifying the payment arrangements.e8

When he was Israel's military attache in Washington, Gen. Uri
simhoni met with contra leader Adolfo calero to discuss working with the
contras. "I heard that he might be of service to us once he retired," Calero
said.ee

Several months after U.S. military aid to the conrras resumed in late
1986, the Israelis were still in demand as advisers. Speaking anonymously
on the state-run television, an Israeli said "I conducted negotiations with
the contras. They need light weapons, ammunition...They want advisers
from Israel." He said there were more Israelis working with the contras,

and that relations between the two groups were "outstanding"; in his
words, "you feel afrcr a day like you've known them for years.;'100

A report in early 1987 said that Israeli advisers were training the
contras at u.S. Army bases in Honduras. There were conflicting reports as
to whether the Israelis were being paid by the Honduran gou.rri-.n.n, o., ,,
Israeli military sources claimed, "American sources or intelligence
grouPs."lol

Laundered Funds
As soon as President Reagan started to feel pinched by congressional

restrictions on cIA spending for the conrras, he began asking Israel to
donate or launder funds for rhe mercenaries he was iond of ca-lling ,,the
moral equals of our founding fathers." In early 1984, Israer gave a ;well-
concealed" several million dollars which was believed to h.u" go.r.
through a south Ame-rican intermediary. The amount was prob-abty
reimbursed in Israel's U.S. aid.t02

By September of that year, of $ l5 million collected for the conrras, rhe
Israeli governmenr gave just under $5 million.l0i part of Israel's conrribu-
tion was in East bloc and chinese-made weapons and part was in cash to
"help contras meet their $800,000 monthly payroll."roi

In l985 and 1986, the discreet contribution would be replaced by the
wholesale kickback, as administration officials and their ..oni., who had
recently left government posts for private life left no srone unturned in the
search for funds to continue the contra war.

In July 1985, the administration legarized its solicitation by inter.
vening in a House-senate conference committee and insisting on the
redrafting of an amendmenr ro the g12.6 billion foreign ria uitt*
containing $27 million "non-lerhal" aid for the contras-written by
Senator claiborne Pell (D-RI). In its original form, the pell Amendment
forbade the administration from making a formal or informal arrangemenr
with u.s. aid recipients to aid the contras. on threat of presidentialireto of
the the enrire bill, sen. Pell, Foreign Relations chairman Richard Lugar
(R-lN) and white House and congressional staff sat down together and
rewrote the amendmenr.

The Srate Deparrmenr explained that the pell Amendment might have
prevented the president from soliciting "nonlerhal" aid from Israel,
Taiwan, South Korea, and other such alries, some of which had arreadv
spoken to the White House about donations.
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The new language imposed by the administration read;

The U.S. shall not enter into any arrangement conditioning
expressly or impliedly the provision of assistance under thii
act...upon provision of assistance by a recipienr ro persons or
groups engaging in an insurgency...against the government of
Nicaragua.

Both houses of congress passed this language without debate, just before
they adjourned for the summer.lo5

cIA Director casey and uN Ambassador vernon walters, himself a
long time covert operator,106 visited a number of u.s. clients and urged
contributions. Borh Israel and Egypt donated money in response ro rhese
pleas "when reminded of the substantial U.S. aid they receive.,'107 Some of
the money Israel gave is said to have been passed through oliver Norrh. r08

Another round of shakedowns was carried out by retired Air Force
General Richard secord, a leading participant in the contra supply network
run by the white House National security council (NSC) staff and also in
the arms-to-Iran scam run jointly by the NSC and Israel. Saudi Arabia was
the biggest giver to this campaign, and the leverage secord had over the
Saudis had quite a bit to do with Israel.

He reminded them that the administration had stuck its neck out and
"defied the powerful pro-Israeli lobby" in a bruising fight to win
congressional approval of the the sale of AWACs surveillance planes to the
Kingdom. As a deputy assistant secretary of defense, secord had red the
campaign for the sale. (NSC staffer oliver North had assisted him.) He told
the saudis that he had later been forced to resign because he had angered
powerful people. (Another reason Secord resigned was an investigation
into his business dealings with Edwin wilson, the former cIA operator
now in prison for his dealings with Libya.)

Secord spent the Saudi money on East bloc arms from Egypt, from
Israel and from international arms dealers.lOe

Recycling the money given by Israel in the Israeli economy would
become a parrern. For all that Israel, with its very weil known economic
problems, gave the contras, it made money every step of the way. Much of
what Israel put into the pot was rerurned to the Israeli government in the
form of arms sales. The contras were a closed market to which Israel had
privileged access. Former contra leader Edgar chamorro has pointed out
that arms dealers do not seek out the contras, nor do the mercenaries often
make purchases on the open market. He explained thar "a very few people,
close to the white House, tell the FDN how to ger weapons. calero is told
by the people in charge where to go to buy weapons. They even make the
66nngg1i9n5. " 1l0
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When the Iran-contragate investigators wenr looking for the money
that oliver North said had been skimmed from the profits made on U.s.-
Israeli arms sales to lran and diverted to the contras, rhere was no hidden
heap of cash to be found. Many observers are cerrain rhat the cash went to
Israel, which then shipped weapons to rhe conrras.

The Covert Alliance

Beneath the apparent symmerry of these deals were rhree years of
anguished bargaining berween Israel and the Reagan Administration. what
occurred across tables and desks in the United States and Israel was at least
as significant and potentially as deadly as the weapons that went to the
contras. Indeed, the money, rhe arms, and the advisers were all offered by
Israel as substitutes for what the Reagan Administration was really asking
for. All the dickering began and ended with a sralemare: the administration
was "delighted" wirh Israeli arms sales in Central America,ill but
frustrated beyond belief that Israel declined to take a splashy public role
with the conrras, both in central America and in the u.s. body politic.
wishing not ro anragonize its liberal supporrers, Israel insisted on a-covert
role in both arenas. At the same time, it twisted and turned to see if it could
not reconcile the two opposing claims on its loyalty. Ultimately, tensions
with the white House over rhe level of Israel's supporr for the conrras
contributed to the Iran-contra scandal.

However, the investigative broom that sweeps out the debris of the
Iran-contra mess is unlikely to disturb the murky corner in which Israel's
role was generated. Behind protective shadows is a structure developed
during the Reagan years thar makes Israel an ex officio-perforce an
uncontrollable-arm of u.s. foreign policy. This function was but one
element of the bilateral relations, which during the Reagan years were
cemented to such an extent, that, as Secretary of state George shultz put ir,
no subsequent, possibly less friendly, administration would be able to
dismantle rhem.ll2

At the heart of that structure is a "strategic alliance," committed
sweral times to paper, but actually developed in the hothouse atmosphere
of the privateering Reagan Administration.

In March 1979, efter the camp David Accords between Israel and
Egypt, the U.S. and Israel had signed a Memorandum of Agreement
entailing u.s. commitmenrs ro help Israel boost its weapons exports. on
November 3 0, I 98 I the Reagan Administration signed aMemorandum of

I
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Undersranding (Mou) on Strategic cooperation with Israel, incor-
porating some elements of the r979 pact and adding some mild lang,rrge
abour mutual defense.

The term strategic-a word very popular in the Reagan years with
men who wished to clothe their base idiocies with a smuf semblance of
considered policy-referred to cooperarion the two .oun,ii., planned to
undertake in the developing world. This was the heart of the agreement. of
prime inrerest ro Israel was Africa, where it hoped to useiJ.s.-funded
programs ro tempt the continenr's governments back into its diplomatic
embrace.l l3

Signed by Secretary of Defense Alexander Haig and Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon, the MOU was suspended almost immediately, after Israel
annexed the syrian Golan Heights. Tel Aviv insisted that the MoU lived
on in spirit, and that parts of it were covered by the l9 79 memorandum.l l4

Its actual revival would come when the administration became
interesred in whar Israel could do for it in central America, an inrerest
which also helped washington overcome its "anger" ,t Is.a.i', behavior
during the war in Lebanon. In fact, both Israeli and administrarion sources
said that Israel's porential as a helpmeer was the onlybright spot in relations
between the two countries during the 1982-19g3 peril6.rri

In I 983, the administration made a direct request to Israel to arm the
contras.ll6 It also wanted Israel to lend its political support to the contras,
which had nor' to say the least, atrraced an instant foilo-ing in the L.s.
when Israel was nor forthcoming, the administration first Inempted to
force the issue by making it public. The ry'rtr york rimes was the veiricle of
choice.

on its front page oneJuly morning was news that the administration
had encouraged Israel to increase its presence in central America ,,as 

a way
of supplementing American militaiy aid to friendry government, ,.,d
supporting insurgent operations against the Nicaraguan Government,"
especially if congress moved to forbid the cIA irom continuing its
support. Israel had begun sending artillery pieces, morrar rounds, -in.r,hand grenades and ammunition captured in Lebanon to Honduras ,,for
eventual use by the contras," and was behaving more like a u.s. surrogate
than the private arms dealer it used to be. Israel heatedly denied th. irrtabout being a surrogate.llT

The administration then attempted ro coax Israel into a more favorable
mood. Israel was, at the same time, trying to nail down some concessi'ns
from the u.s. Alexander Haig, who hal been very partiar ro Israer, had
resigned, and over the course of I 983 there had been considerable sparring
within the administration over the nature of u.S.-lsraeli relations. Haigk

I
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successor, George Shultz, had begun his tenure determined to maintain the
friendship oI Arab nations with an "even-handed" policy in the Middle
East. However, afrer intensive lobbying by pro-lsrael forces in the State
Department and by the Israeli ambassador to Washington, Shultz was
persuaded to a policy skewed toward Israel: complete favoritism expressed
in an open alliance. The Israelis had argued against the traditional "even-
handedness" of U.S. policy (in realiry the "balance" had been little more
than rhetoric), pushing instead the notion thar an overt U.S. alignment with
Israel would "show the Arabs" that their cause was hopeless and rhat close
relations with Washington musr be achieved via deference ro Israel.tl8

Shultz, joined by former Haig aide Robert McFarlane, at the time
deputy national security adviser, presented a position paper to the
President recommending "strategic cooperation" with Israel. Their main
selling point was that such a pact would help contain the Sovier Union. In
October 1983, President Reagan signed National Security Decision
Directive I I I establishing strategic cooperation with Israel.lle

In Washington on November 29 of that year, Israel's Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir and President Reagan announced that their rwo govern-
ments had agreed on closer cooperarion, which Shamir said included "a
dialogue on coordinating activity in the third world."r20 (lt was perhaps
coincidental that the agreement was sealed on the day set aside by the UN
for the Palestinian people, but given the Israeli attention to detail, perhaps
not.) A formal agreement was signed the following March,l2r by which
Israel agreed to become an unreachable arm of coverr U.S. policy. No
public debate. No outcry from the Congress. Liberal members were rhen
banening on wine and cheese provided by anti-intervenrion activists and
giving assurances of their commitment to opposing the Reagan foreign
policy.

During his Washington session Shamir was also promised increased
U.S. aid, short term economic credits, concessions on the sales of Israeli
weapons systems to the U.S., and a Free Trade Agreemenr.l22 There was,
as Secretary of State Shultz admitted, "no visible quid pro quo in the pact
with Israel."r2l There was only the Boland Amendment, forbidding U.S.
agencies from aiding the contras, passed several weeks earlier, and the
beginnings of a concerted search by the White House and CIA Director
Casey to find alternate sources of support for the obsessive campaign
against Nicaragua.l2+

That semi-formal discussions about Central America had been going
on between the U.S. and Israel for some time before the administration
moved to offer Israel the strategic agreement, srrongly suggesrs rhat Israel
was being offered incrementally greater rewards to persuade ir to play a

I
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leading part in the war against Nicaragua. These discussions began in the
framework of a bilateral political-military committee put together by
Robert McFarlane. In 1982, as an aide to Secretary of State Haig,
McFarlane had come ro know (and deeply admire) David Kimche,
director-general of the Israeli foreign ministry, the nation's top civil service
post. Kimche had been the number two man in Israel's secret service,
Mossad, and during the prime ministership of Yitzhak Shamir (late I 982 to
late 1984) he served as de facto foreign minister. when McFarlane
transferred to the whire House, he established links between Kimche and
senior state Department officials which resulted in a commitree, whose
charge was ro meet every spring and fall (alternately in Washington and
Jerusalem) and "look at the big picrure," meaning everything outside the
Middle East.l25 The committee would eventually be subsumed under the
November 1983 strategic agreement.

In June 1983 the group had discussed Cenrral America-specifically
"the intention of the u.s. Administration to get Israel to supply the armies
of the pro-American regimes rhere" with the funds ,,the U.S. cannor
directly transfer to its allies in the region...paid to Israel directly from the
United states."126 At other meetings they discussed ways of countering
Nicaragua's growing international political support; once rhey conspired
on ways to block Nicaragua from becoming the chair of the Nonaligned
Movement.l2T

However, the strategic agreement, signed eleven days after contra aid
ran out, failed to move Israel into the proper frame of mind for declaring
war on Nicaragua. A former U.S. official "who routinely reviewed
intelligence reports" said that the administration made "at least two
attempts in 1984 ro use Israel to circumvenr a congressional ban on
military aid to the con1125."128 The requests included "bridging financing"
(funds to ride the mercenaries over until congressional or other means of
support could be found), weapons and training. Israel later refused a
request to launder and pass along U.S. funds to the contras.l2e

After the last covert contra money was spent on March B, 1984,[o
with Congress still howling about the CIA's mining of Nicaragua's ports,
the administration went several steps beyond polite requests.

With David Kimche due in Washington in April for the regularly
scheduled meeting of the political-military commirree, the administration
tried to drag Israel over the threshhold separating overr and coverr with an
unparalleled series of news leaks.

A story popped up in Israel that the commirree would be discussing a
U.S. proposal for making Israel a conduit for U.S. aid to anti-communist
forces in central America and that the u.S. would estabrish a fund
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"independent ofthe government budget to finance projects suggested by
Israeli experts"lsl in Central America and Africa.l32

In addition to passing money, said another Israeli report, the
administration would seek "a higher Israeli political profile in support of
U.S. policy in Central America" in exchange for funding Israeli foreign
projects. Additionally, "the administration would like to see Israel
encourage its own supporters in the Congress, theJewish community and
elsewhere to become more assertive in backing ghs sen1135."t33

It is almost certain that the leaks were generared in Washingron, where
"some Administration officials in recenr weeks ha[d] talked privately about
the possibility of persuading friendly governmenrs, such as Israel to
helP."tl+

CIA Director Casey let it be known he was thinking about asking
another country, "such as Saudi Arabia," for money for the contras.l3s
Later the CIA admitted having "unofficially" asked Israel and Saudi
Arabia to support the contras.l16 When the lran-contra scandal broke, Israel
and Saudi Arabia would appear as major supporters of the contras.

Perhaps the most unifying moment in the history of the venal and
fractious contra movement came when the administration lined up
mercenary spokesmen to make public statements about the possibility of
Israeli aid. The Somocist FDN said thatas Congress had not voted the $21
million sought by the White House, it was going ro ask Israel for aid. On
April 15, FDN officials said they were meeting with U.S. intelligence
officials "to discuss their options for finding new funds." FDN chief
Adolfo Calero said, "We have looked for private money, but there isn't
enough. We need a government. We think the Israelis would be the best,
because they have the technical experience."

Another contra leader suggested that Israel might help rhe contras "as
a favor to the Reagan administration," and out of consideration for the $2.6
billion in U.S. aid it received from the U.S. that year.r37

That same week, ARDE leader Eden Pastora lamented that non-U.S.
aid came to ARDE on condition of anonymity.lls

The FDN's Washington representative also implored Israel to come to
the aid of the contras. Arguing that Israel and the conrras had overlapping
interests because the PLO was aiding Nicaragua, Bosco Matamoros also
warned that there was an "increase in anti-Semitism and anti-lsraeli feeling
in other countries in Central America, where rebels are being helped by the
Sandinistas and the PLO."lre

The most spectacular blast in the administration's campaign came from
Honduras, courtesy of network television. Pentagon reporter Fred Francis
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said rhar NBC had ,,learned" that Israel, ,,at Washington,s urging, hasarmed a quarrer of rhe rebel atmy.,,
Enrique Bermudez, the FDN's military chief, appeared on camera rosay: "We received some weapons from the, the, inri fr.*f ; g;;;;;...,

took from PLo in Lebanon Jiic1." whire th..r..r, foilowed a contra airdrop "inro Nicaragua," Francls' voice_over was more to thc poinr:
washington has kept rhe conrras on a short r.rrt , *oni t., ,rr".." *il, ,nainsread might be rboll-lo completely abandon them; at *t i.f,-f"inr, ,.iaFrancis, the contras will be "forced to turn again to Israel and others ro savethemselves from becoming refugees of , 

"-r. 
lost in a divided wash-ington. " t+o

There is no doubt that the-contra appeal was srage_managed. Israeliradio pointed our that the cIA "keeps , tigit,"ign" o.,"rn. .oniir, ,na tn*Bermudez would never have ,poi.n ,7-itho"ut CIi il;;;-", .n_couragement. "l4l
It is likely that Israer protested-the publicity. The state Department

issued a sraremenr seving that the U.S.'hJ ,,no intention 
"ip".""ia;"gfunds to rhird countries flr the prrp;;; ;f *pporring coverr activiries inCentral America."l42

By rhe time David Kimche actua,y met with Lawrence Eagreburgerof the,state Department on Aprir 26, there was inrense media interest inwhat Israel might be about to do wirh the conrras. The Israeli n-u.rly i"wash-ington relayed a message "that the growing .onr.ou.rry-o*. th.Administration's policy in central America"could iamage I..r.li, ,rrnii",with Congress."l43 Jsrael had also been warned by.origr"rri"";ib;;._
crats that it should stay far away from the administrrri.";. 

"p.*t-ioi,, i.,Central America.l44

, The real sticking point, however, was Israel,s objection to rhe role theadministration had envisioned for itself. Israel .".r'p..r..riy";iG ,"participate in a joint attack on Nicaragua, but not, in the words of a formerdiplomat, "ro get the onus for assiting the contras while the U.s. isstanding aside and keeping their hands .Lrn."r+s

, , tfl.t his meeting, Kimche had breakfast with reporters and ,,acknow_
ledged that the talks had incruded discussio.of how Israer mighr increase itstechnical.assisrance programs in Third World r..rr, in.tiJinr-C.""rf
America." But, he insisted, he hadn't "come to arrange how Israer is going
to rake over rhe conrras," and said the aid under discuiion .."iJ u.i;irir.ato "peaceful proiects. " l46

_ _ 
Nevertheless, in reporting that breakfast meeting, National public

Radio noted speculation aboui a new fund that the u.S. wourd create"ostensibly for non-military aid projects whicrrreportedly wourd ailow the
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U.S. to funnel extra money for covert aid which could then be channeled by
Israel when needed."

Kimche ran through the gamut of Israeli denials: Israel had no contacts

'with or arms sales to the contras; Israeli policy is to only sell arms to
"constitutionally organized countries and not to unofficial organizations";
Israel might have been mentioned in connection with East bloc arms
supplied to the contras, but those shipments were "without our consent and
without our knowledge"; stories of [sraeli arms going to the contras might
have come from the contras "in the hopes that members of Congress
sympathetic to Israel would then look more favorably on U.S. covert
activity."t47 All of these were lies, yet even after the breaking of the
Iran-contra scandal they continue to be blithely issued in the face of
overwhelming evidence. No matter, they were always accepted at face

value by Congress and, to a lesser extent, the media.
Disappointed, the administration lined up behind Israel with a

statement that no agreement had been reached on funding Israeli aid
programs and that the U.S. had not asked Israel to become involved in the
contra program.l4s As a consolation prize, Israel increased its aid to the
contras. It would soon begin supplying money for the contras as well as

arms.
There is no question that this tension ultimately led to the proposal to

transfer funds from the secret (and massive) sales of arms to Iran in which
Israel involved the administration beginning in August 1985. There may
have been other factors and other covert operations involved,l4e but the
Israeli desire to keep the U.S. involved with the lran program set against the
administration's constant pleas for Israeli help with the contras is the
transparently logical genesis of the scam whereby Iran was overcharged
and the excess funds were applied to the war against Nicaragua.

This lends credence to evidence given to the Senate Intelligence
Committee by Attorney General Edwin Meese, that Oliver North had
described the idea in detail as having originated with the Israelis.
Uncertainty stemming from the informal circumstances in which Meese

interviewed NSC staffer Oliver North over which Israeli-David Kimche
or terror adviser Amiram Nir-was the intellectual author of the scheme

has been used to discredit the notion of the idea's Israeli origin.l50
Conveniently forgotten is a report that the Senate Intelligence Committee
had been given "secret evidence strongly suggesting that the plan to divert
money from the Iran arms operation to the Nicaraguan Contras was first
put forward by Mr. Shimon Peres, then the Israeli Prime Minister."15l

The decision was an official Israeli government one, at the highest
level. The other Israelis had simply been the messengers, bringing the

lI
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suggestion to Washington during crucial January 1986 meetings on
whether the u,s. would continue with the Iran arms sales. Israer had
already been using some of the Iran arms sales profits ro pay off Iranian
"moderares" at the suggestion of arms dealer Ya'acov Nimrodi, Israel
hadn't wanted to tell its American partners about this nifty trick, according
to Adnan Khashoggi, the saudi arms dealer involved in the u.S.-Israeli
dealings with lran,l52 but apparently did so to save the Iran program and
forestall another barage of administration publicity about how Israel
should take up the cudgels against Nicaragua.

Soon after Israel refused an overt role with the contras, undersecretary
of Defense Fred Ikle asked Israel to send advisers to El salvador "openly, as
a demonstrarion of Israeli participation in the load the united states bears in
central America."l53 The request underscored one of Israel's two main
attractions to the administration-the extensive and longstanding ties Israel
had developed throughout central America. (The other was Israe|s
domestic political clout, discussed below.)

In l9B3 Israel probably knew its ryay around Costa Rica and
Honduras better than the CIA did.

Honduras

Honduras was one of Israel's first arms customers in central America.
Between 1975 and 1977, this second poorest of all countries in the western
Hemisphere bought 20 French super-Mystere fighter planes from Israel.
Delivered at a time when ir was u.s. policy to discourage the acquisition of
sophisticated weaponry in central America, these were the first iupersonic
aircraft in the region; some were equipped with Israeli-made Shafrir heat-
seeking missiles.l5a

The Hondurans bought a range of other Israeli arms: Arava STOL
aircraft,l55 a fleet of armored vehicles mounted with recoilless rifles,ls6 xn6
Galil rifles and uzi submachine guns.r57 For all its poverty, when Arier
Sharon visited Honduras, he was calling on one of Israel's three biggest
clients.l5s In the wake of sharon's visit came more arms and rraining-both
in Israel and Honduras-for officers, pilots and troops.l5e

In I 98 I , Israeli radar operators were at work at a Honduran airbase.160
Honduran officials never chafed at the Israeli presence-on the contrary, on
one occasion, exasperated with the on-again off-again contra war, Hon-
duran military leaders suggested that Israel, chile, colombia or Brazil take
over the conrra program for the U.S.16l Gen. Julio Perez, the Honduran
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army logistics chief, signed false end user certificates for Israeli weapons

shipments to the contras.l62

Israel also benefited from the fits and starts with which Honduras
assented to serve as a U.S. "aircraft carrier." In October 1986, in an effort
to get Honduras to agree to tolerate U.S. training of contras on its soil, the

U.S. revived the notion of selling the Hondurans advanced aircraft.
Emblematic of Israel's in-touch status in Honduras, before Washington
could prepare the papers for the F-5Es it was offering, Israel had the
Tegucigalpa government's signature on a preliminary agreement to buy 24

Kfir combat aircraft-a deal that could be worth as much as $200 million.
To coax their quick agreement, Israel had assured the Hondurans that
Washington would finance the deal. An incredulous State Department
official said no such approval had been given. At the timethe Jerusalem Post

said that the National Security Council would have final say on the
arrangements.l63 Later it would be revealed that the Kfir sale was one side

of a quid pro quo which would have sent Israeli advisers to the contras. Still
later, the Kfir sale fell through.

Costa Rica

Someday it may be precisely known how great a role Israel played in
subverting the government of Costa Rica to accede to Washington's use of
its territory as a secondary base in the war against Nicaragua. More is

presently known about how the U.S. bribed Costa Rican officials to turn a

blind eye to the contras; how they ran a CIA and then a "private" operation
the northern part of the country, which included foreign mercenaries, drug
running, a clandestine airstrip, and at least two assassination attempts and

managed to exercise a progressively greater influence on the small,
relatively democratic nation's media, as the contra campaign wore on.l64

Israel, however, had the inside track. Luis Alberto Monge, elected to
the Costa Rican presidency in 1982, is probably one of the strongest
Zionists in Central America. Formerly Costa Rican ambassador to Israel,
during his presidential campaign Monge promised to move Costa Rica's
embassy to Jerusalem, while his foreign-minister-to-be said that the

National Liberation Party would hold relations with Israel to be a

"principal preoccupation."l65 In May 1982, Costa Rica became the first
government to return its embassy to the city which all other nations had

deserted when Israel annexed and declaredJerusalem its undivided capital
in l gg0.r66

I
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Costa Rica did not have an army, but it did have one of the highestforeign debts in the world, and thar gave Irrr.l so...ohat of a handle. Soonafter his election, Monge met in the u.s. with Israeri prime MinisterMenachem Begin, who introduced him ro a number of leading bankers,
thus helping him to renegotiate costa Rica's debt to prru",. urir.r.#

Begin pressed Monge hard to abandon the neutrality costa Rica hadmaintained since 1948,.in effect seconding the words lrr n.rerrfuN
Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick, that if 6osta Rica wanted aid fromWashington, it would have to create an army-168

Begin offered military aidr6e and in January r9B3 the costa RicanPublic Security Minister visited Israel, tou-ring defense prants and meetingwith Defense Minister Sharon, Bejin and"Foreign'Minister viirnrr.
shamir.lT0 shamir had been in costa R"ica the previous october and offerednon-military cooperation. I 7 t

Limited amounrs of Israeri m'itary aid began to flow to costa Rica,spolice forces'l 72 and Israelis came to train the sec'urity porice, ,p..irt ,".ii..t
:.gu'9-ltt'and intelligence agenrs.rT4 Israeris themserves carried out various
"intelligence acivities" in Costa Rica.l75

Israel's parastatal rahar collaborated with with u.s. AID to develop aborder barrier comprising roads, electronic barriers, and an 
"gribrri;.rrZsettlement scheme.lT6 It was an open secrer that this instrilatiori*a, pr., 

"rthe campaign against Nicaragua.

A Classic Case of Disinformation:
l"Anti-Semitism and the Sandinistasr, ,....

I The War for the Jews

There is probably only one thing for which the Reagan Administra-
tion must be forgiven: its failure to understand why Democrats in congress
fairly swooned with approval for Israel's acts of military aggression, while
remaining obdurately disapproving of similar moves made by the white
House.r At least half of the administration's effort to make Israer a full
partner in the contra war was aimed at harnessing Israel's political clout to a
policy which the public consistently found utterly loathsome.

As an Israeli columnist put it, "American cooperation with Israer can,
during any U.s. military activities in the caribbean, make the difference
between success and failure in the House of Representatives."2

when Israel's political support was resrrained by its need to cater to its
liberal constituency, which includes not only members of congress, but the
vast majority of Jews in the united States, the obvious task for the
administration was to converr that constituency.

From mid-1983, when it began importuning Israel to get involved,
until congress passed contra aid in June 1986, the administration carried
out a nonstop effort to winJewish support for the contras. Using methods
that were sometimes crude, sometimes slick, occasionally anti-Semitic and
almost completely unsuccessful, the administration hammered away.

I
169
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The same July day that leaked news of Israel's activities in Central
America appeared on the front page of the Neq.' York Times marked the
debut of a campaign to smear Nicaragua's government with charges of
anti-Semitism. The previous day the President had used a White House
briefing for Jewish groups to launch a campaign of spurious charges of
anti-Semitism against the governmenr of Nicaragua. This was part of what
the White House called "public diplomacy"-appeals to various special
interest groups to support its policies, especially its contra policy.3 The
Jewish appeal had been cooked up by the CIA, and it was anti-Semitic to
the core.

Former FDN leader Edgar Chamorro told of how he had met with
three CIA officers in Coral Gables, Florida in rhe spring of 1983. It was
decided ar that meeting to "target" American Jews with stories about
Sandinista anti-Semitism. The CIA thought this would be a worthwhile
propaganda exercise because, recounted Chamorro, "They said that the
media was controlled by Jews, and if we could show that Jews were being
persecuted, it would help a lot."

The CIA knew in advance that Isaac Stavisky and Abraham Gorn, the
two men they planned to have at the White House briefing, had been
persecuted for their collaboration with Somoza, not for their religion.a

The White House had also learned, four days earlier, from irs
ambassador in Managua that the charges were spurious. A cable from the
embassy stated:

[T]he evidence fails to demonstrate that the Sandinistas have
followed a policy of anti-Semitism...Although mosr members of
Nicaragua's tiny Jewish community have left the country and
some have had rheir properties confiscated, there is no direct
correlation between rheirJewish religion and the trearment they
received.5

Nevertheless, at the briefing the President, with the usual coy little
catch in his voice, accused Nicaragua of anti-Semitism. Rabbi Morton
Rosenthal, the director of the Anti-Defamation League's (ADL) Latin
America division, explained that Stavisky and Gorn had been driven out by
the Sandinistas, who had expropriated their property and seized the
synagogue in Managua.6

Actually, as many subsequent investigations would point out, the
Jewish community in Nicaragua had been miniscule, numbering around
50, down from around 150 before the massive 1972 earthquake.T In
January 1979 Gorn, the recognized leader of the smallJewish community,8
took delivery of a Honduran shipment addressed to the Somoza National
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Guard.e The Nicaraguan human rights organization said Gorn received a

telegram notifying him of the shipmenr from a 'Jewish citizen of
Honduras," the implication being rhat Gorn was nor only a social intimate
of Somoza, but also involved in Israeli arms deals.l0 Gorn's associare,
Stavisky, "apparently has admitted running guns for Somoza."ll

After the dictator's fall, many who had enjoyed his patronage-Jews
and gendles-fled. The assets of collaborators were seized under clearly
defined laws.l2 And contrary to Washington's disinformation, investigators
found several Jewish-owned businesses still in operation.t3

The investigators included a delegation of members of New Jewish
Agenda,ra a group from 21.4 omentMagazine,l5 Rabbi Balfour Brickner of the

i ,Stephen Wise Free Synagogue in New York,16 and the executive director of
, the Milwaukee Jewish Council.lT Local groups also investigated the

charges of anti-Semitism and reported back to their communities that they
were spurious.

Latin American investigators were harsher in their refutations. Sergio
Nudelstejer, who heads the AmericanJewish Commirtee's Mexico office,
said that the Jews left Nicaragua because of "facrors other rhan anri-
Semitism, including their belonging to rhe propertied classes." A press
release issued by the World Jewish Congress said Panama City Rabbi
Heszel Klepfisc had been to Nicaragua in September 1983 and found that
there was an "anti-lsrael" tendency, but no anti-Semitism.l8 "The
statements of Rabbi Rosenthal are nor based on fact and do damage to the

Jewish cause in Central America and, in my opinion, also to Israel,"
Klepfisz, a recognized leader of Latin AmericanJewry, wrore in a letter in
April l9$'t.tr

In its analysis of the situarion, the Council on Hemispheric Affairs
(COHA) noted that, "while anti-Zionism sometimes spills over into anti-
Semitism, rhere is little evidence that rhis has transpired in contemporary
Nicaragua." COHA saw Nicaragua's position as determined by

the sort of sympathy with the Palestinian cause rhar is de riguer
Isic] among left-leaning Third World regimes. This sentiment,
coupled with the role Israel has played in arming rightist
regimes throughout Latin America, has prompted the San-
dinistas to adopt an avowedly anti-Zionist foreign policy.20

A State Department Bureau of Human Rights and Humanirarian
Affairs team also carried out extensive interviews in Nicaragua and turned
up no evidence of anti-Semitism.2l

Journalists' reporrs corroborate what the investigators found. After
having spoken withJews still living in Nicaragua (this did tend ro refure the
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charges of the entire community having been driven into exile) as well as
the Nicaraguan government, Edward cody of the washington pi.r/ reported
that all agreed that the synagogue was nor confiscated, but abandoned by
the Jews and later used by the Nicaraguans for a childrens' association.22

Although in 1982 the pro-government Managua paper Nuero Diario
had run a series of articles which the president orine Mexican branch of
B'nai B'rith perceived as anti-Semitic,2l several journalisrs determined that
the editors had merely confused the terms forJew and Israeli.2a According
to the Nicaraguan governmenr's human rights unit, the article .ruring
particular distress had been one of a series, reflecting the views of
theologians who had spoken at the church of the Nazarenl in Managua.zs

clerical anti-semitism in Nicaragua does nor seem to be limiied to
pro-governmenr forces. Bishop Miguel Obando y Bravo, an avid par_
ucipant in the Reagan Administration's war against Nicaragua, preached an
October 1984 sermon in Managua containing these lines:

[T]he leaders of Israel...mistreated [the prophets], bear them,
killed them. Finally as supreme proof of iris iou., 

-Cod 
sent his

divine Son, but they...also killed him, crucifying him...The
Jews killed the prophets and finally the Son of'God...Such
idolatry calls fonh the sky's v€ngeancs.',26

obando, who has since been appointed cardinal, did not deign to reply to a
query by Rabbi Ronald B. Sobel, chair of the ADL Intergroup R.l.iion,
Committee.2T There is no trail of press clippings pointlg to an ADL
pursuit of this matter.

- As had many other investigators, a North AmericanJewish woman
who had lived in Nicaragua for three years nored that there was much
ignorance, with Nicaraguans believing that Jews killed christ. ,,The
hardest question was from Nicaraguans who wanted to know why Jews
and Israelis wanted to kill them. They know only one Hebrew -o.a-Galil-written on all rhe weapons in the hands of the contras.,'28

. For its part, the Nicaraguan governmenr was quite sensitive to the
issue. "we have broken our relations with Israel, but we go out of our way
to show our love and respect for the Jewish peoplej' stated Foreign
Minister Miguel D'Escoto.2e

- 
-That 

these charges were far fetched was underscored by the fairure of
the State Department to include anti-semidsm in the annual critique of
Nicaragua it published inits country Reports on Human Rights practi)es for
1980' 1981 and 1982.30 In 1983 it noted the ADL reporr.irExcept for
Assistant secretary of state Elliott Abrams, who said that Nicaragua was
anti-Semitic because it recognizes the pl-O,lz the State Dep"artment
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confined its energies to putting out rracrs "proving" that Nicaragua was
part of an international "terrorist" network.l3

But rhe charges were nor without some cffect: the home of the
Nicaraguan consul in Toronto was sroned by members of the Jewish
Defense League. And Rep. MichaelBarnes (D-MD) who, as chaiiof the
subcommittee on Latin America of the House Foreign Affairs committee,
was always popping up on television opposing the administrarion,s conrra
policy, released a letter to Managua accusing Nicaragua of "government-
sponsored anti-semitism" and declaring himell outraged ar reporrs he had
read about the "forced exile by your government of the entire Jewish
community."34

Rather than uniting the u.s. Jewish communiry behind the Reagan
policy, the controversy over the ADL's charges caused consternation and
disputes among major U.s. Jewish organizations.35 withour disputing the
question of anti-Semitism, Henry Siegman, Executive Direcior oi the
American Jewish Congress nored rhat,

The only significant question before the American people with
r€specr to Nicaragua is whether the appropriate response to the
dangers posed by the Sandinistas is military assisiance to the
contras...To invoke anti-Semitism as an expedient to gain
supporr for controversial policies not only brings these policies
further into question, but also compromises the battle^against
anti-Semitism.l6

It is possible thar the campaign even backfired, causing previously
uncommitted Jews to take a stand against rhe contra war and the
administrarion's central America policy. The American Jewish congress
passed a resolution opposing conrra aid.3TJews also began participating in
the sanctuary movement, protecting refugees from El- sarvador and
Guatemala from the Reagan Adminisrration. By earry 1987,340 Reform
temples, a dozen conservative congregations and severalJewish organiza-
tions, including New Jewish Agenda, had formally affiliated with sanc-
tuary coalitions.3s

One of the founders of the sancruary movemenr, Rabbi Joseph
weizenbaum of remple Emmanu-El in Tucson, remarked that he en-
deavors to convince the central American refugees with whom he works
that "there's more to Judaism than the foreign policy of Israel."ie

- In a crowning irony, it was larer revealed that the white House Dige st
forJuly 20, 1983, the day that stavisky and Gorn had made their debui as
"vicrims" of the sandinistas, had had rhe references to sandinista ,,anti-

Semitism" delered, presumably after rhe cable from Ambassador euainton.
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But in his public remarks the Presidenr read the deleted rexr,4O and both he
and the ADL's Rosenthal wourd conrinue to preach what they knew to be
lies as gospel.

Rabbi Rosenthal in particular would keep working the subject, with
hysterical charges that the wholeJewish community had bcen driven our of
Nicaragua. He issued a "whire paper" reiterating his initiar fraudurent
allegations in March l986-the same day that piesident Reagan read a
televised speech containing the assertions that the Jewish ,y.r"rgogu. in
Managua had been "desecrated and firebombed'i-it hri , LJlo,ou
cocktail thrown with small effect against its door during the war against
somoza,{l-and that the "entire Jewish community" hal been ,,foried 

to
flcc Nicaragua."42 T'he ADL's "white paper" was distributed to members
of Congress.a3

^- And as regularly as clockwork, beforea vote on contra aid, "victims,,
of Nicaraguan anti-Semitism wourd come forward to do what they could
for the cause.

Rclatives of the "exiled" NicaraguanJews surfaced in l9g5 as part of a
campaign launched ro lobby for gl4 million in conrra aid. Iiillea as
"conservative Nicaraguan Jews," Elena Gorn (the daughter-in-law of
Abraham) and sarita and oscar Kelrerman joined conira readers in a
national campaign "ro convince American Jews that the sandinista
governmenr is anti-semitic and anti-Israel." The campaign specifically
targetedJewish members oIcongress and members of congress with rarge
Jewish consrituencies who had opposed contra aid. The thle exiles joined
contra leaders for washingron press conferences and then met individually
with members of congress, at synagogues and with "conservativ." groupr.
They called fresh attention to the ord charges of Nicaraguri ,nti-
Semitism.aa

In 1986 seven exiles appeared at a washingron press conference
sponsored by the rightist National Jewish Coalition.a5

- over the years, as the administration despaired and labored to recruit
Israel to its cause, there were other approaches made to Jews, seeking their
backing for conrra aid, but also, giventhe inrervenrion of Israeli dipiomats
in the 1986 contra aid battle, "discreetly encourag[ing] American Jewishbodies ro lobby Congress in favor of the $ 100 miiion the preside-nt was
asking for the mercenaries,"46 almost certainly, to soften up pubric ofinron
to a possible furure overr Israeli role in the conrra program.

- .. Much propaganda was made of the links b.i*..r, Nicaragua, Iran,
Libya and rhe PLo. "lf the sandinisras are ailowed to .o.,soriiate their
hold on Nicaragua," intoned president Reagan, ,,we'll 

have , p..-rna.r,
staging ground for rerrorism. A home away fiom home for eadtrafi, arafat

and the Ayatollah, just three hours by air from the U.S. border."4i (At the
time, of course, the man reading those lines was selling arms to "the
Ayatollah.")

under thc masthead of white House Digesl, rhe administration
l,distributed, until at least early 1985, a propaganda piece entirled "The
l PLo in central America." Derogatory .ritoon, indicated connecions
between the PLo and various "terrorisr" organizations. The FSLN was of
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, course included, but so were defuncr groups such as the u.S. Brack panther
'Party and south American organizations rhar had rong since become
^electoral formations. of Israeli origin, the white House giveaway had been
photocopied from a piece given out by the far-right Jewish Institute for
National security Affairs (IINSR;.+t one of the founders of JINSA was
Michael Ledeen, who figured prominently in the lran-contra 

-scandal.

The point was made repeatedly that Khadafy, Arafat and Khomeini
were using Nicaragua as a "terror base." In actuality Nicaragua's ties with
the PLo were, in addition to the diplomatic sphere, mainry incivil aviation,
agriculture and technical assisrance.ae In early 1985 the Nicaraguan
embassy in washingron explained rhar some military rraining had been
accepted from Libya, and that, even though col. Khadafy had offered
troops' these had been declined, as Nicaragua was bending over backr.l,,ardr
to avoid anything which might be perceived by the administration ,r .

provocation.50 The connecrion with Iran was primarily an oil-for-sug.,r
barter arranged in early 1985.5t otherwise it was limired to verbal
solidarity between rwo victims of u.s. aggression.52 only later would it
become known that NSC staffer Lt. col. oliver Norrh was overcharging
Iran for u.S. arms and diverting the profirs from those sares ro the coniras.

It is, of course, impossible to assess exactly what impact rhe anti-
semitism charges and the hyperbole about Iran, Libya ana tne pLo had on
Jewish citizens. That the administration never altered the content of its
campaign for Jewish support of its contra program did not necessarily
connote success-instead it indicated a stubborn belief that Jews would
respond as Jews, rather than members of the body politic. In other words:
anti-Semitism. Nevertheless, right-wing Jewish groups worked eagerly
with the administration to converr U.S. Jews to the .o.rtra cause.

At a White House meeting on March 5, 1986, president Reagan
lobbied leaders of ma jor Jewish organizations to supporr rhe $ 100 miliion
contra aid bill to be considered by the House of Representatives. He
reiterated the propaganda about the PLo, Iran and Libya, and suggested an
additional special 'Jewish" reason for supporting the contras: Jews should
support contra aid because u.S. credibility to allies in Latin America and to
Israel was at stake.
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Kenneth Bialkin, the chairman of the Conference of Presidents of
MajorJcwish Organizations, and ar the time leadcr of the ADL, cndorsed
the Reagan policy, but hc stressed thar he could not endorse it on behalfof
the entireJewish community which the conference purports ro represenr.53

Other Jewish rightists did not make the kind of prominenr headlines
Bialkin did. JINSA, for instance, confined its efforts to a letter ro the ediror
of the Wall Street Journal repeating the spurious anti-Semitism charges and
to repetitious anti-Nicaragua propaganda in irs newsletter. In the Congres-
sional Record of March 19,1986, Rep. Vin Weber (R-MN) inserted a letter
signed by prominent Jews such as Max Fisher and Jack Srein, a former
president of the Conference of Major Jewish Organizations, stressing rhe
connections between Nicaragua and the PLO and Libya.5a

The administration also used individual Jews in its efforts ro sway

Jewish opinion. In the spring of 1986, the President entertained a group
including Wall Street crook Ivan Boesky-before he was busred for insider
trading, Boesky was a leading donor to Jewish causes-and ultraright
Jewish Senator Chic Hecht (R-NV;.ss

The contras were at best half-way down the list of priorities ofJewish
right-wingers, but the President's objectives nearly doverailed wirh the
aims of these groups, which have long sought to shift the Jewish
community to the right. Premised upon the notion that the primary
"mission" of Jews in the U.S. is to support Israel, the argument of these
rightists is that alliances are best made with proponents of unbridled
military spending and unreasoning hostility toward the nations of the East
bloc and much of the Nonaligned Movement. The proponents of a Jewish
shift to the right further argue rhar Jews, who have historically been
involved in disproportionate numbers in srruggles for social and economic
justice, have become too affluent and powerful to have common interests
with the left.

There have always been Jewish righr-wingers, out of synch with the

Jewish experience of suffering and persecution and out of step with the
mainstream. Early in the century the high tone German-American Jews
disdained Eastern EuropeanJews who were fled pogroms and srarvation to
arrive in the U.S. in great numbers. The Russian Jews were labeled "anti-
American" and the newcomers' Yiddish newspapers were decried as

"socialistic" by the German-born Jews.56 In more recenr times, Jewish
leaders worked with the McCarthy committees ro "convicr" lefristJews.sT

This push to the right was given new impetus under rhe Herut
governments of Menachem Begin (1977-1983) and Yitzhak Shamir
(1983- 1984), who encouraged U.S.Jewish organizarions to make common
cause with televangelists such as Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell,
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preachers who used religion to mobilize millions into the political process
in support of l9th century social norms and madcap military spending.
That these biblethumpers had traditionally been the reservoir of anti-
Semitism troubled Begin not-nor, for rhat matter, AD[-'s Nathan
Perlmutter.5s

The tactics underlying this strange mating were expecrations that
far-right fans of military spending would supporr continued high levels of
U.S. military aid to Israel (they do not appear to have done so with the
regularity of the liberal Democrats) and that the televangelists would pump
tourists into Israel. This has been the case, to a limited degree, with both
Robertson and Falwell and their local clones. However, the friendship has

been accompanied by the spread ofa very bizarre,cultlike approach to the

Jewish state. Called premillenialism, devotees literally believe Biblical
predictions that the last battle of Armageddon (against rhe "Northern
satanic force," i.e. the Soviet Union) will be fought in Israel-it will, of
course, be nuclear-and Jesus Christ will "rerurn" and gather up the true
believers into a "rapture," while the rest of the world agonizes in war and
turmoil.se There are shades of anti-Semitism to this school of superstition:
believers say that all of theJews must be gathered back in Israel before the
commencement of the end of time, which they so eagerly await.60

Although the tours and paraphernalia of this cult are not selling quite
as well as they used to,6l those who subscribe to it become passionate
devotces of Israel, visiting sites of the coming war, and adopting rhe Israeli
line of dismissing with contempt all Arabs, parricularly thc Palestinians.62

It could not possibly be an accident that the Begin love affair with the
right-wing evangelicals began at the very rime that South Africa was
beginning to establish links with, and funnel money ro, the same groups.
The religious right-to call it partial to South Africa is to undersrate rhe
case-is given a great deal of the credit for the election of Ronald Reagan in
I 980.

The years when the administration was trying to harness willingJews
to its Central America policies were years of considerable contention
between Jewish liberals and the less extreme shadings of Jewish rightism.
The invasion of Lebanon had been a watershed, with someJewish liberals
resentful of pressure from the Begin government to quell their criticism and
support the war. Hoping to foster civil rights,Jewish-Arab contact, and to
prevent the strengthening of settlements in occupied territories and of
hardline religious institutions, some of these liberals began exploring
methods of channeling their donations to Israel to projects not controlled
by the government-linkedJewish Agency.63 SomeJewish liberals began to
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argue tharJews must avoid making Israel the sole criterion of their political
commitmenr and direcr their political work toward multi-issue coaitions.6a

This sparring has bypassed the many Jews outside the organized
community. Jewish vorers have not responded to the call from the right.
Jewish males were the only white ethnics to vote againsr president Rerg.n
in 1984. In the March 20, 1986 vore on contra aid, 2r of the 30 Jewish
members of the House voted no. Prior ro rhe vote, members of congress
had received a letter from the Qnion of American Hebre- cong..grtl.,r,
a grouping identified -ittt R. -

feg5{nred !lt1l\!C opposed mititary aid to the.ontrrrlffril.tiiirlio
refuted the anti-SifriiKm charges against Nicaragua.65

Will the Lessons Be Learned?

If Israel is to be disengaged from the war against Nicaragua, the
irnpetus will have to come from the U.S. In Israel there has been only the
smallest voice of opposition to involvement with the contras and it has

quavered. That voice has originated withthe leaders of the Mapam party, a

socialist Zionist party whose base is the kibbutzim and which, until 1984,
had been part of the Labor Alignment, only breakin g 

^w^y 
when Labor

f oined Likud to form the l9B4 unity government.
A high-ranking Mapam delegation visited Israel in late 1984 and on its

return formed the Israeli Committee of Solidarity with Nicaragua,l a group
which several Israelis described as "tiny" and "quiet."

Two years later a delegation from Nicaragua's Agrarian Reform
Research and Study Center was said to have been set to visit Israeli
distribution cooperatives and kibbutzim as guests of Mapam. It was
possibly Mapam's hope that contact with Nicaraguan officials might lead to
an improvement of relations between the two countries.2 The visit,
however, never materialized and soon after the eruption of the lran-contra
scandal the Israeli press said it had been canceled.3

Responding to an article in a British magazine about the visit, the
Nicaraguan Ambassador to the UK said that Nicaragua had never
contemplated sending a delegation to Israel.a

Instead of explaining why Nicaragua might under the circumstances
have difficulty approaching Israel, Mapam showed journalists a letter it said
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was from the Nicaraguan delegation. A Mapam reader said Nicaragua had
canceled the visit because of "Arab pressure." Mapam also re."mained
"curiously silent" about the sale of Israeli Kfir .ombrt jets to Honduras,
under discussion at that time5 and deemed to be a major escalation of the
situation in Central America.

- The Israeli government itserf has blown hot and cold about Nicaragua.
Its most enthusiastic statements about improving relations, however, a.a.
soon after the Iran-contra scandal broke, as Is.ael soughr by.u..y -".n.possible to demonsrrare that ir could not possibly have-had any connectio'
with the conrras. The Israeli governmenr propagated a srory in rhe ly'eur
York rimes that between 1982 and r 9B6 iiha; tiied to ,epri. it, ,elations
with Nicaragua, offering developmenr assistance programs and the pos-
sibility of diplomatic recognition as a means of boostinf Nica.agua's image
"with an important secror of American political opiniln."o
, The Nicaraguan government had quite a different perspective on what
Israel had been trying to do. The governmenr of Nicaragua *ourd mrk..ro
official commenr on the Israeli claims, but a well-info..nld rou..., ,p.rt irrg
on condition of anonymity, said that contacts between the two gou.rn-
ments had been scanr, limited to the occasional encounter at the"united
Nations. Moreover, according to this source, Nicaragua believes that Israer
has played a generally counrerproductive rore in cJntral America, .iaing
the Guatemalan and Salvadoran miritary forces in their bloody,rr.-fi, ,o
stifle_domestic opposition, as well as supporting rhe conrras.

where is the truth? Israeli officials, for instance, say that when they
were offering Nicaragua diplomacy and assisrance thepalso pointed out
that Israel "was refraining from helping the contras," .u.n though
Nicaragua's solidarity with the pl-o anJ its vote in the uN with the
Nonaligned bloc were "viewed as provoking Israel.',7

Israeli officials routinely profess ruppo., for the contadora peace
process led by Panama, Mexico, Venezuela and colombia. However, in
1983 ir took quite a bit of effort for the contadora narions ro ger a sraremenr
from Israel supportive of their efforts to find a peaceful l"rrl.n'.nt fo.
strife-torn Central America.8

In 1984 it was Nicaragua, nor Israer, which offered to normalize ties.
Talking- to a visiting New Jewish Agenda delegation, Vice p..siient
sergio Ramirez said that were shimon peres "to consolidate poriticar
power in Israel, there could be some prospect" for Nicaragu" ro..rrr.r, i,,
relations with Tel Aviv.e

But under Peres, Israel aided the Reagan Administration,s venderra

1sa1n.st 
Nicaragua. InJune 1986 Foreign Minister yitzhak shamir made

the bizarre charge that impoverished Nicaragua was aiding the palestine
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Liberation Organization.l0 He later said that Nicaragua was aiding
ttterror," which he called "an international monster spread over con-
tinents." Shamir "congrarulated the United States on its anti-rerror war in
South America," saying that Israel "favors cooperation for the suppression
of terror."ll Several months later, Israeli military sources charged that
,Nicaragua's national airline Aeronica had sold Fatah, the principal
component of the PLO, four DC-8 aircraft to rransporr troops and military
equipment. William Ramirez, Nicaragua's rransport minister, heatedly
denied the charge. "We would certainly like to have DC-8s," he said, and
went on to list all nine planes in Nicaragua's civil aviation fleet.l2

At the UN, Israel was the only counrry to vote wirh the U.S. against a
1986 resolution demanding that Washington revoke its economic embargo
against Nicaragua.ls On an earlier resolution upholding a World Court
judgment against the U.S. and demanding that Washington cease its aid to
the contras, approved by the General Assembly on November 3, Israel
joined El Salvador and the U.S. in casting the only negative votes.14

With the probable defeat of further conrra aid in the wake of the
Iran-contra scandal, there will again be a vacuum in Central America;
floating in it will be thousands of untethered conrra mercenaries. Opinion is
divided on whether Israel will also withdraw or whether it will increase its
involvement with the contras, spurred on perhaps by the same minority
factions in the U.S. establishment which developed and ran the war against
Nicaragua in the first place.

Given its past track record in Central America, if there is money to be
made-two possible sources are narco-profits and donations from South
Africa, which would have srrong motivation for playing such an interna-
tional role-and political leverage to be gained, Israel would very likely
continue its low-profile assistance to the contras.

Passive speculation about which outcome is more likely is not
worthwhile if the goal is to dissuade Israel from delving further into the
Central American bloodbath. Public pressure applied as never before must
block that option; it leads to nothing more complicated than murder-and
our complicity in it.
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Conclusion

What use is it to save Central Americans from death at the hands of
U.S.-sponsored governments and mercenary bands if it is only to deliver
them to the same clients and cutthroats courtesy of Israel? Is work on behalf
of the liberation struggle in South Africa of any use if Israel is not prevented
from arming and entrenching the minority regime? Yet, given the difficulty
of restraining any of Israel's actions, is it not impossible to force a halt to
these often clandestine activities, which are both lucrative and protected by
powerful players in the U.S. establishment?

It might be argued that in this era when the word conservative is used

where "fascist" would be perfectly appropriate, and when "liberal"
connotes those who drift in and out of "bipartisan consensus," progressives
should be satisfied with any shred of victory they can achieve. However,
unless the goal is a smug self-delusion, that is a lame argument. And when
the issue is preventing Israel's support of repressive forces, a good case can

be made that progressives have not fought very hard. Despite Israeli
leaders' insistance that many ofthese interventions are carried out as part of
Israel's "strategic" alliance with the U.S.; despite the unparalleled amount
of U.S. assistance Israel receives, which makes it a virtual ward of this
country; and despite the reality that the victims of Israeli aggression have
no reason to distinguish its depredations from U.S. policy-many progres-
sives refuse to be informed about, much less take responsibility for, Israel's
activities.:,,

Ij
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Responsibility is incumbent in the inextricable relationship between
progressive victories on Central America, which have forced the U.S. to
pull back, and the following escalation of Israeli involvement in the same
area. Guatemala is an example in progress, albeit largely ignored. Meaning-
ful sanctions against South Africa have also led to stepped-up Israeli efforts
to arm Pretoria (sometimes with U.S. technology) and to peddle South
African exports here.

However, there is much to suggest that sentiment exists for assuming
that responsibility in a serious way. And there is even more cause for hope
that a reasonably spirited fight against Israel's intervention will succeed.
Conversely, failure to fight Israel's intervention in Southern Africa and
Central America will greatly impair the U.S. left, already sorely wounded
by its failure to include in its galaxy of concerns the Palestinian cause.

What are the objectives in this fight, and what are the obstacles which
must be overcomel Simply stated, Israel must be identified as the scavenger
of abandoned U.S. policy rhat in reality it is. Acrivists and progressive
officials must be brought to understand thar what Israel does outside the
Middle East-and inside, too-has "made in U.S.A." stamped all over it.
When Israel's actions are acknowledged to be our responsibility, it will be
readily apparenr that the solutions lie in U.S. leverage applied to lsrael-
leverage that exisrs in abundance, but has never been used.

Standing between the present situation and that goal is one main
obstacle: fear-fear and irs twisted reflection, cowardice. To a lesser extent,
the bonds developed over several decades berween the U.S. coverr
establishment and Israel will resist uncoupling.

The fear of confronting Israel is not misplaced. Often crirics of Israeli
policy have suffered damage to their reputarions, have lost their jobs, and,
in at least one case (rhat of Alex Odeh, Southern California director of the
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, assassinated by a bomb
in October 1985), have lost life itself. There is no single source of this
threat, no nerve center directing damage control for Israel. Instead it
emanates from a number of organizarions, which over the years have
developed hyperagressive merhods of defending Israel.

At a minimum, Israel's defenders demand of those who wish to remain
in their good graces uncritical, unswerving loyalty. The most commonly
used method of extracting compliance is to brand critics as "anti-Semites."
This is almost always a false charge, equaring criticism of the policies of the
government of Israel with hostility towardJews. Nevertheless, in the wake
of the Holocausr, ir is a potent and disquieting sobriquet, reverberating
especially harshly in the ears of those who have sincerely struggled to
conquer their racism.
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The purpose of these charges of anti-Semitism-and they are leveled

with equal flagrance at Jews and non-Jews alike-is to place Israeli policy
beyond the reach of acceptable public discourse. It is tremendously ironic

that those who purvey them have rarely bothered to distance themselves

from the far more prevalent racism directed against Arabs (but of course,

this form of bigotry seems to work in Israel's favor)'
One of the most extreme-and successful-examples of savaging all

opposition is the u.S. congress, where the slightest dissent against Israeli

positions means almost certain opposition in the next election. In 1982,

Israel's lobbv AIPAC bragged that pro-Israel activists had defeated Illinois'--
Republican Pa-iiffidley by pumping $685,000 in pro-Israeli political

, ection committee (PAC) contributions into the campaign of his opponent.

Findley had represented his district for 22 years, had "voted consistently

for aid to Israel," but had, as a member of the Foreign Affairs Committee,

taken an active interest in U.S. Middle East policy, urged negotiations with
the PLO, and had himself met with PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat.r In
addition to the PAC contributions (from every state in the country),
AIPAC and its allies had discouraged politicians and performers from

appearing on Findley's behalf, and had organized pickets and precinct

walkers to insure his defeat. Findley wondered whether he had been

"chosen for a trip to the political gallows to discourage other Congressmen

from speaking out." When he asked an AIPAC staffer he was told, "You
were the most visible critic of Israeli policy. That's the best answer I can

give." Findley wondered, "could Israel's supporters not tolerate even one

lonely voice of dissent?"2

Curiosity and dissent are a constant threat, urgently requiring
suppression. When Sen. Abraham Ribicoff (D-CT), a Jew and a strong

supporter of Israel, developed a practice of freely criticizing Israeli policies

at private meetings between influential senators and visiting Israeli officials

in the mid-1970s, Israeli officials said "[b]y asking obviously hostile

questions...he was encouraging his colleagues to take critical views of the

Israeli position."s When Ribicoff agreed to have lunch with a representative

of the PLO and another senator, Thomas Eagleton (D-MO), happened on

the luncheon and joined the party, that was proof that "when a Jewish
senaror takes a position that undermines polices of the Israeli government

...it makes it a lot easier for the non-Jews in the Senate to abandon pro-

Israeli positions."a
AIPAC does not wait until elections to make its influence felt. It

coordinates the response ofthousands ofmembers throughout the.ount.y, 
{

who, on a moment's notice, will deluge their representatives in Washington 
I

with phone calls, letters, or even telegrams;s AIPAC has on file signed \
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proxies for the larrer, so there will be no delay.6 Although it is Israel's

-le3' 
s_qgg_d lo_t etAn_-?g9!I,_AtB_{C .i s a I s o a n etw o rk i n g - e.h"n'iiil6i*

national and regional Jewish leaders, many of whom sit on its governing
bodies.T

To the power of AIPAC must be added

the 4etlvork of songressional aides strongly sympathetic to
Israel who meet frequently to coorciinate efforts to pass critical
legislation and also write bills and speeches on Israel for the
members of Congress for whom they work.8

In practice this works to stifle any serious consideration by congress
of issues relating to Israel. Acdon in congress is limited to moving on
Israel's agenda: withholding arms sales from Arab counrries, passing
resolutions forbidding U.s. officials from meeting with the PLO, passing
resolutions condemning UN resolutions critical of Israel, and, of course,
passing ever more monumental no-strings-attached aid appropriations for
Israel.

While AIPAC and the various Jewish organizations devote con-
siderable energy to lobbying congress, they also devote themselves to
defending Israel in other areas of public life&cal politjcs, a,c4.f.gp1a, nCdig.,
Ibg3Jt! In research spurred by his experience at the hands ;f rhis;et-oi[,
Paul Findley chronicled some of the casualties: a campaign against the
Hartford (connecticut) Seminary involving charges that its long-respected
Islamic studies program was anti-Semitic and an ,,al-Fatah support
group"'e a shrill campaign against the Georgetown Cenrer for Con-
temporary Arab Studies for having accepted funds from Arab govern-
ments;10 a campaign against a similar program at Villanova, a Catholic
university in Pennsylvania, and against Middle East Studies programs
nation wide;tt a 1980 campaign against the director of the university of
Arizona's Near Eastern center featuring charges that she was "running a
pro-Arab propaganda nerwork," forcing the resignation of both the
director and her superior.l2

A longrunning media vendeta was launched against the Very
Reverend Francis B. sayre, dean of the (Episcopalian) National cathedral
in washington, D.c. after he preached a sermon inl972 criticizing Israel's
treatment of Palestinians under occupation. Sayre later acknowledged that
the attacks truncated his career.ls Findley also found numerous instances ofin'i *L.?smedia outlets.-*-ffrEil. similar tales from every community and every aspect of
public life. The successful campaign ro ger the Boston Symphony
c)rchestra to drop a performance with Vanessa Redgrave in 1982 made
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national headlines. Others make only a local stir, destroy careers, and rhen
slip unnoticed into history.

Local elections are a focus of intense activity, particularly where black
candidates are involved. Because they have been among the most stalwart
supporters ofPalestinian rights, and because they have access to one ofthe
largest voting blocs in the Democratic Party, black politicians experience
particularly heavy pressure from pro-lsrael activists. There is a history of
friction, over the Middle East and affirmative action, between black and

Jewish leaders, dating back to the Black Power movemenr and intensifying
with the campaign around the Bakke anti-affirmarive action case and the
forced resignation of the Carter Administration's UN Ambassador An-
drew Young for meeting with a representative of the PLO.l4 Pro-lsrael
activists have scarcely concealed their interest in helping to determine
which black politicians come to national prominence.l5 Thus candidates for
local offices as unrelated to foreign policy as county supervisor are judged
on their positions on Israel. Some are pressured privately and others are
asked to endorse a sort of "loyalty oath," often reflecting such extremist
Israeli positions as rejection of negotiations with the PLO.16

The climate has been well prepared for such pressure tactics. There
was little protest, except from American-Arab organizations and organiza-
tions working on Middle East-related issues, when both AIPAC and the
ADL published and circulated "enemies of Israel" lists.lT

Most insidious is the constant barrage of Arab-as-rerrorist propaganda
loosed on Israel's behalf. It has become perfectly acceptable for candidates
for office to refuse the donations of Arab Americans. The Mondale 1984
campaign declared ir had a policy o[ returning such donations.rs In 1986,

Joseph Kennedy, Jr. returned a $100 donation to his congressional
campaign from family friend and former U.S. Senator James Abourezk.

It should not be surprising that, after failing to win a conclusive
victory in its persecution of rhe sanctuary movement,le when the Reagan
Administration next decided ro move against domeitic dissent its target
was eight Palestinian resident aliens and the Kenyan wife of one of them.
They were arrested on January 27 ,1987 after a full-blown FBI investiga-
tion. However, as the investigation failed to turn up any evidence of
"terrorism," they were held for deportation on a violation of the
McCarthy-era McCarran-Walters act-specifically for disseminating lit-
erature advocadng the goals of "world communism."20 There was an
immediate outpouring of support from the civil liberties community and
also from those concerned with the rights of immigranrs and refugees. A
strong defense commirtee was formed. It is still nor clear whether the lesson
of the administration's arrempr to take advantage of the outsider srarus of
the Palestinian movemenr has been fully absorbed by the left.

i
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That Los Angeles was the scene of this testing of the water could not
have been more ironic. Slightly more rhan a year before the arrests Alex
odeh, the Southern california regional director of the American-Arab
Anti-Discrimination committee (ADC), had been assassinated in nearby
Santa Ana by a bomb rigged to go off when he opened the door to the ADC
office.2r rhe FBI has continued to maintain that it is investigating that
murder-but it has not yet been solved.

Odeh had been interviewed on television the previous night, com_
mending the efforts of Egypt and PLo chairman yasir Arafat to negotiate
an end to the hijacking of the cruise ship Achille Lauro.22 An earlieibomb
attempt at the Boston ADC office resulted in the death of a police officer as
he tried to defuse it. other officers of ADC have been threaiened, as have a
number of individuals who speak out against Israel.23

If this organized intimidation was all there was to the Israeli defense
system abroad it would be formidable. But there is more. A recent

participation of leading Iights of the u.s. corporate media. Israeli diplomats
are trained through apprenticeships at Madison Avenue advertising
agencies and public relarions firms. They are taken to meet "rop editors and
executives at the Nrtl York rimes, the washington post, and ihe network
evening news shows," as well as edirors and broadcasters around the
country. They sit in on editorial conferences. Thus they develop both the
contacts and techniques for getting a srory killed or shaded. often their
efforts are butrressed by pressure from u.s. Jewish groups, which have
succeeded in killing some television programs outright, intimidating the
advertisers of others, and getting advertisements for opponents' .i'uses
canceled.2a

Stephen Rosenfeld of the Washingtun plst observed:

Th^ey want 100 percent. They don't want fairness; they want
unfairness on their side, and when they don't get it they'accuse
the press of being unfair. Most journalisis get so much
uninformed, unfair whining from the organized Jews that
Jewish organizations-and ultimately Israel-may lose their
credibility.us

That day is far off. For now, the executive producer at Nighttine
admits that Israel is "overrepresenred" on the show, and rhat the pl-o is
excluded-because it is not considered a "counterpoint to Israel.,'26

underlying these efforts are rhe covert activities of Israeli agents of
Mossad and possibly other intelligence services. Mossad, accordin! to one
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U.S. intelligence experr, "[has] penetrations all through the U.S. govern-
ment. They do better than the KGB."27 It is well known that Israel
regularly monitors u.s. government communicarions (in order to be able
to respond in a timely manner ro any conremplated new policy directions.)
"We have to assume that they have wire taps all over town," said a senior
State Department official.

Mossad also, according ro a 1979 CIA study, "acquires data for
ri !el.' ns r@-.di";6;fic.dt;Mqrqed
y,.'3"ry':sldt':e"tig.lgg'-trits1p1ka1y9! ash-ig\l),:pla99{f lguresi@2sSom?ictivist-ssusp6ctisraeiiinvolvementin
COINTELPRO, the CIA program of the 1960s and 1970s that targeted
domestic dissidents.

It is because these organizations and their methods have been allowed
to proceed unchallenged for so long that they now appear so menacingly
invincible. It is unlikely that they will melt like the wicked witch of the
west with the first bucket of warer. Nonetheless, insiders are aware that the
juggernaut has little depth. "You have an underlying fragility thar was only
overcome by political fear," remarked a Defense Department official, in an
attempt to describe a sudden outpouring of negativity toward Israel among
government bureaucrats following the arrest of Jonathan Jay Pollard for
spying for Israel.2e

Of particular concern to Jews who have never felt that the pro-lsrael
network represenred them, its actions only confirm the old shibboleths of
anti-Semites: thatJews control the media; that they conspire to control the
government. Some worry that an anti-Semiric backlash is inevitable. The
vehement champions of Israel have no answer to this dilemma. They have
been riding high for so long, it has perhaps nor occurred to them that they
have created something of a monsrer, with at least the potential capacity to
inflict harm on irs creator as well as its intended victim.

For the moment, however, it is the progressives who are facing the
monster-or would be, if rhey only dared to look. The fight will have to be
waged where the challenge is: in the Congress and electoral politics; and in
political and cultural life on a local level. The costs of blindness and
passivity, in the long run, are apt ro be even higher than a head-on
confrontation.
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In Congress

Although it seems all but impossible to present a counrerweight to the
pro-Israeli lobby, there is already evidence that issues concerning Israel's
behavior outside the Middle East are a key point of vulnerability. This
suggests that it will be easier to persuade both activists and legislators to
deal with Israeli intervention outside the Middle East than with anything
Israel does within its own bailiwick. This is a tactical rather rhan a moral
question. Israel's lobby is armed to the teeth on issues relating to
brutalization of the Palestinians under occuparion, Israel's use of Lebanon
for target practice and spare water, and its strange assortment of strategies,
alliances and enemies among the regional actors.

The lobby is weaker where Israeli dealings with oppressor regimes
outside the Middle East are concerned. Israel's ludicruous denials of any
involvement with the contras after the lran-contra scandal broke demon-
strated two things: there is an absolure lack of excuses for such behavior;
Congressional Democrats are offended by these activities,30 although they
are too well disciplined to squawk about them. AIPAC doesn't have much
to say either, at least nothing suitable for publication.

Particularly hot potatoes have been issues dealing with Israel's
relations with South Africa. The Jewish rank and file is also profoundly
disturbed, preferring not to try to talk abour why Israel must continue
selling arms to South Africa.3l

Everything Congress has ever done on this subject has been awkward,
like children trying to get the cookie jar back on rhe shelf before being
noticed. If anti-apartheid organizations had nor been so delicate about
avoiding discussion of Israel's support of the white regime, on at leasr rwo
occasions Congress might have been left with no recourse but to do the
right thing and apply pressure on Israel to halt its dealings with South
Africa.

Had there been a presence by representatives of anti-apartheid
organizations when Rep. John Conyers (D-MI) proposed legislation on
South Africa's nuclear weapons, things might have gone differently indeed.
This is a supersensitive issue-not the nuclear arsenal of Sou th Africa per se

but its nuclear mentor, Israel-which, if Congress faced, might result in
cutting off aid to Israel. U.S. law calls for curting off aid to a client which
shares nuclear technology with a non-signer of the Nuclear Nonprolifera-
tion Treaty. (Neither Israel nor South Africa has signed the treaty.)

When Rep. Conyers attempted to amend the 1985 foreign aid bill with
an amendment, which he said was "a very simple prohibition that provides
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that no foreign assistance, military or economic, may be provided to any
country having a nuclear relationship with South Africa," the following
dialogue occurred in the Africa subcommittee of the Foreign Affairs
Committee:

Conyers: All this amendment does, and it names no
countries and it indicts no nations, is that we say rhat, any nation
from this point on...having anything to do with developing
nuclear capability with South Africa could be prohibited from
receiving assistance from the United States...

[Howard] Wolpe [(D-MI), Chair of the subcommittee]: I
have some concerns about the amendment as it has been drafted,
if I understand it correctly it could result in the cutoff of cash
sales, military equipment ro some U.S. allies and NATO, for
example, France for example, if they have a nuclear relationship.

I think, though, this is an issue that needs to be explored. I
would suggest that this matter be further explored in committee
hearings...32

Wolpe persuaded Conyers to wirhdraw the amendment on the promise of
considering the issue during hearings on nuclear proliferation. That was in
1985-Conyers had just released a report on rhe 1979 nuclear test
conducted by South Africa and Israel-and those hearings have never been
held, largely through lack of expressed consrituent interest, according to
some congressional insiders.

Another such scene played itself out in the Senate the following year,
again without any activisr input. This time, fortuitously, the results were
better. But lack of constituenr action has almost totally vitiated what could
have been a real victory. Together with Sen. Dan Evans (R-WA), Sen.
Charles Mathias (R-MD)-he was retiring and had nothing to lose-
amended anti-apartheid legislation to penalize U.S. aid recipients which
had military dealings with the apartheid regime. This section of the Evans-
Mathias amendment caused great consternation among Democrats on the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

The committee retreared behind closed doors where, according ro a
staff member, the implications for Israel were openly discussed. Three
votes were taken on the amendment. On the first vote Senator Alan
Cranston (D-CA) joined rightist Republicans Helms, Boschwitz, Pressler
and Murkowski in the minority. On a move for reconsideration, a 9-8
victory was wrested by Israel's friends, who on that pass included
Democrats Pell, Biden, and Dodd as well as Cransron. A third vote,
occasioned by a change of heart on rhe part of Sen. Christopher Dodd
(D-CT) affirmed the amendment by a vote of l0-7. Of rhe commirtee's
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Democrats, cranston and claiborne Pell remained in the minority with
Jesse Helms and company.

Although sen. Pell's seniority would shortry boost him into the chair
of the Foreign Relations committee, the Rhode Isrand Democrat had never
put himself forward as a national leader. euire the reverse was true of
cranston, who in l984 ran for the Democratic nomination for president
and portrayed himself as the candidate of the nuclear disarmament
movement. Also in 1984, cranston had led the pack in an ourcry over rhe
administration's efforts to transfer nuclear energy technology to the
Peoples Republic of china. Acting on a briefing from the Israellembassy,
he worked ro block the china sale for a year on the grounds that china
might transfer the technology to Pakistan for its "Islamic bomb."3i
cranston also styled himself one of the senate's most adamant oponents of
apartheid. Prior to his votes with Jesse Helms in the Foreign Relations
committee, he had introduced to the senate the very exempla.y bill against
apartheid authored by Rep. Ronald V. Dellums (D-cA) thai was fassed
by the House.la

- Interestingly, this was AIPAC's one notable failure in several years. It
let this language, which became Section i08 of the comprehensive Anti-
Apartheid Act of 1986, slip into law. AIPAC had no .hrn." ro knock it
out' as the bill was never debated before being passed by the Senate and rhe
House, and then passed again by both hduses over the president's veto.
However, just before the report mandated by section 50g on u.S. allies
dealing weapons to south Africa was due to be submitted ro congress,
Israeli leaders worked our a gesrure acceptable to congress ,nl th.
administration: a March I B cabinet decision to phase out existing arms
contracts and refrain from signing new ones. No mention *as made of
nuclear cooperation. Moreover, it was reported in Israel that during a

January visit to south Africa, Defense Minister Rabin had signed new
long-term conrracts,l5 thus making the March l8 decision uttlrly-and
insultingly-meaningless.

- Immediately after the Israeli cabinet announcemenr, represenratives
of AIPAC, the American Jewish Commitree, the American Jewish
congress, the Religious Action center of the Reform moveme-nt and
U-.S- Reps. Barney Frank (D-MA), Sander Levin (D-MI), Martin Frost
(D-TX), and Howard Berman (D-CA) met with members of the
congressional Black caucus and offered support for increased U.S. aid to
Africa in exchange for silence on the conrents of the report.16 According ro
an extremely well-informed source, pressure on caucus members -r, u.ry
intense. congressional sources said heavy constituent pressure would be
needed to force Congress to break its silence and to act.37
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In February 1987, a follow-up sanctions bill sponsored by Rep.
Dellums was introduced. It also contained language barring U.S. aid to
allies with a military relationship with South Africa, but that language was
withdrawn in March after pressure from pro-Israeli partisans.

In the Democratic Party

The battle lines in the Democratic Party arena have already been

sketched out-by the money men and bosses-to include the Middle East.
This became apparent during Jesse Jackson's campaign for'the 1984
Democratic presidential nomination. A wedge was driven into the left and
it was partly immobilized by debate over whether Jackson was "anti-
Semitic." Anti-Semitism was not the real question, of course. It was

Jackson's independent position on the Middle East, mild as it may have
been, but threatening enough as an example to call forth a shrill and
hysterical campaign against Jackson as an "enemy of Israel."

Pro-Israel activists play up-indeed, often overplay-the fact that a

great deal of the early money that plays such a determinative role in the
candidate selection process in the Democratic Party comes from Jews.
Candidates for Senate are very likely to have been prescreened by Israel's
friends before they are presented to the voters. Presidential candidates-
always with the lockstep Middle East position, along with the standard
issue Cold War interventionism-are habitually shoved down the throats
of the prime constituencies of the party, minorities, progressives, peace

activists. (Sometimes this gets out of hand, when too many pass muster.
There was an unseemly competition before the 1984 New York primary,
with several Democratic presidential candidates striving to be seen as the
most ardent supporter of a bill mandating the move of the U.S. embassy in
Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem,38 despite warnings from U.S. diplomats
that this would lead to worldwide protests against the U.S.3e)

The result of all this is an incapacitating dishonesty between activists
and legislators who have carved out their turf on a specific area o[ concern.
In this respect, Alan Cranston is the shining exemplar. In his l986 race for
reelection, Cranston received more money from pro-Israel PACs than any
other candidate running that year. He also received support from peace,

anti-intervention, environmental and social justice activists, who performed
the crucial phone-banking and precinct-walking that resulted in his victory

*
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by the narrowesr of margins. He is now shared, much like a vacarion
condominium, by groups with diametrically opposing inreresrs.

But cranston is not the only on.. Ho*rid Berman, for exampre,
champions liberal causes and then sits down with represenratives of the
Israeli Embassy and u.s. AID to determine where Israeri government
experrs will work in central Americaa' and with his black .oll.rgu.. ,o
persuade them not to object to the carnage inflicted by Israel on st^r'ggling
south Africans. A survey in late l9B5 found nor one insrance -h".. "member of congress had alerted organizarions fighting contra aid that that
year's contra aid packagehad been attached by the House leadership to two
bills carrying aid ro Israel. In 1985, $2 7 million in contra aid flowed from
congressional coffers.

This situation is replicated many times with never a confronration,
although obviously part of this problem could be remedied simply by
holding legislators' feet to the fire, giving them cause to ,.sirt th. p.esrur.s
of the pro-Israeli forces. There are very specific and reasonable demands ro
which lawmakers could be forced to respond. For instance: congressional
action against Israeli military and nuclear dearings with South if.i..; 

",part of a broader campaign against U.S. funding of Vietnam_style
pacification in central America, a clear opposition io funding Israel to
collaborate on the programs.

All rhe usual ractics should be used: visits to disrrict offices of
congressional represenratives; letter writing (which is more effective when
a writren response is requested); individuals or organizations can call radio
talk shows and write "op ed" pieces. occasionaiphone calls to congres-
sional offices and media editors are also helpful. calls should be mad,e"after
votes' as well as before them, expressing either agreement or disagreement
with the position taken. This conveys a continuing interest in th"e issue.

_ In pressuring legislators there is an obvious problem ro be overcome.
Progressives, even when they are organized around one issue, are not
"single issue," the way the pro-lsraeli forces are. Instead, for the best of
reasons' their interest is more than single issue. Thus, organizations and
individuals concerned with the Niiddle East and with Isriel's support of
bloody oppressors are likely ro serrle for candidates like cransto.r, b.."ur.
they are "good" on so many other vital issues. And everybody,"i..riar, ,
given that if a candidate or serving member of congress begins to talk
meaningfully about Israel, Israel's lobby wilr brow her or hiri out of the
water.

It is worth trying anyway, especially on members o[ the House of
Representatives. There are several dozen members of the l00th congress
(elected in 1986) who would probably respond (gratefulry) to .onrtit"u.nt
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pressure to bar Israel from Central America and from military deals with
South Africa. Perhaps more would rake advantage of any opening creared
for them to abandon the hypocrisy that has prevailed until now.al

To Gain the Advantage

To avail themselves of this opening and to creare others, organizations
will first have to open up the issue of Israel's military, economic and political
support of South Africa and its actions in Central America. While some
anti-apartheid organizations have discussed ir, others, have shied away for
fear of losing Jewish support and being marginalized by charges of
anti-Semitism.

Local organizations rather than their national offices are probably
better positioned to initiate discussion of Israel's impact on their area of
concern. National organizations often come under intense pressure which
can involve loss of funding or loss of access to members of Congress. One
very prominent national human rights organization has been concerned
about Israeli activities in Guatemala for several years. It has felt compelled,
however, to limit its expression of concern to private communications with
Israeli officials.

Local organizarions ofren are not constrained by rhe need to fund paid
positions. They don't depend on elite cocktail parties. They can demand
that Israeli complicity in murder-and Israeli violations of Palestinian
human and national rights-be halted. Their determination to end Israel's
undercutting of positive U.S. foreign policy positions can be expressed
directly to Congress or used to fortify the resolve ofnational organizations,
which can then report that grassroors sentiment is making discussion
imperative. Local action should also, of course, be conveyed to the local
media and put forward in coalitions.

Organizations have many means, through the media or through public
education campaigns, to communicate their demands. The International
Fellowship of Reconciliation approached the Israeli government directly,
in an open letter "To the People of Israel and their Government" which
appeared in the weekly supplement of Al Hamishmar (the Mapam-linked
daily). The letter was a direct and respectful plea that Israeli aid to the
governmenr of Rios Montt cease. The Fellowship called attention to Israeli
military and "pacification" assistance to Guatemala and concluded:

We respect theJewish desire for rhe right to self determination of
a people, based on its tradition, beliefs, and values. We therefore
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believe that you can understand the need ofthe people ofCentral
America to decide the future of their nations withour outside
interference. We request of you not to stand in their way.42

Coalitions which come together to put on a major demonstration
frequently debate the inclusion of a demand concerning the Middle East.
Sometimes these efforts are successful, sometimes not. But each time the
subject of Israel-its intervention outside the Middle East, its crimes against
the Palestinian people, or its position in U.S. military doctrine-is
discussed, valuable work has been done. Fear is conquered, the issue is
legitimized, some layers of self-delusion and hypocrisy about the realities
of Israel's role in world affairs are stripped away.

U.S. activists often receive an education in solidarity work when they
learn that the South Africans or Central Americans that they support have
strong and well developed bonds with the PLO. Many are surprised to
learn how great the PLO's contribution to Nicaragua's development has

been. Speakers from the ANC have made it a point to mention the links of
solidarity between their organizations and the PLO; they have done much
to educate U.S. activists on the justice of the Palestinian cause.

Unfortunately solidarity workers have been slow to communicate
what they have learned to the larger U.S. progressive community. And
until broad sectors of the U.S. left come to grips with their isolation from
the international movements for peace and justice, they will face impedi-
ments to the creation of a truly mature and effective movemenr, one that is
reflective of the extra responsiblity we bear as the opposition in the world's
prime international offender.

Some Success Stories

Several organizations have raised and acted on issues of Israel's
overseas activities. None has suffered undue consequences.

The Board of Trustees of the Unitarian Universalist Association
passed a motion calling on the governments of the U.S. and Canada to
"withhold foreign aid to any government which is aiding in the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons for South Africa, or which is sending military or
'security' equipment or advisers to the Union of South Africa."a3 The
National Conference of Black Lawyers has condemned the overall Israeli-
South African relationship. At its fall 1986 national convention the
Coalition of Black Trade Unionists considered a resolution condemning
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Israel's ties with South Africa, and later passed a milder version which did
not name Israel.

The Council on Hemispheric Affairs conducted a study of Israeli-

Nicaraguan relations and not only published the results, but conducted a

media campaign to publicize its report.aa

NewJewish Agenda investigated the allegations of Nicaraguan "anti-
Semitism" and published pamphlets refuting the charges, as well as

supporting the sanctuary movement and dealing with Israel's role in

Central America. One pamphlet concluded, "As Jews concerned about

Israel's security and well-being, we believe that the Israeli government can

find ways to support itself economically without losing sight of its moral

vision."45
There has even been a demonstration against Israel's ties to South

Africa and its involvement in Central America-in San Francisco in June
1985. Sponsored by a wide ad hoc coalition of Central America, anti-

apartheid, Middle East, and human rights organizations, the demonstration

got press coverage and no one reported suffering attacks from pro-lsraeli
activists.

San Francisco anti-apartheid activists also worked actively to defeat a

contract between the city and Israel's national shipping line,Zim. There
was no ultimate victory: even after it was proven that Zim did business with
South Africa (and thus was in violation of the city's anti-apartheid

ordinance) the Board of Supervisors voted to lease port sPace to the line.

But the struggle drew headlines for weeks, as well as editorials in the city's
major dailies. Moreover, despite the strongarm tactics one supervisor

charged had been applied to the Board, not one ofthe several organizations

involved reported a loss of members, funds, or community standing'46

Numerous forums and discussions on Israel's foreign policy have been

held at campuses and in communities across the country. Occasionally

these programs have been disrupted by pro-lsraeli activists, but many have

been well attended and have received favorable press coverage. In I 986, the

November 29 Committee for Palestine organized a tour which included

speakers from the ANC. This was especially successful in educating people

on the political implications of Israeli-South African relations.

These are only a few instances. Doubtless there are others where the

pro-lsrael juggernaut was confronted and reduced in its legendary

dimcnsions. It would be good if they were known about. It would be better

if they were multiplied across the country.
Until the message is received in Washington that an end to Israel's

foreign activities is an integral part ofthe progressive agenda, Israel's ability
to take on the reiected fragments of U.S. policies will remain a problem

ll
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with profound consequences for politics and foreign policy decisions in this
country. For Israel's victims in Central America, Southern Africa and
elsewhere, the consequences will be fatal.
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